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1 A New Approach to Traffic Planning and Street
Design in Sweden

Per Wramborg

ABSTRACT

According to Vision Zero, speed is regarded as a very important and integral factor.
From traffic safety point of view it is said that:
1. On roads where there is a risk for head-on collision

a car is not allowed to drive faster than 70 km/h.
2. In streets where there is a risk for a side impact collision

a car is not allowed to drive faster than 50 km/h.
3. In streets where a car can hit a pedestrian or a bicyclist

a car is not allowed to drive faster than 30 km/h.

More or less as a logical consequence of these basic premises, a hierarchical
division of streets and roads, based on speed, has been introduced in Sweden as
follows:

1. 70 km/h-road or Through traffic route
2. 50/30 km/h-street or Main street or Urban arterial road
3. 30 km/h-street or Residential street
4. Walking speed streets or Woonerfs
5. Lanes for pedestrians and bicycles (pavements, footpaths, squares, bicycle

paths, etc.)

The idea has also been introduced to change the standard 50 km/h streets in built-up
areas to 50/30 km/h-streets, 30 km/h-streets and walking speed streets wherever
pedestrians, bicyclists and car traffic intermingle.

Keywords
road traffic safety, Vision Zero, clearly distinctive design, distinctly different types of
streets
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1.1 MOTIVES FOR THE NEW APPROACH
In the mid-fifties we decided in Sweden not to allow cars to drive faster than 50 km/h
in our cities. We also decided that the exceptions to that speed limit were to be very
few. We adopted this decision because we wished to control the increasing volume
of car traffic, but also because it was considered “comfortable“ to drive the car at that
speed, considering vehicle construction. Earlier there had been no speed limit at all
for car traffic in cities.

The streets, or more specifically “the public places“ in a town, are subject to many
different demands and desires from its inhabitants. Needless to say, the possibility
for driving a car in a city should exist, at least on most streets. However, it must also
be possible to go by foot, by bicycle and by public transport. Public places in a town
have a great inherent potential for both planned and unplanned encounters, which
should be made possible, and even facilitated, by the design of the streets in a city.
These places should be accessible to everyone, including children, the elderly and
disabled persons, and certainly not only to those holding a driving licence.

Guidelines for traffic planning were issued in Sweden in 1968 and in 1982. On both
occasions, it was a clearly hierarchical division of the streets, but a 50 km/h speed
limit was retained on practically all urban streets, contrary to what occurred in
Holland and Denmark, for instance.

In order to satisfy as many as possible of the different demands and wishes that
inhabitants have on public places in a town, we are now trying a new approach to
traffic planning and street design.

1.1.1 Urban Street Classification

Until now, a street in a town has often been classified according to how it is used by
cars. We talk about thoroughfares, through traffic roads, local streets, collector
roads and access roads. The list does not stop here. However, from these
designations the impossibility of having one type of street for every word or phrase is
quite obvious. Too many levels in a hierarchical structure becomes unwieldy and
infeasible.

Also, it is a fact that a local street, for instance, does not only have local traffic. Very
often there is traffic on a local street that is travelling more or less through; often
there is also some collector traffic.

A system of street classification that could be very clear is based on the speed
permitted. One advantage of this is the possibility of including an accurate
description concerning function, street design and behaviour worth aiming at for
each type of street.

1.1.2 A Street must have a Clearly Distinctive Design

One of the most important aims in connection with street design is to give people
using the street the ability to understand - preferable intuitively
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- what kind of street they are on,
- what (traffic) behaviour is expected from them,
- what (traffic) behaviour they can expect from
   others.

For that reason the different types of streets must have their own clearly distinctive
design. It must be obvious from this design what has been prioritised; e.g., vehicle
accessibility on Traffic Routes / 70 km/h roads, and consideration to children, the
elderly and disabled persons on woonerfs. This must be clearly understandable to
adults, children, the elderly or disabled persons alike. And it must be understood
intuitively.

1.1.3 Vision Zero and its Implication for the Design Philosophy of
the New Approach

In Sweden, according to the present-day road traffic safety goals, the number of
fatalities and injuries shall be continually decreased. Drawn to its logical conclusion,
this ultimately means that no one will be killed or injured in road traffic.

The so-called Vision Zero states that:

In the long run, no one will be killed or seriously injured within the road transport
system. In order to fulfil this vision, the responsibility for road traffic safety must be
shared according to the following principles:

• The designers of the system are always ultimately responsible for the design,
operations and use of the road transport system and are thereby responsible for
the level of safety within the entire system.

• Road-users are responsible for following the rules for using the road transport
system set by the system designers.

• If road-users fail to obey these rules due to a lack of knowledge, acceptance or
ability, or if injuries do occur, the system designers are required to take the
necessary further steps to counteract people being killed and/or seriously injured.

With this Vision Zero approach, the concern for human life and health is an
absolutely mandatory element in the design and functioning of the road transport
system. This means that a road traffic safety mode of thinking must be clearly
integrated into all the processes that affect safety within the road transport system.
The level of violence that the human body can tolerate without being killed or
seriously injured shall be the basic parameter in the design of the road transport
system.

According to Vision Zero, speed is regarded as a very important and integral factor.
From traffic safety point of view it is said that:

1. On roads/streets where there is a risk for head-on collision a car is not allowed to
drive faster than 70 km/h.

2. On roads/streets where there is a risk for a side impact collision a car is not
allowed to drive faster than 50 km/h.

3. On roads/streets where a car can hit a pedestrian or a bicyclist a car is not
allowed to drive faster than 30 km/h.
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More or less as a logical consequence of these basic premises, a hierarchical
division of streets and roads, based on speed, has been introduced in Sweden as
follows:

1 km/h-road or Traffic route for long distance driving in a town, and where walking
and cycling is prohibited

2 km/h-street or Main street or Urban arterial road for driving between city blocks;
however, when driving through zebra crossings, cars are not permitted to drive
faster than 30 km/h.

3 km/h-street or Residential street for driving within a residential district  and for
driving to or from a 50/30 km/h-street.

4 Walking speed street or Woonerf for driving to a destination along the street or a
street nearby.

5 Lanes for pedestrians and bicycles (pavements, footpaths, squares, bicycle
paths, etc.) where motor vehicles are strictly forbidden, a domain exclusively for
pedestrians and cyclists.

4 and 5 serve some traffic function, but are primarily intended to satisfy as many as
possible of the different demands and wishes that the inhabitants of a town place on
public places.

1.2 ACCOUNT OF THE NEW APPROACH
Hierarchical Division of Streets and Roads

1.2.1 Through traffic route or Urban arterial road or...
Mostly 70 km/h, sometime 50 km/h,  seldom  90 km/h

1.2.1.1 Function

The through traffic route is intended for longer car journeys through built-up areas
passing by one or more residential areas. The through traffic route has through
traffic and distribution traffic, but no access traffic. There is no parking permitted
along a through traffic route. A through traffic route has no residential function.

The throuhgh traffic routes consist of those streets and roads where priority is given
to the efficient transport of people and goods by car at steady, moderate speeds
within a street and road network capable of handling the prevalent traffic volume.
The good accessibility offered to motorists within through traffic routes is perceived
as so advantageous that motorists choose this network for everything except the
shortest local trips.

1.2.1.2 Street Design

The alignment of a through traffic route is often of high standard and as far away
from nearby buildings as possible. The through traffic route is often, but not always,
situated in suburban areas or on the periphery of built-up areas.

Distances between intersections are long enough for the intended speed level.

There is often road space available to enhance the safety of errant vehicles. Rigid,
stationary objects in the roadside area have been either positioned, designed or
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shielded so as to protect motorists from serious injury in the event of head-on
collision  or side impact collision when unintentionally driving off the carriageway.
The carriageway has often two traffic lanes for car traffic in each direction,
sometimes even more.

A throuhg traffic route is segregated from pedestrian and bicycle traffic, and any
road connection to adjacent neighbourhoods is intended for car traffic only.

As there are no pedestrians or cyclists on a through traffic route, there are no
pedestrian pavements and no bicycle lanes.

Vulnerable road-users have been provided with grade-separated interchanges for
crossing traffic routes. For movement parallel to the through traffic route network,
there are pedestrian and bicycle paths that have been totally segregated from car
traffic; e.g. by vegetation, a safety fence or sufficient distance between the
carriageway and the pedestrian and bicycle path.

Due to the longer distances between intersections, the accessibility gains on the 70-
km/h stretches are more obvious. Despite the higher speed level, the environmental
impact on the surroundings is moderate due to the distance to houses and buildings.

1.2.1.3 Behaviour

The speed limit is mostly 70 km/h on through traffic routes. The speed at
intersections may not exceed 50 km/h if there is any risk of side impact collision.
This is ensured through traffic calming measures, e.g., a roundabout, or - ultimately
– through road informatics technology.

If there are short distances between the intersections, the speed limit is restricted to
50 km/h, even on unbroken stretches. The speed limit is ensured through a traffic
calming design, even on unbroken stretches. Motorists accept the low speed here
because higher speeds would only have a marginal time-saving effect due to the
relatively short distances between intersections. The speed limit is also felt to be
well motivated due to the relative proximity of housing developments.

The speed 90 km/h is sometimes possible even in built-up areas if the alignment and
the intersections are of very high standard, and if the distances between
intersections are long.

In the year 2010 we think that through traffic routes will constitute 10-20% of the
street network in built-up areas in Sweden.

1.2.2 Street,   Main Street or Urban Street or …

1.2.2.1 Function

The 50/30 km/h-street is used by cars and by bicycles going from one
neighbourhood to another nearby. The traffic in a 50/30-km/h-street is mostly local;
there is collector traffic and access traffic and sometimes even through traffic.

Parking can be permitted along a 50/30-street, especially in central areas.

A 50/30 km/h-street could have a business or a residential function. Also a 50/30
km/h-street is often the showcase window of the neighbourhood, with shops and
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other business activities, creating the need for loading and unloading areas and
kerbside parking.

Very often a 50/30 km/h-street is not a boundary between two neighbourhoods, and
therefore pedestrians, bicyclists, children, the elderly and disabled persons often
need to cross it.

1.2.2.2 Street Design

The carriageway normally only has two lanes for ordinary car traffic. The 50/30 km/h-
street also has wide bicycle paths and wide pedestrian pavements, affording cyclists
and pedestrians good accessibility, safety and security. Furthermore, these wide
walkways and paths provide the potential for creating an attractive, pleasant street
space that is also environmentally suitable for children, the elderly and disabled
persons.

Where there is heavy bus traffic, the 50/30-street is designed with bus lanes.

An intersection between two 50/30 km/h-streets always has pedestrian and bicycle
crossings. These crossings are designed so that a car cannot drive through them at
speeds exceeding 30 km/h, keeping in mind children, the elderly and disabled
persons. Some intersections, where there is a special need, are designed as a
pedestrian pavement on which cars are not permitted to drive faster than walking
speed; i.e., between 5 and 10 km/h.

On unbroken stretches where there is no crossing pedestrian or bicycle traffic, cars
are permitted to drive a maximum of 50 km/h.

Where the situation demands and city plans permit, the 50/30-km/h street has a
central reserve equipped with a safety fence to ensure that pedestrians and cyclists
cross the street only at places designated for this purpose.

There are special areas for loading and unloading on 50/30 km/h-streets but as little
kerbside parking as possible.

The 50/30 km/h-street is designed so that pedestrians and cyclists are given as
much space as possible, while the area for car traffic is limited in accordance with
the purpose of the street traffic. As far as possible, destination points in the
surroundings are concentrated and located so that pedestrian and bicycle traffic
needing to cross a 50/30 km/h-street can be steered naturally to the pedestrian and
bicycle crossings.

1.2.2.3 Behaviour

Pedestrians and bicyclists cross a 50/30 km/h-street at designated pedestrian and
bicycle crossings.

In the year 2010 we think that 50/30 km/h-streets will constitute 20-25% of the street
network in built-up areas in Sweden.
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1.2.3 km/h Street  Residential Street, Wohnstrasse,  or  Rue 
Residentielle, or...

1.2.3.1 Function

The 30 km/h-street is a street in a residential area, where priority is given to the local
inhabitants, thus designating its function. The 30 km/h-street shall be an attractive,
pleasant street space and an environment suitable for children, the elderly and
disabled persons.

As far as vehicles are concerned, a 30 km/h-street is used only by local bicycle and
car traffic that originates in or has a destination within the neighbourhood. 30 km/h-
streets nearly always have access traffic, sometimes collector traffic, but never
through traffic.

1.2.3.2 Street Design

A 30 km/h-street has pedestrian pavements and a carriageway. The carriageway is
as narrow as possible, i.e., between four and six meters. Thus, there is space for the
pedestrian pavement to be as wide as possible, providing great potential for creating
an attractive, pleasant street area suitable for children, the elderly and disabled
persons alike.

Especially in the inner city areas, 30 km/h-streets provide part of the need for short-
time parking. Parking spaces are designed and located with care, paying
consideration to their being an aesthetically attractive element within the street
environment.

A 30 km/h-street has no marked pedestrian or bicycle crossings, no bicycle paths
and no traffic signals. Sometimes there are bicycle roads in 30 km/h-areas.

Traffic calming measures guarantee safe, secure interaction between pedestrians,
cyclists and motorists. One good traffic calming measure is an elevated crossing,
signalling that in 30 km/h-areas priority is given to pedestrians. This solution will
help elderly people to move about, especially those in wheelchairs. It also makes
pushing prams easier. Roundabouts represent another good traffic calming solution.

1.2.3.3 Behaviour

The normal way to move within a 30 km/h-area is usually on foot or by bicycle;
walking canes and wheelchairs are also prevalent as is the use of a “rollator“ (a
walking aid that is very common in Sweden). Young parents often push prams.

Within a 30 km/h-area it is natural to cross a street as a pedestrian or a cyclist
arbitrarily, either anywhere along the street or at street crossings.

In the year 2010 we think 30 km/h-streets will constitute 25-30% of the street
network in built-up areas in Sweden.
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1.2.4 Walking Speed Street  (woonerf or pedestrian street or … )

1.2.4.1 Function

The walking speed street is a communal outdoor space shared by everyone living by
the street. It is a street especially for children, the elderly and disabled persons. A
walking speed street is an attractive, pleasant street space for meetings, play and
recreation. It is used by cars and by bicycles only when they come from a destination
or go to a destination along it or a street close nearby.

1.2.4.2 Street Design

The walking speed street is designed as communal outdoor space shared by
everyone living by the street. The entire walking speed street is intended for
everybody; it is not divided into separate lanes for different types of „traffic“. It is
designed entirely at the same level; i.e., there are no kerbs.

1.2.4.3 Behaviour

The street is designed and regulated so that the maximum speed for cars does not
exceed walking speeds; i.e. 5 to 10 km/h, with an average speed of around 7 km/h
depending on who is walking.

This type of street has often been created on the initiative of the property owners
and the local residents, with both groups supporting the construction and
maintenance operations.

Pedestrians and bicyclists always have the right of way.

In the year 2010 we think that walking speed streets will constitute 20-25% of the
street network in built-up areas in Sweden.

1.2.5 Car-free Area  (lanes for pedestrians and cyclists)

These include all the town footpaths and bikeways, walkways, parks, greenways,
recreation areas, market squares and playgrounds as well as all the neighbourhood
areas where cars have been prohibited.

1.2.5.1 Function

The car-free area in a town has a great inherent potential for both planned and
unplanned encounters, which should be made possible and even facilitated, by the
urban street design. In this type of area it is possible for pedestrians, bicyclists,
children, the elderly and disabled persons to move around safely and securely in
built-up areas.

A main objective of a car-free area is to be able to interconnect as many of its parts
as possible and make it possible for people to walk or cycle within the area without
having to confront the risks, conflicts and disturbances associated with motor traffic.

1.2.5.2 Street Design

The walking areas and pedestrian and bicycle paths have moderately steep inclines,
surfaces are smooth and even, and the street furniture is well designed. There are
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attractive outdoor spaces for meetings, play and recreation. There is good street
lighting as well as other design details that make everyone, including children, the
elderly and disabled persons, feel safe and secure.

Motor vehicles can be granted exemptions to enter the car-free area, but only on the
terms set by pedestrians and cyclists. The car is not allowed to drive faster than a
person can walk, and that ranges between 5 and 10 km/h, depending on who is
walking.

1.2.5.3 Behaviour

Many car-free areas serve no traffic function at all. Some are particularly designed to
enable the mobility of children, the elderly and disabled persons.

Pedestrian pavements and bicycle lanes also serve a traffic function, and must be
situated and designed accordingly. Bicyclists must be able to move at speeds up to
30 km/h on bicycle tracks and on certain greenways; however, in other places such
as woonerfs, bicyclists are required to ride at walking speed.

1.3 THE NEW APPROACH IN REALITY

1.3.1 Demonstration Project / The Jönköping Case Study

A traffic system designed more or less according to the philosophy presented above
entails an investment of slightly more than SEK 200 million in the Jönköping street
network. This means approximately SEK 4,000 per inhabitant in the area in question.
With an average depreciation period of 30 years and a 5% cost of capital, the
annual cost of investment amounts to approximately SEK 13 million, or SEK 260 per
inhabitant and year. The increased operational costs have been assessed at SEK
5.4 million per year, or a little more than SEK 100 per inhabitant and year.

In Sweden, about 7.2 million people live in urban areas. If the situation in Jönköping
is considered to be representative, an application of the philosophy in whole Sweden
means an investment need of slightly more than SEK 28,000 million. The increased
operations and maintenance costs for this investment amounts to about SEK 750
million per year.

The purpose of this study has been to describe the measures required in the
physical environment and to endeavour to provide a rough outline of the impact of
the new traffic system. Space has not permitted a sensitivity analysis of the figures
presented. On the other hand, an attempt has been made to describe the
methodology used in each analysis to make it possible to evaluate the results.

In our assessment, the measures proposed in Jönköping will reduce the number of
actual injuries in urban traffic by slightly more than 20%; i.e., from about 235 to
about 186 per year. The reduction is greatest for serious injuries, which means an
approximate 30% reduction in accident costs. This represents about SEK 40 million
per year lower costs to society. Accidents reported by the police are expected to be
reduced by 43%, from an average of 81 to 46 cases of injury per year.

That the reduction is not greater depends on the large number of accidents
occurring between vulnerable road users only. This category of accident accounts
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for about 50% of all injuries incurred within the municipal network, and is an area
upon which the measures contemplated will not have an impact. In order to be able
to effect a reduction here, other measures are required, some of which would be
undertaken within the physical environment, such as better cycle paths and better
separation between cyclists and pedestrians.

The major safety gains are obtained on the local residential streets - speed limit 30
km/h and woonerfs - which account for two-thirds of the injury reduction and one-
third of the investment costs. If, moreover, the speed limit is reduced to 30 km/h on
10% of the main streets normally used by vulnerable road users in addition to an
implementation of a 30 km/h limit - or alternatively physical separation measures - at
certain selected spots where vulnerable road users normally cross main streets,
almost 90% of the reduction “possible“ will be covered. In such a case,
approximately 60% of the total investment costs will have been consumed.

One could pose the question as to the impact that modest re-construction measures
and a posted 30 km/h speed limit would have on local residential streets. In the city
of Graz, such a system has been implemented for a few years. Traffic supervision in
Graz is, nonetheless, considerably more intensive than in Sweden. It has been
possible to reduce the cases of injury reported by the police in Graz by about 25%.
The reduction in our case is expected to be 43%.

A reduction in the average speed of motorised vehicles entails longer travel times.
These are expected to increase on major through streets by almost 1,800 hours on
weekdays, which corresponds to slightly more than two minutes per inhabitant and
day. It might be considered questionable to assess this in another way, but if the
Swedish National Road Administration project analysis principles were to be applied,
this time consumption represents an additional cost for motorists of SEK 43 million
per year. In this case, it has not been possible to estimate the gains in travel time
won by pedestrians and cyclists through the implementation of more physical
separation measures nor their shorter waiting times at junctions. Neither has it been
possible to estimate the shorter waiting times experienced by motorists exiting local
residential streets.

Public transport is hit hardest by the speed reduction measures normally used to
implement speeds of 30 km/h (like speed bumps designed according to the Watts
model). If users of public transport services are to be able to maintain travel times,
the frequency of service must be increased. According to our calculations, this
entails doubling the vehicle fleet necessary, which corresponds to an additional cost
of about SEK 40 million per year. Measures catering to buses, i.e., those which are
not more speed-restrictive to buses than to cars, are more or less necessary on
streets with scheduled bus traffic. Such measures limit the increase in cost to about
SEK 3 million per year while maintaining the average travel time.

Emergency rescue vehicles will be affected in the same way. Preliminary
calculations made by the Fire Department show that the ensuing extra time entailed
would lead to an increase in human injury and in property damage amounting to
about SEK 3 million per year within the area under study; i.e., about SEK 60 per
inhabitant. The impact on ambulance and police vehicles has not been investigated.
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Goods distributors within urban areas will in all probability react negatively to the
measures due to reduced accessibility and increased travel times. Vehicle costs will
probably also increase. No calculations have been made within this project.

A more in-depth analysis of the environmental impact has not been conducted. The
Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute has, on the other hand, calculated
the implications of a general reduction in the speed limit to 30 km/h. The results
corroborate what has been found in German experience: certain types of vehicle
emissions will increase while most will decrease. In general, the noise level can also
be expected to decrease somewhat.

Re-construction of the traffic environment according to the proposed concept has an
impact upon several other factors in society in addition to those mentioned in the
foregoing. There can be a long-range social effect that more people will want to live
centrally in cities, in part, perhaps due to the reduced barrier effect of traffic.
Elevations of the carriageway at street intersections to walkway level, in combination
with lower traffic speeds, will substantially ease access for children, the elderly and
physically disabled persons. The measures proposed will also create a more
aesthetically pleasing traffic environment in our cities. Certain sources maintain that
these measures will moreover lead to positive effects within many different areas of
society.

When compiling the results from the impact analysis, there is an obvious risk of
misinterpretation, especially regarding those evaluations expressed monetarily.
There are several assumptions and circumstances that are not illuminated. For
instance, it is not entirely certain that effects expressed in the same terms can be
directly compared, even if the term of measurement is money. Despite these
reservations, an attempt at an overall compilation of results is presented in the
following table.
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Table 14  Impact of the application of “Vision Zero“ on the physical environment in
urban areas (test site Jönköping)

Impact on Effect Cost /
inhabitant

Cost / year

Investments + 4,000 SEK + 13 million SEK
Operations /
Maintenance

+ 100 SEK /
year

+ 5.4 million
SEK

Injuries ca 20% fewer - 800 SEK / year - 40 million SEK
Travel time in cars + ca 1,800 hours / day 3.30 SEK / day + 43 million SEK
Travel time for
vulnerable road users

Reduction - ? - ?

Public transport at least 3 new buses + 60 SEK / year + 3 million SEK
Fire department greater delay + 60 SEK / year + 3 million SEK
Ambulance greater delay + ? + ?
Police greater delay + ? + ?
Goods distribution more delivery vehicles + ? + ?
Vehicle emissions somewhat reduced - ? - ?
Noise somewhat reduced - ? - ?
Social structure more people living in

the city centre
- ? - ?

Barriers fewer and less
forbidding

- ? - ?

Disabled persons enhanced possibilities - ? - ?
Aesthetics Positive - ? - ?
Social enhanced possibilities - ? - ?
Miscellaneous

The table shows that there are many questions that must be clarified before a
complete impact analysis can be made. There is thus much leeway for several new
studies and research projects.

Another important question focuses on how best to reduce accidents involving
vulnerable road users only. These represent half of the injuries in Jönköping.
Needless to say, several different measures must be taken, but what are the
measures that can be suitably undertaken in the physical environment?

1.3.2 Planned Demonstration Projects

The Municipalities in Sweden are now working on elaborating a street classification
according to the philosophy contained in this paper.

Based on the results of this classification, plans are currently underway to
demonstrate and evaluate

Vision Zero and the five types of streets described. In 1999, at least seven different
demonstration projects that adhere as far as possible to the philosophy have been
scheduled.
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2 Self-Explaining Roads

Richard van der Horst & Nico Kaptein

ABSTRACT

As a means to a sustainable safe traffic environment the concept of Self-Explaining
Roads (SER) has been developed. The SER concept advocates a traffic
environment that elicits safe driving behaviour simply by its design. In order to
support safe driving behaviour and appropriate speed choice, drivers should be
enabled to recognise the type of road they are on. Therefore, it is important that the
way people subjectively categorise these roads matches the function and use of
roads. However, most Dutch roads do not display enough structure to allow for an
effective utilisation of these SER design principles yet. Several studies indicate that
road users are not able to distinguish roads according to official road categories.

So far, no studies have explicitly addressed the relationship between cognitive road
classification and actual driving behaviour. The present study investigated to what
extent cognitive road classification determines driving speed. Both a picture-sorting
task and a driving simulator task were used to investigate the effects of design
characteristics on cognitive road classification and driving behaviour. In both tasks,
three road design conditions were involved: one consisted of a set of Current Roads,
roads as they are in reality; one of a set of Self-Explaining Roads; and one of both
Current Roads and Self-Explaining Roads. Each of the three different sets of roads
consisted of eight exemplars of each of four road categories: motorways,
motorroads, 80 km/h roads for fast traffic and 80 km/h roads for mixed traffic.

The picture-sorting task showed that subjects categorised Self-Explaining Roads
more in accordance with the official road category system than Current Roads. A
more systematic application of road design elements results in a subjective road
classification that is more in accordance with the official road category system.
Subjects did not only classify on the basis of road characteristics, but they also used
the whole set of road environments, the context, they were part of. The driving
simulator task showed that driving behaviour on motorroads with a SER design was
more in accordance with driving behaviour as meant by the official road design. No
clear-cut evidence was found for an effect of cognitive road classification as such on
the level of driving speed. Yet, results showed that a more consistent road design
within categories may lead to more homogenous driving speeds.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, road design is hardly adapted to human capabilities. The crucial question
is how the occurrence of errors in traffic can be reduced. Two aspects have been
proposed as important in obtaining a sustainable safe traffic system: Inherent Safety
and Self-Explaining Roads (SER). Inherent Safety refers to the reduction of
potentially dangerous encounters, whereas Self-Explaining roads are roads with a
design that evokes correct expectations from road users (Theeuwes & Godthelp,
1992). Because training and education cannot be expected to dramatically reduce
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the number of traffic accidents, it is important that road design in itself elicits safe
traffic behaviour.

People structure their world by gaining a maximum of information with as few
cognitive efforts as possible (cognitive economy, Rosch, 1978). It is often stated that
people perceive objects in the world as correlated and structured, but not all
combinations of objects or characteristics of objects can be memorised. Cognitive
economy provides an efficient way to deal with the environment one is coping with,
without having to store all characteristics of that environment (Twisk, 1991).

There are several models of categorisation. The SER concept holds to a mixed
model of categorisation, which is an extension of a prototype model. In prototype
models each category is represented by an exemplar that contains the most
important characteristics of that category, a prototype (Reed, 1972). Characteristics
of newly encountered objects or environments are matched against a representation
stored in memory of previous, similar experiences with these objects or
environments. Stored representations are conceptualised as schemata and the
degree of similarity between a schema and the newly encountered environment
indicates how prototypical the latter is (Purcell, 1986). Typical characteristics of
these prototypical representations are expected to be more similar within one
category than between different categories. As Rosch (1978) states: “To categorise
a stimulus means to consider it, for purposes of that categorisation, not only
equivalent to other stimuli in the same category but also different from stimuli not in
that category”. According to Neisser (1987) and Rips and Collins (1993) similarity
alone is not sufficient to explain categorisation. Mixed models use not only
prototypical information to categorise but also information about specific experiences
or exemplars, rules and theories (cognitive models).

According to the SER concept, road users classify road scenes into categories. Each
type of road has its prototypical representation, so separate roads do not have to be
stored individually. Prototypical representations of road scenes develop through
experience and constitute the basis for categorising road environments (Theeuwes,
1994). As soon as an unknown road is encountered, existing schemes and their
typical characteristics are used to categorise this road as a member of a subjective
category. In order to obtain Self-Explaining Roads, it is important that the design of
the infrastructure is adjusted to the way the road environment is categorised in the
‘heads’ of its users (Theeuwes & Diks, 1995b). This would bring about successful
categorisation leading to a timely anticipation of possible events on a road.
Inadequate categorisation would induce wrong expectations of events. Wrong
expectations lead to perceptual and judgement faults that result in inadequate or
missing anticipations. Inadequate or missing anticipations may lead to wrong or
improperly performed manoeuvres. Relatively many human failures in traffic have to
do with specific manoeuvres, involving passing or crossing other traffic, parking and
stopping.

A homogeneous set of road characteristics within one road category and different
characteristics between categories, should provide road users with direct information
about the type of road they are driving on and about the types of behaviour drivers on
that road should adopt. A study by Theeuwes and Diks (1995b) showed that estimated
appropriate driving speed is related to the way roads are categorised. Between-
subjects comparison showed that subjective categories for a set of road environments
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matched classes of estimated driving speed for that same set of road environments.
Thus, Self-Explaining road design may facilitate correct anticipation and increase
safety (Dijkstra & Twisk, 1991).

In the present situation, road elements that are prototypical for a single road category
are hard to find. Roads from each official road category have a wide range of varying
characteristics, such as number of lanes or presence of edge lines, which results in a
large variety of road scenes per category. Design characteristics that are specifically
tied to a certain road category have to be developed in order to facilitate consistent
categorisation (Theeuwes & Godthelp, 1992). Several studies have shown that road
users are not able to categorise current roads in a meaningful way (Theeuwes & Diks,
1995a, 1995b; Kaptein & Theeuwes, 1996).

So far, no studies have explicitly addressed the relationship between cognitive road
classification and actual driving behaviour. The present study investigated to what
extent cognitive road classification determines behaviour. To that end, it was
investigated to what extent results obtained in a static laboratory setting were
informative on dynamic driving behaviour in a driving simulator.

2.1 GENERAL DESIGN
Both a picture-sorting task and a driving simulator task were performed. The picture-
sorting task was used to investigate the effect of road characteristics on cognitive road
classification. Subjects had to sort computer generated images of road environments
of four road categories with respect to the behaviour they would show and expect on
these roads. The four road categories form a hierarchy, in which category A is the
highest-ranked category and D the lowest-ranked category. The simulator task was
used to investigate the effect of road characteristics on driving behaviour. The subjects
had to drive in a driving simulator along an indicated route through a road network of
computer generated images. Finally, it was investigated whether cognitive road
classification affected driving behaviour.

Table I shows the speed limit and the occurrence of possible other traffic for four
official categories of roads outside built-up areas in The Netherlands. Note that in the
present study the word ‘Motorway’ is used in the sense of the British ‘Motorway’
(American ‘Freeway’) the highest standard of road available, whereas ‘Motorroad’
(‘Autoweg’ in Dutch) refers to a slightly lower order road with at level intersections and
an 100 km/h speed limit (single or dual carriageway national main roads).
Table I: Four official categories of road outside the built-up area in The Netherlands. For each category the

speed limit and the occurrence of possible other traffic is given.

Category Spee
d limit

Cyclists Slow motor
vehicles

Oncoming
traffic

Crossing
traffic

A  Motorway 120 - - - -

B  Motorroad 100 - - +/- +

C 80-km/h road for fast traffic 80 - + + +

D 80-km/h road for fast + slow
traffic

80 + + + +

Both tasks (picture sorting and driving simulator) were performed with three road
design conditions, each by a different group of subjects. In Condition 1, a group of
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sixteen subjects was assigned to a database that contained eight Current Roads per
road category (A, B, C, D; see Table I). Typical properties of these roads were that
they had relatively little characteristics that overlapped within categories and relatively
many that overlapped across categories. This reflects the road network as it is in
reality. In Condition 2, a group of sixteen subjects was assigned to a database that
contained eight Self-Explaining Roads per road category. Typical properties of these
roads were that they had relatively many characteristics that overlapped within
categories and only a few across categories. In Condition 3, a group of sixteen
subjects was assigned to a database that contained six Current Roads and two Self-
Explaining Roads per road category. For both tasks the subject groups from these
three conditions were homogeneous with respect to sex, age and driving experience.
Different subjects were used for the picture sorting task and the simulator task, to
avoid the possibility that performance on one task would influence performance on the
other.

The stimuli of the simulator task were represented as computer-generated road
environments, constructed as a simulator database. The stimuli for the picture-sorting
task were pictures taken from this database (for examples, see Appendix I).

Condition 1 and 2 of the picture sorting task were compared to investigate to what
extent proposed design changes for different types of roads lead to a more appropriate
cognitive road classification. It was expected that road environments of the ‘Self-
Explaining-Road (SER) design’ would be more uniform within one category and more
different across categories, and would be more in accordance with the official road
categories than road environments of the ‘Current-Road (CR) design’.

Condition 1 and 2 of the driving-simulator task were compared to investigate to what
extent proposed design options for different types of roads lead to more appropriate
driving behaviour. Speed choice was used as the main dependent variable. If SER
design were important for driving speed, it would be expected that road environments
of the SER design would elicit driving behaviour that is more uniform within one
category and more different across categories than for road environments of the ‘CR
design’. Moreover, driving behaviour should be more in accordance with driving
behaviour as meant in official road categories.

Condition 2 and 3 of both the picture sorting task and the simulator task were
compared to investigate whether cognitive road classification as such had an effect on
driving behaviour. If so, it would be expected that the Self-Explaining Roads within the
mixed design group of roads would elicit a less efficient categorisation of its users than
within a Self-Explaining group of roads. This would elicit different driving behaviour on
those, physically identical, roads between the two conditions (Mixed design and SER
design). Behaviour on Self-Explaining roads within a group of SER roads is expected to
be more in accordance with driving behaviour as intended by the road design, than
driving behaviour on Self-Explaining roads within a mixed group of roads.
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Table II shows road characteristics of Current roads based on the official guidelines
and road characteristics of Self-Explaining roads, based on the SER-concept.

Table II: Road characteristics of the CR design and the SER design, according to the official guidelines
and the SER-concept, respectively. Where relevant all measures are in metres.

Current Roads Self-Explaining Roads
A B C D A B C D

Width of carriageway 8.35/7.95 6.75 6.75 5.50/4.50 8.45 6.80 6.20 5.50
Width of lanes 3.50 3.10 3.10 2.75 3.50 3.10 2.75 2.75
Edge lines 0.15/0.20 0.10 0.10 - 0.20 0.15 0.15 -
Recovery lane 1.10/0.60 0.35 0.35 - 1.10 0.35 0.20 -
Width of
emergency lane

3.50/4.00 - - - 4.00 - - -

Guard rail + + + - + - - -
Number of carriage
ways

2×2 2×2/1×2 1×2 1 2×2 1×2 1×2 1

Centre-line
markings;
Space in between

0.10/0.15

3-9
0.10
3-9

0.10
3-9

0.10/ -
3-9

0.15
3-9

0.10
3-9

0.10
9-3

-
-

Bicycle lane width - - - - - - - 1.25

To investigate the effects of road design on driving behaviour, the effects of
interfering variables had to be excluded. Therefore all road environments fulfilled the
following requirements: there was no other traffic visible, there were no traffic signs
that could provide information about the official category the road belonged to and
there were no sharp curves in the road that could influence driving speed. The CR
design reflected the variety of road scenes in reality within each official road
category. The road characteristics of the current roads represented in Table II were
taken from the design guidelines for motorways and the guidelines for non-
motorways (ROA, 1989; 1991; 1992; 1993 and RONA, 1992; 1986; 1986). In order to
evaluate the contribution of road elements that are supposed to improve
categorisation, the SER design was obtained by selectively and systematically
adding or removing road characteristics to or from the database for the current road
design. The choice of road characteristics for the SER design systems was based on
previous studies on road design and subjective categorisation.

For the SER design all characteristics had been standardised, so that only one value
was used for each property dimension within each road category. For example, width
of carriageway was varied systematically so that all roads within one road category
had the same width. Width was chosen to be systematically smaller for lower order
road categories because a smaller carriageway corresponds to a lower driving
speed, which better suits a lower order road. Consequently, road width was
informative on road category. Similarly, emergency lanes and guard rails (in The
Netherlands mainly used on motorways) are typical characteristics of motorways and
have a confusing effect when placed on another road category (Theeuwes, 1994).

The number of carriageways has been important for the distinction between road
categories (Kaptein & Theeuwes, 1998). As for motorroads, the guidelines for the
number of carriageways are ambiguous: both single carriageways (1×2 lanes) and
dual carriageways (2×2) exist. To avoid wrong anticipations from the driver as a
consequence of this ambiguity, in the SER design a choice had to be made between
single and dual carriageways. A dual carriageway motorroad would help to
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distinguish between motorroads and 80 km/h roads for fast traffic and a single
carriageway motorroad would help to distinguish between motorroads and
motorways. It is known from the literature that motorroads and roads for fast traffic
are difficult to distinguish and that motorways are easy to be seen as a
homogeneous category (Theeuwes & Diks, 1995). Therefore, a dual carriageway
was chosen. Space between centre-line markings was varied between roads for fast
traffic and other roads to further improve the distinction between motorroads and 80
km/h roads for fast traffic. The choice between a 3-9 and a 9-3 mark-gap ratio had to
be made. Normally the 9-3 mark-gap ratio (nine metres of white stripe and three
metres of space in between) urges caution, which implies a slower driving speed,
and makes it easier to categorise a road as a lower order road. Therefore a 9-3
mark-gap ratio was chosen for the lower order road category, the 80-km/h road for
fast traffic.

The absence of centre-line markings makes roads for fast and slow traffic more
homogeneous and easier to distinguish from roads for fast traffic (Theeuwes & Diks,
1995b). Red bicycle lanes on roads for fast and slow traffic further stresses this
distinction, since the possibility of encountering slow traffic is communicated through
road design (Kaptein & Theeuwes, 1996).

2.2 PICTURE SORTING TASK
From each of the four official road categories, 8 different pictures of road
environments were selected. A total number of 32 stimuli was used. They
represented typical roads for these categories. Each picture was classified according
to its corresponding official category as A1 to A8, B1 to B8, C1 to C8 or D1 to D8
(see Appendix I). In the mixed road design condition, for each road category from the
CR design two current roads were replaced by their ‘identical’ counterpart from the
SER design, viz. A1 and A8, B1 and B2, C4 and C6, and D3 and D4, respectively.

2.2.1 Procedure

For each road design system, a separate group of 16 subjects was used. Each
subject had to sort 32 pictures. An overview of this method is given by Rosenberg
(1982). One of the main advantages of the sorting method in comparison to
judgement of similarities in pairs and the method of triads is that subjects can make
judgements about the entire set of objects in a relatively short time, even when a
large number of objects is involved. In addition, a large number of pairs might have
affected subjects’ motivation in a negative way. The instruction was as follows:

„You are about to see 32 pictures of roads outside the built-up area. Your task
is to make a useful classification of these pictures. Try to imagine yourself
driving on the road and ask yourself how you would behave or which behaviour
you would expect from other drivers on the same road. Sort the pictures in such
a way that the behaviour on the roads in a pile is the same, and different from
the other piles. There is no good or wrong sorting; make piles that you find
useful yourself. Do this quickly, without thinking too long. You are free in
choosing the number of pictures within each pile and the total number of piles.
If you have any questions you may ask the experimenter now.“
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The 32 pictures were placed on a large table in a fixed order. This created a
homogenous test situation in which the effect of order would be the same for all
subjects. Correction was allowed, but not explicitly mentioned in the instructions.
Subjects had to act as in reality, where the impression of a road triggers
categorisation. After the subjects had completed the sorting to their satisfaction, the
experimenter registered the labels of the pictures in the piles. The labelling of
pictures was done so that no information about the official classification was given to
the subjects.

For all three conditions a similarity matrix was made, in which the similarity between
pictures x and y was defined as the number of subjects who placed x and y in the
same pile. To give a clear presentation of the clusters of pictures (the obtained
subjective categories), a hierarchical cluster analysis and a nonmetric
multidimensional scaling (MDS) were performed on the similarity matrixes (Guttman-
Lingoes algorithm; Theeuwes & Diks, 1995b).

In hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidean distances, complete linkage method) a
tree structure develops (dendrogram), in which the clustering of the most similar
road environments was followed by the clustering of the second most similar road
environments and so forth. A dotted cut-off line (see Figure 2a) indicates the number
of subjective categories that corresponds to the number of official categories (A, B,
C, D). The subjective categories were labelled as category I, II, III and IV, because a
subjective category could contain road environments of various official categories.

The results of the multidimensional scaling analysis reflect where the road
environments are situated compared to each other in a two-dimensional space. More
similar road environments are closer together in the two-dimensional space. The
graphs give an indication of the construction of the arisen subjective categories. For all
analysis of the categorisation task, Statistica 5.0 (StatSoft, 1995) was used.

2.2.2 Results

Before the data were transformed into dendrograms and graphs, the number of
underlying dimensions had to be determined. To do this stress values were studied.
Stress values give an indication of the amount of unexplained variance. It appeared
that with three underlying dimensions including another dimension not much extra
explained variance was added (Kaptein & Claessens, 1998). Therefore an analysis
with three underlying dimensions was chosen. The according stress values for the
three road design conditions were, respectively, 9.5%, 7.5%, and 11.5 %. To give a
clear presentation, only two of the underlying dimensions are represented in the
graphs. Figure 1, 2, and 3 show the results of the Multi-Dimensional Scaling analysis
to what extent pictures were seen as similar for CR, SER, and mixed road designs,
respectively.

Current road design versus Self-Explaining road design

Road environments for both the CR and the SER design were divided into four
categories. As expected, a systematic application of road characteristics for the Self-
Explaining Roads led to a cognitive road classification that was more in accordance
with the official road category system. Only a small variety of road environments
within each self-explaining road category was present, because road characteristics
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were homogeneous within one road category and were systematically varied across
road categories.

For Current Roads, motorways were categorised in the same group (I) as two
motorroads (B) and one 80 km/h road for fast traffic (C). It is likely that guard rails in
the picture of motorroad B3 and the picture of 80 km/h road for fast traffic C7 misled
the subjects (see Appendix I), because this element has been shown to subjectively
belong to the road category ‘motorway’. For motorroad B2 it was not clear why it was
categorised as a motorway. In the SER condition, motorways were seen as a uniform
road category.

Another problem with Current Roads was that motorroads (B) and 80 km/h roads for
fast traffic (C) were mostly seen as roads of the same category (II). The most
important difference between these two road categories seemed to be the number of
carriageways. 80-km/h roads for fast traffic that had a dual carriageway were all
categorised as motorroads. All 80 km/h roads for fast traffic with the SER design had
a single carriageway, whereas all motorroads had a dual carriageway, in order to
take care of this problem. On the other hand, a motorroad that seemed to have a
single carriageway was categorised as an 80-km/h road for fast traffic. Because of
vegetation between the carriageways, road B1 looked like a single carriageway.
Road users simply could not see the other carriageway. Another motorroad had a
side-road within sight, which was probably the reason that it was categorised as an
80-km/h road for fast traffic. The rest of the motorroads from the SER design was
seen as one uniform road category.

Finally, groups III and IV of Current Roads contained 80 km/h roads for all traffic with
centre-line markings and 80-km/h roads for all traffic without centre-line markings,
respectively. This indicated that 80-km/h roads for all traffic (D) were divided on the
basis of the presence or absence of centre-line markings. 80-km/h roads for all
traffic were seen as one uniform road category.

Self-Explaining versus Mixed road design

Mixed Roads were divided into six categories. Just as in the CR design there was a
large variety of road environments within each road category. The subjective
categories were almost the same as with the CR design. The only difference was
that the two categories with 80 km/h roads for all traffic (D) in group III and IV were
closer together in the graph, and that motorroad B4 was put into the category
motorways.

Self-Explaining Roads from the SER design were categorised differently from the
identical self-explaining roads from the Mixed design. Self-explaining roads from the
mixed design were categorised as they were in the CR design when they were not
manipulated. This indicates that for the whole set of road environments to which a
road belongs, the context is important for how roads are categorised.
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Figure 1: Subjective categories of the subjects assigned to the Current Road design with three underlying
dimensions and a stress value of .095.

Figure 2. Subjective categories of the subjects assigned to the Self-Explaining Road design with three
underlying dimensions and a stress value of .075.
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Figure 3. Subjective categories of the subjects assigned to the Mixed road design with three underlying
dimensions and a stress value of .115.
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2.3 DRIVING SIMULATOR TASK

To investigate the effect of a Self-Explaining Road design on driving speed, a driving
simulator task was used. The experiment was carried out in the driving simulator of
the TNO Human Factors Research Institute. A description of this driving simulator is
given elsewhere (e.g. Hoekstra, Van der Horst & Kaptein 1997). Differences
between experimental conditions as found in driving simulator studies are very well
comparable with results from reality (Riemersma, Hoekstra & Van der Horst, 1988;
Tenkink & Van der Horst, 1991; Kaptein, Theeuwes & Van der Horst, 1996).
Although caution is needed with interpretations about absolute speed levels,
because commonly subjects may tend to drive faster in a driving simulator than in
reality, relative driving speed seems to be valid (Van der Horst & Hoekstra, 1992).

The stimuli were computer-generated images projected on the screen in front of the
driving simulator. This task environment was a data base for the ESIG 2000 image
generation system (pictures from it were also used in Experiment 1), consisting of a
set of objects (houses, trees, cars, guard rail etc.). Each object consisted of several
surfaces and each surface had a number of characteristics that specified form,
colour, texture and shading. The surfaces of each of these objects were arranged in
a way that made the object look correct from each point of view. The objects among
themselves were arranged in a way that the total database looked correct from any
point of view. The network of roads fulfilled the following requirements: there was no
other traffic, there were no traffic signs concerning the speed limit or the official
category of the road and there were no sharp curves in the road. The road
environment was a reconstruction of existing/official roads (see Table I). A distance
of 1300 m was chosen so that after acceleration, when a constant driving speed was
maintained, a long enough section was available. After 900 m a curve was
encountered, slight enough to exclude any influence on driving speed (ROA, 1991;
1993). The curves were designed in four combinations: R = 1000, 30°; R = 1000,
40°; R = 2000, 30° and R = 2000, 40°. They were semi-randomly assigned to the
different road environments. Each category consisted of two road environments per
combination.

2.3.1 Procedure

Subjects drove through a route in the database. Before driving in the driving
simulator began, subjects read the following instruction:

„You are taking part in a driving simulator study about driving behaviour on
roads in different situations. You have to imagine yourself making a ride on a
quiet weekend day at noon. Behave as you think is most appropriate in the
given road environment, whereas you have to take the possible presence of
other traffic into account. You will drive three times for a period of more than
half an hour with resting periods of more than half an hour. During the test you
will continuously stay in contact with the experimenter via an intercom in the
car. Afterwards you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire. If you have
any questions you can ask them now.“

For each road design a separate group of subjects made three rides through all
roads in the database (between-subjects design: between conditions different
subjects were tested). Each subject would drive for about two hours in total, divided
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into three sessions of approximately 40 minutes. One session consisted of a
sequence of 32 rides over a distance of 1.3 km each. The repetition was included in
order to give subjects a chance to get used to a network of (new) roads, and to be
able to build up their own subjective set of road categories. A choice of driving speed
had to be made with the presence of other traffic in mind.

After a ride, each subject was asked to fill out a questionnaire that was the same in
all road design conditions and reflected the reason for their driving behaviour on the
roads they had been driving on. For the questionnaire results the reader is referred
to Kaptein & Claessens (1998).

During each ride the average driving speed and the standard deviation of driving
speed over the road section between 800 m and 1100 m (within this range driving
speeds appeared to be most stable) were recorded. The average speed each
subject drove for each road environment, per road category, per repetition (first,
second and third ride) and the standard deviations of the average speed per subject,
per road design (condition), per road category, per repetition were analysed.

A MANOVA was used to test significance of the univariate repeated measures
factors that had more than two levels. It was investigated whether driving behaviour
over three repetitions between the eight road environments for each of four road
categories differed significantly between Current Roads and Self-Explaining Roads,
and whether standard deviations and variances were relatively small within and
large between road categories depending on design condition. A Tukey test was
used to further investigate the possible cause of main-, or interaction effects. For all
analyses of the driving simulator task, Statistica 5.0 (StatSoft, 1995) was used.

2.3.2 Results

Current Roads versus Self-Explaining Roads
MANOVAs were performed for official road categories on both average driving
speed and standard deviations. Main factors for the official road categories were
road design (CR, SER), category (A, B, C, D), repetition (3 levels) and road
environment (8 levels) with average driving speed as a dependent variable. Road
design was a between-subjects variable. Road environment was nested within road
category. By road design condition, each set of road environments represented a
road category. Table III shows means and standard deviations from driving speed of
sixteen subjects by road design by road category A, B, C and D for official road
categories.

Table III: Means and standard deviations of driving speed [km/h] of sixteen subjects by road design (CR
design, SER design), by official road category (RC) A, B, C and D (environments included) by repetition
(r1, r2, r3).

RC CR design SER design
Means St.dev. Means St.dev.

R1 r2 r3 r1 r2 r3 r1 r2 r3 r1 r2 r3
A 117.5 117.3 120.2 5.8 5.0 4.3 115.5 117.9 120.5 6.2 6.1 4.2
B 101.0 103.0 104.4 12.6 10.6 12.0 107.6 110.5 112.5 9.1 7.2 6.4
C 94.0 96.1 96.8 8.5 8.5 9.0 91.0 95.0 96.2 7.0 8.0 7.8
D 82.8 83.7 86.1 9.5 8.0 7.2 83.3 88.9 89.3 7.3 8.8 7.3
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Significant main effects on average speed of road category [Rao R (3,26) = 59.12,
p<0.001] and repetition [Rao R (2,27) = 4.50; p<0.05] were found. On each next-
higher official road category subjects drove faster and with each repetition subjects
drove faster. There was no interaction found for road category and repetition. A
significant interaction of road design and category was found [Rao R (3,26) = 7.35,
p<0.01]. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test showed that average driving speed from road
categories B and D of Current Roads differed significantly from road categories B
and D of Self-Explaining Roads. For both categories subjects drove significantly
faster with the SER design. No further significant effects were found.

Figure 4 shows standard deviations of average driving speed by official road
category for Current Roads and Self-Explaining Roads. For both design conditions,
road category A had a significantly lower standard deviation than the other road
categories. In addition, road category B from the CR design had a significantly
higher standard deviation than the other road categories from this design. A
significant main effect for standard deviations of repetition was found [Rao R (2, 28)
= 3.75, p<0.05]. Standard deviations from the average driving speed became smaller
with each repetition. A significant interaction of road design and road category was
found [Rao R (3, 27) = 3.11, p<0.05]. A Tukey HSD test showed that standard
deviations in road category B of Current Roads differed significantly from that of
Self-Explaining Roads. Standard deviations for road category B were significantly
lower for Self-Explaining Roads than for Current Roads. No further significant effects
were found.

Figure 4: Standard deviations of the average driving speed by official road
category for both CR and SER designs.

Mixed road design versus Self-explaining road design
A separate MANOVA was performed on the effects on average driving speed for the
two SER road environments that were identical in both the Mixed and in the SER
designs. The two identical road environments in both designs (SER environments
SER versus SER environments Mixed) elicited the same average driving speed. This
indicates that the whole set of road environments, the context, had not influenced
subjects’ driving speed significantly for these roads. However, standard deviations of
speed from road environments from category A (Motorways) in the SER design were
significantly lower than those in the Mixed design. On Self-Explaining roads from the
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Mixed design, standard deviations of the third repetition were significantly higher
than those from the third repetition in the SER design. The whole set of road
environments had influenced the homogeneity of subjects’ driving speed within road
category A.

2.4 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The influence of a self-explaining road design on cognitive road classification,
driving speed and homogeneity of driving speed within road categories can be
divided into a direct effect of road characteristics and an indirect effect of the whole
set of road environments.

Design changes for roads from the SER design, led to more appropriate subjective
road categorisation. Road environments from the subjective categories of the SER
design were more similar within one road category and more different between road
categories. They were more in accordance with the official road categories than
those from the CR design. For example, the category motorroads, that was worst
categorised in the CR design, came to be identical to the official road category
motorroads. In addition, when SER environments were part of a set of self-explaining
roads they were categorised more in accordance with the official road categories
than when they were part of a fuzzy set of road environments. Thus, a more
selective and systematic application of road characteristics to types of roads led to
cognitive road classification that was more in accordance with the official road
category system, in which the context of road environments influenced cognitive
road classification.

Design changes for roads from the SER design led to significantly higher driving
speeds in the road categories Motorroads and 80 km/h roads for fast and slow
traffic. Because of this increase, there was a trend in which motorroads were easier
to distinguish from 80 km/h roads for fast traffic, but in which the distinction between
80 km/h roads for fast traffic and 80 km/h roads for fast and slow traffic became
worse. SER design also led to a significantly more uniform (homogeneous) average
driving speed in the road category motorroads compared to that from CR design.
Thus, a more selective and systematic application of road characteristics to types of
roads led in some cases to driving speed that was more in accordance with driving
speed as meant for the official road category system.

Subjective road categories in the SER design, that were all more in accordance with
the official road classification, elicited also a more balanced driving speed for this
design. A higher driving speed was maintained on each higher order road category.
It has not been proved that this correlation between cognitive road classification and
driving speed is causal.

In category A SER environments (Motorways) within the set of Self-Explaining Roads
(better classified in accordance with the official road classification), subjects
maintained a significantly more uniform driving speed within road categories, than
they did in road environments A that were part of a fuzzy set of roads (CR
environments). This indicates that the context did have its influence on the within
variance of driving speed from road categories. Thus, a better cognitive road
classification, led in one case (road environments A, motorways) to driving speed
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that was more in accordance with driving speed as meant for an official road
category.

Repetitions in the driving simulator experiment were used to provide subjects a clear
impression of the available set of road environments, so they could determine their
driving speed on the basis of this set of environments (context). In both designs
subjects drove faster and more uniformly within road categories of each repetition.
The speed curves in each road category did not differ in the three repetitions. For all
road categories one impression seemed to be enough to determine subjects’ relative
driving speed, but more rides were needed to increase uniformity of driving speed
for each road category. Thus, road characteristics are an important determinant of
driving speed, but the whole set of road environments is an important determinant of
the homogeneity of driving speed within road categories.

This study gives evidence for the effect of self-explaining road design on cognitive
road classification, on driving speed and on homogeneity of driving speed within a
road category. It also proves that cognitive road classification does not affect
absolute or relative driving speed, but that it does affect the homogeneity of driving
speed within road categories. It is possible that the salience of road characteristics
in these road categories dominates the influence of the whole set of road
environments. It is also to be expected that cognitive road classification influences
other driving behaviours more strongly, such as anticipating driving styles and that
the level of driving speed relies more on road characteristics.
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APPENDIX I Stimuli from the picture sorting task

CR Design
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SER Design
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3 A method for analysing the traffic process in
 a safety perspective

Åse Svensson

Introduction

The aim of this study is to extend the traffic safety assessment concept to also
include normal road user behaviours, thus not only exceptional behaviours such as
accidents and serious conflicts. The goal is to provide a framework for a more
thorough description and analysis of safety related road user behaviour in order to
better understand the traffic safety processes.

3.1 Safety hierarchy
All events in traffic are more or less related to safety and it is logical to assume that
encounters between road users can be described as events in a safety hierarchy. If
a safety hierarchy was to be set up on the basis of road users’ and society’s
conceptions of unsafety and the severity of an event, the serious injury accident
would be located at the top of the hierarchy as the most severe event. The events
located next to the serious injury accidents in the safety hierarchy must be those
events that almost end up as serious injury accidents. And so on.

3.2 Severity hierarchy
To be used for practical applications the safety hierarchy has to be made
operational. The aim must be to construct a severity hierarchy for traffic events so
that for each event a severity can be estimated. The severity should be related to the
probability of serious injury accident. This probability is linked to the dynamics of the
event, and should relate to any event with similar characteristics occurring for the
same entity (intersection, road user group etc.).

3.3 My approach
The severity hierarchy can be used for analyses of the traffic safety process, i.e.
describing the relationship between accident related events. The traffic process can
be seen as a continuum of events with different severity. Relevant events in the
traffic safety process are called interactions and are characterised by a collision
course. The severity of the process is described by the Time-to-Accident and Speed
values. Time-to-Accident is the time that remains to an accident from the moment
one of the road user takes evasive action calculated assuming that they otherwise
had continued with unchanged speeds and directions. The severity in the
operationalised severity hierarchy refers to the severity of the event an infinitesimal
unit of time before the evasive action. The outcome in the form of an accident or not
then depends on the success of the evasive action.
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3.4 Study design
The study includes interactions between vehicle drivers and pedestrians. Only
manoeuvres where the vehicle driver either drives straight ahead or makes a right
turn, and interacts with a pedestrian are included. Road user behaviour is studied at
two signalised intersections and at one non-signalised intersection with right hand
rule.

3.5 Shape of the hierarchy
The relationship between the number of events of different severity (defined by the
Time-to-Accident/Speed value from the moment of evasive action for interactions
with a collision course) can be analysed through the shape of the hierarchy. The
shape is affected by different factors influencing the evasive behaviour of the road
users, such as type of road users and type of manoeuvres involved, speed of the
road users involved, traffic flow, intersectional design, etc. By analysing the shape of
different severity hierarchies, the traffic safety process for different conditions can be
studied. The shape of the severity hierarchy can be used:

• in describing differences in road user behaviour

• for predicting the frequency of more severe events from information about less
severe events

• for formulating traffic safety strategies

3.6 Hypotheses on factors possibly affecting the shape of 
the severity hierarchy

A) Similarities between the severity shapes, i.e. the frequency of events with
different severity, even though the data is collected during different time-periods.

B) Similarities between the severity shapes at similar types of intersections.
C) Type of control at the intersection influences the severity shape.
D) Type of manoeuvre at the intersection influences the severity shape.
E) Type of road user taking evasive action influences the severity shape.
Interactional data, conflict data and accident data are collected for the three different
sites with regard to the hypotheses set up and with regard to the manoeuvre and the
road user taking evasive action.

3.7 Results of analyses
The general conclusions are:

1) All distributions decline in both ends; towards the high and towards the low
severities. There is however a difference with regard to where the declination is
located, and to the degree of declination.

2) The pattern of the convexity, i.e. the part of the hierarchy with most interactions
between the declining top and the declining bottom, differ to varying extent
between the distributions.
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• There seem to be similarities between distributions of interactions involving
turning vehicles irrespective of whether the intersection is signalised or not and
irrespective of whether the turning interactions take place at different signalised
sites.

• For the interactions involving vehicles driving straight ahead, however, there
seems to be a difference between the distributions with regard to whether the
intersection is signalised or not. At the non-signalised intersection the convexity
of the distribution is located towards higher (but not the highest) severities as
compared to the signalised intersection. The convexity of the distribution at the
non-signalised intersection is more narrow, restricted to extend over only a few
severity levels as compared to the more widely spread convexity covering several
severities at the signalised intersection. (See example in Figure 0:1 below)

Figure 0:1 An example of different shapes with regard to severity. VSp, vehicles driving straight
ahead at a signalised intersection. DSp, the same manoeuvre at a non-signalised intersection.

• From the analyses it has not been possible to unambiguously describe the
importance of the type of road user taking evasive action.

3.8 Discussion
The results suggest a border in the severity hierarchy above which a high
occurrence rate of interactions is a sign of unsafety and beneath which a high
occurrence rate of interactions is a sign of safety. This could be of help when
differentiating between locations with mainly safe road user behaviour and locations
characterised by unsafe road user behaviour.

It is, however, to be noted that a location with a high interaction frequency at low
severity levels seems to produce the conditions for occasional events with high
injury accident potential. The convexity of these interactions with less severity was in
this study widely spread over several severity levels. The opposite pattern, a narrow
convexity at reasonably high severities, seems to be the insurance for preventing the
most severe types of events from occurring. This is probably due to the learning
process, i.e. the increased awareness of the road users brought about by
involvement in interactions with reasonably high severity. It is, therefore, from a
safety perspective not only interesting to analyse the part of the hierarchy with the
most severe events, but also to take the convexity of the distribution into
consideration. Hence, the shape of the hierarchy as such includes valuable safety
information.
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The severity concept will hopefully prove to be useful in ordinary traffic safety work.
For traffic safety research, the concept will hopefully serve as a possible framework
for exploring different traffic safety theories by taking the whole severity hierarchy
into consideration.
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4 PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT MODELS FOR FOUR-
ARM PRIORITY ROAD JUNCTIONS

E N Masaoe

Abstract

The paper describes the development of models for pedestrian safety based on
traffic conflicts observed according to the Swedish technique at 65 junctions. Model
calibration was carried out within the generalized linear models framework using
Poisson or negative binomial distribution. Functions of exposure variables were
found to be the most powerful predictors of pedestrian conflicts. Junctions located in
the central business district and inner city had higher conflict rates compared to
those located elsewhere. Factory and office land uses had significantly lower conflict
rates. Pedestrian risk seemed to decrease with increase in pedestrian flow. Higher
vehicle speed at junction centre was associated with lower total conflicts.
Comparison with European studies revealed interesting similarities and differences.

Introduction

The paper reports pedestrian safety aspects of a research carried out in the city of
Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to investigate the influence of traffic and junction
characteristics on safety at four-arm priority junctions. The population of the city
estimated from the 1988 census is over 2.5 million with a vehicle population of less
than  300,000. Walking is a major mode of transport on its own or complemented by
public transport. Use of pedal- and motor-cycles is limited possibly due to perceived
high risk associated with the mode among other reasons.

4.1 An overview of the road safety problem in Dar es
Salaam
The road safety situation for the city during 1995/1997 is summarized in Table 1.
Analysing the casualties by age revealed that 86% were between 16-55 years, 11%
under 16 years, and the rest (3%) over 55 years. This distribution is quite different
from  the pattern in European countries partially due demographic reasons. The city
has experienced rapid population growth: the current population is 10 times what it
was 40 years ago. Most of the growth is due to rural-urban migration of young adults
and hence the big proportion of the working age accident casualties. Pedestrians
constituted 42% percent of all casualties and 68% of fatalities. This is about four
pedestrians killed per week during the period reviewed. Figure 1 presents the
distribution of casualties by type of vehicle boarded. The proportion of pedestrian
and public transport casualties was 64%. This reflect the vulnerability of the
pedestrian casualty and the fact that most vehicle/vehicle accidents in urban areas
are damage only accidents which are reported to the police for insurance purposes.
The private car boarders casualties contributes below 20 percent. Pedestrian safety
is clearly a major aspect of the road safety problem in the city.
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Table 1 Summary accident statistics for Dar es Salaam  (1/1/ 1995 to 31/3/ 1997)
Accident type Number of accidents Percentage
Fatal 623 6.3%
Hospital 1884 19.0%
Not Hospital 1285 13.0%
Damage 6104 61.6%
Unknown 13 0.1%
Total 9909 100%
Pedestrian
accidents

2110 21.0%

Daylight
Pedestrian
accidents

1325 63%
(of pedestrian

accidents)
Daylight
accidents

6243 63% (of total)

(Source: Road Safety Unit, Ministry of Works, Dar es Salaam)

Figure 1. Distribution of casualties by type of vehicle boarded (1/1/ 95 to 31/3/ 1997)
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Key to Fig. 1: PED = Pedestrian, CYC = Pedal & Motorcyclist, C/P = Car and Pick-
up, MB = Minibus (30 seats or less, > 30 seats = BUS), GDV =  Goods vehicle, OTH
= Other  (e.g. agricultural or construction tractors).

4.2 Current approach to the analysis of the road safety 
problem and countermeasure development

Identification of suitable engineering countermeasures depends on the analysis of
reliable accident data, traffic conflicts, exposure and environmental variables. Under
the National Road Safety Programme proposed by the government ministry
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responsible for transport infrastructure (MoW, 1996) the accident data recording
system for the city has been computerised and data in electronic format is now
available from 1995. It will soon be possible for the city to implement accident
investigation procedures outlined, for example, in England (1981) and in IHT (1990a,
1990b) to identify high risk locations or routes and propose countermeasures using
experience accumulated in industrialized countries.

According to Hills and Jacobs (1981) there are two setbacks to this approach.
Research results based on accident data in industrialized countries have not been
as definitive as one would wish and the effectiveness of a proven countermeasure in
a different ‘traffic culture’ is subject to uncertainty as demonstrated by experience.
They recommend local evaluation of a proposed countermeasure before
implementation at the national or regional level. Confirmation of problem locations
identified using  accident data, the formulation of potential countermeasures and the
evaluation of implemented countermeasure(s) are greatly facilitated by the use of the
traffic conflicts technique. Walsh (1986) provides a typical example of the use of the
traffic conflicts technique in countermeasure formulation and post-implementation
evaluation in the UK. The technique has been used extensively in some Highway
Departments for example that of Kentucky in the USA (Zeeger and Deen 1978) to
confirm sites identified as problem locations using accident data. Almqvist and
Hyden (1994) suggest the use of the technique in developing societies for the
identification of countermeasure(s) and subsequent evaluation. They point out that
the use of traffic conflicts can help accelerate the generation of local knowledge of
the effect of safety measures.

4.3 Advantages of using models
Modelling of available data facilitates the best exploitation of information and may be
quite useful at the stage of hypothesizing potential countermeasures especially
where there is little  professional experience. Accident modelling has been used as a
tool for estimation (prediction) of junction safety for purposes of countermeasure
evaluation as exemplified in Kulmala (1994) among others. In that case, an empirical
Bayesian approach is used to enhance the estimation of safety from from the
multvariate regressin models for a particular site by making use of accident history at
that site. The other use of accident modelling is as a tool for evaluation of the impact
of design and enviromental variables on safety so as to inform planning and
engineering decisions. Examples of such models include accident models developed
at the Transport Research Laboratory, UK in the 80s and 90s and reported by
Maycock and Hall (1984) and  Layfield et al  (1996) among others. The  objective of
this study was to develop explanatory models of this type.

4.4 Why the study used traffic conflict data
The use traffic conflict data was preferred to accident data partially because reliable
accident data by specific location and movement at junctions is not yet readily
available for the study area. The more important reason is the statistical rareness of
accident data which makes it difficult to assess the impact of the exposure and other
factors that may vary in the process of waiting for significant accident database to
develop. Even where accident data is available, detailed analyses (for example
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modelling by approach and by conflict type carried out in this study) are hardly viable
due to the low frequency of such data.

Review of various versions of the traffic conflicts technique in use in North America
and Europe led to the conclusion that the Swedish version (Hyden, 1987) was the
most appropriate for the traffic conditions in Dar es Salaam.

4.5 Study  Methodology

4.5.1 Study design

The target group of junctions for the study was defined as unsignalized four-arm
junctions with peak in-flows exceeding about 100 vehicles per hour and manageable
pedestrian flows which means junctions in streets with excessive pedestrian activity
were excluded. The selection of  study junctions was based on a reconnaissance
survey of potential junctions after which the  junctions were classified according to
their estimated traffic flow.  About half the junctions in the category of very low flows
were randomly discarded to make the number of junctions in this group about the
same as in other categories.  Two other junctions in the target sample were
discarded since their geometric layouts were substantially different from the rest.
The number of remaining junctions came to 65 and constituted the study sample.
Table 2 lists the variables observed in the field. Traffic conflicts were observed for
three week days on each junction as recommended in Hauer (1978). Observations
were carried out for ten continuous hours between 7.00  and  17.30 hours with a shift
change every two hours. To avoid influencing behaviour of road users, survey on
consecutive days on any one junction was avoided. Flows were recorded on one of
the days concurrent with conflicts observations.

4.5.2 Survey procedures

The observers/recorders were trained to detect and record (on prescribed field
sheet) traffic conflicts in accordance to the Swedish technique by an experienced
expert for one week (Hyden, 1987). Three days of training and practice in the
recording of traffic variables (Table 2) on prescribed field sheets and the use of an
intersection traffic counter was provided the week before the field works began.
Geometric  and other details were documented during week-end days when traffic
was low. The field work was carried out during the drier months between August
1996 and September 1997.
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Table 2 Variables observed in the field
Traffic
conflicts

Traffic variables Geometric
variables

Other

Vehicle-
vehicle

Vehicle flow by
movement

Approach width Approach land
use

Vehicle-cycle Cycle flow by movement Intersection
sight distances

Location of
junction

Vehicle-
pedestrian

Pedestrian volume
crossing the approaches

Presence of
pedestrian
island

Parking within
ten metres of
junction

 Approach and junction
centre free speed

Presence of
stop sign on
minor approach

Proportion stopping at
minor approach

Presence of
one-way
approach

Gap in main flow:
Peak/off-peak: one  hour
each

4.5.3 The data

Screening to remove non serious conflicts yielded a total of 444 serious vehicle-
pedestrian  conflicts used in the analysis. Total pedestrian conflicts on approaches
ranged from  0 to 9. These were classified by the movement of involved vehicle and
whether the pedestrian had just stepped on the road or had crossed one lane. The
results are summarised in Table 3.  Each approach was treated as a unit giving a
total of 260 approaches. Approaches where the given conflict was illegal were
weighed out of the analysis hence the varying number of observations in Table 5.

Results in Table 3 suggest that conflict between pedestrian and an exiting turning
vehicle is more than twice as likely as conflict with a straight ahead vehicle and four
times as likely as entering vehicle.  This suggests that pedestrians have problems
interacting with  exiting turning vehicles or turning vehicles do not anticipate
pedestrians. This is further explored in the modelling and a countermeasure
suggested.

4.5.4 Model development procedure

The regression models developed were intended to determine the impact of
variables associated with traffic conflicts/accidents. The structure of the  regression
models developed in linear form was:

ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )µ α β χ+ = + + + + ∑D K D Q P G (1)
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Table 3 Vehicle-pedestrian conflict types (response variables)
Vehicle
movement1

Pedestrian location Number of
conflicts

Conflicts
per

10,000
Vehicles

Percen
t of
total

Exiting All types 184 11.3 41.44
Vehicles,
turning
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

92 5.6 20.72

(17.5%) From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

92 5.6 20.72

Exiting
vehicles,

All types 133 4.4 29.95

Straight
ahead
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

62 2.1 13.96

(32.5%)
From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

71 2.3 15.99

All exiting
vehicles
(50%)

All types 317 6.8 71.4

Entering All types 127 2.7 28.6
Vehicle, all
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

50 1.1 11.26

(50%) From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

77 1.7 17.34

ALL  (100%)
MOVEMENTS

ALL TYPES 444 4.8 100

1Values in brackets is the percentage of the volume of given movement(s) in all 65
junctions to total vehicle inflow and outflow.
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Where:

Q is a function of vehicle flows and P is volume of pedestrians,
G represent other explanatory variables given in Table 2,
D stands for the number of days the conflict observation was carried out,
K is the constant term, and
The symbols in the Greek alphabet are coefficients to be estimated by the 
regression.

The role of D in equation (1) is to allow the use the total count of conflicts in the left
hand side (as it is the counts rather than rates that are Poisson distributed). On the
right hand side it is treated as an offset variable (value of its coefficient is
constrained to the value of one in the regression and the variable is set to one
during prediction) in the GLIM4 system (Francis et al 1993). The model predicts µ ,
the expected conflict frequency at an approach or junction. If we substitute C for µ ,
the mean conflict frequency and rewrite the equation in the exponential form (the
prediction mode) we have:

C KQ P e
G= ∑α β χ

(2)

Model calibration was done in the generalized linear model framework as described
in McCullagh and Nelder (1989) using the GLIM4 system (Francis et al 1993). The
5% significance level was used to decide inclusion of an explanatory variable in the
model for both the coefficient significance and the additional contribution of the
variable to the explanatory power of the current model.  For distributional
assumptions, the Poisson distribution was always assumed in the identification of
variables to be retained in the preliminary models. This assumption was then tested
by investigating the normality of the resulting standardized deviance residuals by a
graphical procedure. The procedure involved the plotting of ordered absolute values
of the standardized deviance residuals against the expected order statistics of a
normal sample to produce a half-normal plot. The interpretation of the plots was
aided by the  use of an envelope constructed by simulation as proposed in Atkinson
(1985). The description and implementation for the GLIM4 system of this procedure
adapted for overdispersed models  (that is, models with greater variation than would
be expected if the Poisson assumption was correct) by Hinde and Demetrio (1998)
and Demetrio and Hinde (1997) was found to very helpful. Where the Poisson model
was found to be adequate the standard errors and scaled deviance was recalculated
using quasi-likelihood estimation (Maher and Summersgill, 1996) and any variable
that become insignificant was excluded in the final model. These models are
described as quasi-Poisson fit in Table 5.

Where Poisson distribution did not adequately fit the data, negative binomial
distribution was found to be quite adequate. The negative binomial models were
estimated within GLIM4 using the macro written by  Hinde (1996). The theoretical
basis of the procedure is given in Lawless (1987). The use of the negative binomial
distribution implies the assumption that conflicts at a site occur according to the
Poisson process while the variation of the mean conflict rate from site to site is
according to gama distribution. The Poisson assumption (and the models developed)
can be seen as a special case of the negative binomial assumption since the
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negative binomial distribution reduces to a Poisson one as its shape parameter  tend
to infinity (see, for example, Maycock and Hall, 1984). The conflict type with
adequate model on the basis of the Poisson assumption means that the predictors
adequately explained the between site variation. Results in Table 5 suggest that
when the conflict type modelled was a mixture of conflict types with different
characteristics then the Poisson assumption did not hold but the binomial distribution
(which is a mixture of distributions) did hold.

The pedestrian risk model was fitted by logistic regression as summarized in the
GLIM4 manual (Francis et al 1993).

Presence of outliers which could be distorting the estimation of the coefficients of
model parameters was detected through the use of half-normal plots and the Cook’s
statistic. When the removal of the responsible observation(s) from the model
resulted in significant change in the value of the scaled deviance,  the observation
was deleted from the analysis. Where the unusual value of the observation was not
due to recording or transcription error, the approach may be considered a candidate
for further analysis to identify need for and type of countermeasure for the junction
approach in question. Number of approaches drooped from the analysis are
indicated in Table 5. The development of countermeasures for such junctions is not
pursued in this paper.

4.6 Results and Discussion
This section presents the final model for all types of pedestrian conflicts at whole
junction level (section 4.6.1), and several models by conflict type at junction
approach level (section 4.6.2). Section 4.6.4 gives the pedestrian risk model.
Appropriate  discussion accompanies the statement of the results.  Unless otherwise
stated the vehicle and pedestrian volumes are 10 hour flows expressed in
thousands.

4.6.1 Models for whole junctions

In modelling pedestrian conflicts at the junction level several forms of flow functions
and factors were tried. Among the best models for total pedestrian conflicts at a
junction (PEDCNF) was:

PEDCNF = 1.307PDVHEN 0.500 exp(-0.028MJSA)             (3)

The flow function PDVHEN is the sum of the product of the entering and exiting
vehicle flows on an approach and the crossing pedestrian volume
(pedestrian/vehicle potential encounters) summed over the four arms of each
junction. MJSA stands for the average traffic approach speed in kph for ‘free’
vehicles in the main flow. A ‘free’ vehicle is one with enough headway from the
preceding vehicle to allow the driver to choose his speed. The speed measurements
were taken before traffic slowed for the junction and the higher speed of the two
approaches was used in the analysis.

The exposure part of the model is similar to the ‘square root law’ suggested by
Tanner (1953) for accidents at rural three arm junctions in England and Wales. The
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number of conflicts increased with exposure but the rate of increase levels off at
higher exposures. As the risk model in section 4.6.4 shows, the risk for individual an
pedestrian drops with increasing exposure. The behaviour of road users may be
assumed to change as traffic flows increase.

Table 4 Pedestrian conflict model at junction level

Model
term

Description Parameter Standard
error (se)

Exp.
value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom,  X2 = Pearson’s X2 statistic
 se = (asymptotic) standard error,  Exp. value = value of a coefficient when model
written in the exponential form, Theta = shape parameter.

Null model: SD =298.3 on 64 DF (Poisson fit)

Best model: Negative binomial fit,  theta = 6.2, se = 2.2, SD =  71.0
on 62 DF, X2 = 65.7.

LK Log constant term -0.268 0.412 1.307

LPDVHEN Log of total
pedestrian/vehicle
potential encounters

0.500 0.081

MJSA Main flow approach speed -0.028 0.081

The model predicts a decrease in conflict frequency with increasing approach speed.
This appears to contradict the intuitive feeling that higher speeds are associated with
bigger risk (serious accident consequences) in traffic. Pasanen and Salmivaara
(1993) found that the probability of death of pedestrian involved in a traffic accident
increased very rapidly as the driving speed increased from about 30 kph to about 80
kph. Their video recorded data (at signalized junction) showed that unimpeded
vehicles are the decisive factor in pedestrian accidents - all recorded pedestrian
accidents involved unimpeded vehicles and a pedestrian who did not observe the
oncoming traffic before crossing. What is obvious from this study is that lapse of
attention on the part of pedestrian in the presence of high speed vehicle has a very
high risk of being involved in a collision. The sign on the approach speed illustrates
the importance of  speed when evaluating safety at sites with different speeds using
both accident and traffic conflicts data. It is important to note that:

1. A site with low mean free speed is usually under congested flow and
vehicles and pedestrians easily interact. Such sites may have more
conflicts but fewer accidents since the road users have a margin of safety
such that any misjudgement has a big chance of  resulting in a conflict or
serious conflict rather than  a collision.

2. At a high speed site, the drivers are less prepared to interact with
pedestrians. There is a low safety margin for any pedestrian who suffers a
lapse of attention or misjudge the intention or speed of an oncoming
vehicle. A bigger proportion of serious conflicts end up as collisions.

This could be one of the factors leading to conflicting results from the early studies
(some of which are reviewed in Williams, 1981) that attempted to relate accidents to
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traffic conflicts statistically without accounting for differences in speed, severity of
conflicts and severity of accidents.

4.6.2 Models for Pedestrian conflict at approaches

Of the ten categories of  pedestrian conflicts given in Table 3, results for six types
are given in Table 5. Models for the rest did not yield additional insight and are not
reported here. The exponential form of the models with brief remarks follows, the
definition of the variables are given in Table 5

Model for all pedestrian conflict types (PEDCNF )

PEDCNF= 0.486 PEDVL 0.471 TLQV 0.222 (4)

With a factor LOCAT3 = 0.57 (approaches not in the central business district (CBD)
or inner city (Kariakoo)) and LANDUSE2 = 0.68 (approaches with factory/office land
use adjacent). As mentioned in section 4.6.1 junctions where the main road has
movement function (higher speeds) tend to have fewer conflicts. These junctions are
mostly outside of the CBD/inner-city. Pedestrian presence has greater influence on
conflict frequency than vehicle flow.

Model for all conflict types involving a vehicle entering the junction
(PDALVENT).

PDALVENT = 0.118 PEDVL 0.692 ENQV 0.210  (5)

The frequency of conflicts involving vehicles entering into the junction depends to a
great extent on pedestrian volume. From Table 3 it is apparent  that this conflict type
had the lowest rate. This is in agreement with the prediction from the human
information processing under varying task demand model (Cumming and Croft,
1973),  which has been described as ‘driving task model’ in traffic engineering
context (Ogden 1990). On approaching a junction, drivers attention increase to meet
the demand placed on them and hence the low conflict rate for vehicles entering a
junction. But on  the exit side they are still under the influence of information
overload suffered when negotiating the junction and hence the higher conflict rate
with crossing pedestrians. On the other hand, a pedestrian crossing close to the
junction can easily misjudge the direction of exiting vehicles while there is no such
problem with entering vehicles.

Model for all conflict types involving turning exiting vehicles (PDALVXTR)

PDALVXTR = 0.380PEDVL 0.023 EXQV 0.547 (6)

With factor LOCAT3 = 0.40 and SIGN2 = 0.30. Comments for the location factor are
as given in section 3.2.1. The factor SIGN2 represent major approaches (compared
to minor approaches, SIGN1). The predicted lower conflict frequency at major exits
can be explained by the fact that minor road traffic slow down much more than the
main flow before negotiating the junction and hence is less likely to cause conflict
with a pedestrian on exit on the major approach. It should be noted that the
pedestrian flow in this model was not significant at the 5% level but was retained so
as to maintain model plausibility. The volume of total exiting vehicles was used
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rather than the volume of turning exiting vehicles as it had greater explanatory power
(and was significant at the  1% level).

The left turning drivers from the major road are not usually subject to information
overload but tend to exit without anticipating pedestrian presence  while the right
turning vehicles may be  preoccupied with timing a gap in the opposing stream and
give little attention to pedestrians who may be some distance from the area of their
immediate concern. Draskoczy and  Hyden (1995) argue that forcing pedestrians to
cross closer to the parallel flow may increase the attention paid by drivers in the
process of junction negotiation.

Model for conflicts involving turning exiting vehicle and pedestrian just
stepping on the road (from the near side, PDNSVXTR)

PDNSVXTR = 0.138 PEDVL 0.387 EXQV 0.584    (7)

With factor SIGN2 (major approach) = 0.29. As in equation 6, the model predicts
fewer conflicts for major approaches. Additionally it should be noted that compared
to equation 6 where the pedestrian flow was not significant at the 5% level, in this
equation it is significant at the 1% level. The fact that the pedestrian involved is just
stepping onto the pavement and that pedestrian volume when analysed for all
turning vehicle conflicts was not significant suggests that for minor approaches with
high pedestrian flows pedestrians may be following others into the road. This is a
possible hypothesis that may be verified or falsified by a behavioural study. On the
other hand vehicles turning from the main road may not be concerned with
pedestrians approaching but not yet on the roadway as they expect them to stop.

Model for all conflict types involving exiting straight-ahead vehicle
(PDALVXAH)

PDALVXAH = 0.334 PEDVL 0.317 VETA 0.960 (8)

With factor LOCAT3 = 0.34. The comment for this factor given in section 3.2.1
applies here also. The frequency of this conflict type increase in proportion to the
ratio of straight-ahead flow to total exiting flow through the approach (VETA) almost
linearly. Increase in straight-ahead flow leads to increase in conflicts involving
vehicle from the flow as would be expected.

It should be noted that the major roads had by, by definition, bigger flows compared
to minor roads. Since the conflict type involving straight ahead vehicles was mostly
explained by vehicle flows it follows that this conflict type occurs more frequently on
the exits of major roads. It can therefore be concluded that this conflict type is an
important problem  on the exits of major roads.
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Table 5 Pedestrian models by approach
Model term Description Parameter

coefficient
Standard
error (se)

Exp.
Value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom,  X2 = Pearson’s X2 statistic
(given for the negative binomial models only as it is scaled to the DF value  in the quasi-
Poisson models), SF = Scale factor (for the quasi-Poisson case), se = (asymptotic)
standard error,  Exp. value = value of a coefficient when model written in the exponential
form, Theta = shape parameter for the negative binomial distribution.
1. PEDCNF: Model for all pedestrian conflict types

Null model:  SD = 605 on 259 DF. No of approaches (observations) = 260.

Best model: Negative binomial fit, theta = 2.33, se = 0.55, X 2 = 236, SD = 272 on 255 DF.

LK Log constant term -0.722 0.133 0.486

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.471 0.098

LTLQV Log total number of vehicles entering
and exiting the junction through the
approach

0.222 0.077

LANDUSE2
1

Offices, factory/workshop
predominate the last 50 m of the
approach

-0.387 0.205 0.68

LOCAT32 Approaches not in  CBD or inner city -0.568 0.216 0.57

2. PDALVENT: All pedestrian conflicts involving a vehicle entering the junction

Null model:  SD = 272.19 on 241 DF. No. of approaches (observations) in the analysis =
242.
Unusual cases omitted = 2.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.08, SD = 206 on 239 DF.

LK Constant term -2.136 0.132 0.118

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.692 0.125

LENQV Log total number of vehicles entering
the junction through the arm.

0.210 0.111

3. PDALVXTR: All pedestrian conflicts involving vehicles exiting from the junction in a
turning manoeuvre.
Null model: SD = 351 on 241 DF. From 242 approaches (observations).  Unusual cases
omitted = 3.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SD = 207 on 237 DF.

LK Log constant term - 0.968 0.152 0.380

LPEDVL3 Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.023 0.126

LEXQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
the junction through the arm.

0.547 0.130

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or  inner
city

-0.914 0.310 0.40

SIGN24 Major road, entry and exit into
junction permitted

-1.206 0.221 0.30
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Table 5 Pedestrian models by approach (continued)
Model term Description Parameter Standard

error (se)
Exp.
Value

4. PDNSVXTR: Conflicts involving a vehicle exiting from the junction in a turning manoeuvre
with a pedestrian(s) from the near side.
Null model: SD = 273 on 243, DF. No. of approaches (observations) = 244. Unusual
excluded = 1.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.26,  SD = 178 on 240 DF

LK Log constant term -1.983 0.170 0.138

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.387 0.142

LEXQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
the junction through the arm.

0.584 0.173

SIGN24 Major approach, entry into and exit
out of junction permitted.

-1.186 0.307 0.31

5. PDALVXAH: All pedestrian conflicts involving a straight-ahead vehicle exiting from the
junction.
Null model: SD = 331 on 242 DF. No. of approaches = 243 (observations). Unusual
excluded = 2.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.3,  SD = 193 on 239 DF.

LK Log constant term -1.096 0.183 0.334

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.317 0.167

LVETA Log ratio of exiting straight-ahead
flow to total exiting flow.

0.960 0.272

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or inner
city

-1.091 0.421 0.34

6. PDALVEX: All pedestrian conflicts involving any exiting vehicle

Null model: SD = 499 on 243 DF. No. of approaches = 244. Unusual excluded = 1.

Best model: Negative binomial fit, theta  = 1.82, X2 = 235, SD = 245 on 239 DF.

LK Log constant term -0.521 0.160 0.594

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.338 0.115

LEXAHQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
straight-ahead through the arm.

0.213 0.073

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or inner
city

-0.705 0.256 0.49

SIGN24 Major approach, entry into and exit
out of junction permitted.

-0.399 0.192 0.67

1In comparison to residential and shop land uses
2 Locations not in the CBD or inner city (Kariakoo), including suburbs and the
transition between CBD and suburbs.
3This variable was insignificant but was retained in the model to maintain model
plausibility.
4 In comparison to two-way minor approaches.

Models for all conflict types involving all exiting vehicles (PDALVEX)

PDALVEX = 0.594 PEDVL 0.338 EXAHQV 0.213 (9)

With factors LOCAT3 = 0.49 and SIGN2 = 0.67. As expected the model predicts
increasing conflicts with increasing pedestrian flow. The most significant vehicle flow
is the straight-ahead flow (EXAHQV). This may be explained by supposing that the
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bigger the straight ahead flow the less the pedestrian pays attention to the turning
vehicles which have the highest involvement rate. Also especially for the major
flows, high straight-ahead flow means fewer adequate gaps and hence less attention
paid to pedestrians by turning drivers. So the significance of the straight-ahead flow
should be thought of in the context of its influence on the turning traffic and crossing
pedestrians.

As in equation 6, fewer conflicts are predicted for major approaches (SIGN2). The
remarks for the factor LOCAT3 given under section 3.2.1 applies here also.

4.6.3 Summary of conflict models by approach

The influence of the significant explanatory variables may be summarised as follows:

1. Pedestrian volume: Pedestrian conflict frequency increase with
pedestrian flow.

2. Volume of Vehicular traffic: For conflicts involving exiting vehicles higher
flows results in increase in conflicts with pedestrian. The rate of increase
levels off, however, at higher flows.

3. Approach:
(a) Major approaches tend to have fewer conflicts involving exiting
      turning vehicles,
(b) But more conflicts involving straight ahead exiting vehicles.
(c) Conflicts with entering vehicles contributed less than 30% of all
     conflicts and are explained in the model for this conflict type almost
     exclusively by pedestrian flow.

4. Location: Junction outside the CBD or inner city tend to have lower
conflict frequency. These areas, however tend to have higher speeds and
the severity of accidents when they occur can be expected to be higher.

5. Land use: On average office and industrial lad uses were associated with
lower conflict frequencies compared to other land uses.

4.6.4 Risk of pedestrian involvement in a conflict

Table 6 gives the linear predictor of the pedestrian risk model explaining the
probability of a pedestrian being involved in a conflict when crossing a junction
approach. The logit link function was used in the regression:

log[
( )

]
µ

µ
η

n −
=            (10)

Where η is the linear predictor given in Table 6, µ   is the number of conflicts, and n
is the number of pedestrian crossing.

Increase in pedestrian volume seems to be associated with a reduction in risk.
Increase in vehicle total flow results in increase of risk: it is more difficult for
pedestrians to select a suitable gap when vehicle flow is high.
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Table 6 Pedestrian risk model
Model
term

Description Parameter Standard
error (se)

Exp.
value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom, ,  Exp. value = value of a
coefficient when model written in the exponential form,
Null model: SD = 523.3 on 259 DF.

Best model: Quasi-binomial fit,  SD = 266.8 on 257 DF. Scale Factor = 1.7

LK Log constant term -6.33 0.162 0.0018

PEDVL Number of crossing pedestrians -0.280 0.055

LTLQV Log total number of vehicles
entering and exiting the junction
through the arm.

0.184 0.074

Figure 2  shows the scatter graph of pedestrian risk  (= three days conflicts/ one hour
pedestrian flow) against hourly pedestrian flow.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of  pedestrian risk versus pedestrian volume

Although the number of conflicts increase with increase in pedestrian flow the  risk of
an individual pedestrian being involved in traffic conflict seem to decrease with an
increase in pedestrian flow. This may be interpreted to mean that drivers do not
anticipate pedestrians and hence when the flow of pedestrian is high drivers are
forced to pay attention.
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4.7 Comparison with Selected European Studies
Although the research was not designed as a comparative study some observations
can be made relative to some findings of European studies. The use of the Swedish
Traffic Conflicts Technique makes comparisons with studies using the same
technique more meaningful.

4.7.1 Comparison with British studies

Table 7 highlights some similarities and differences between the results of this study
and a British research reported by Layfield et al (1996). The British research
analysed accidents on urban priority  cross-roads and staggered junctions sampled
from nearly all major urban centres in Great Britain and used a similar modelling
approach.

Table 7 Comparison with Great Britain
Variable Great Britain

(Accidents)
Dar es Salaam
(Conflicts)

1. Differences by
approach type.

Five times more
accidents were reported
on major arms compared
to minor arms.

Major exits are associated
with higher conflict
frequencies involving straight
ahead vehicles but lower
frequencies involving turning
vehicles compared to minor
arms.

2. Importance of
pedestrian flow in
the model for
accidents/conflicts
involving entering
vehicles.

Volume of pedestrian
crossing the arm was
most  significant in the
major arm model.

For both approach types
pedestrian flow explained
most of the variation.

3. Best junction
model.

Involved some of
encounter products over
the junction arms.

Similar result obtained.

4. Pedestrian
position1

Accidents involving
pedestrian from nearside
kerb were clearly in the
majority.

Conflicts involving pedestrian
from nearside kerb versus far
side  were about the same or
less

5. Most important
junction
movements.

Pedestrian accidents
involving straight ahead
entering or exiting
vehicles.

Conflicts involving turning
movements from major
approach.

 1For both countries driving is on the left

Item 1, 2 and 5 in Table 7 suggest that in Great Britain the safety problem for
pedestrians walking parallel to a major road and crossing a minor approach on a
priority junction is largely under control whereas in Dar es Salaam this is an
important  problem. Item 4 suggest that the British drivers pay closer attention to
pedestrians already on the roadway.
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In a study of pedestrian risk in crossing roads in London, Mackie and Older (1965)
found, among other things, that pedestrian risk tended to decrease with pedestrian
flow and increased with  in vehicle flow and road width. The results for Dar es
Salaam are in agreement except that road width effect was not demonstrated.

4.7.2 Comparison with Swedish Studies

Table 8 gives  a comparison with a Swedish study reported by Ekman (1996). The
study used a non-parametric approach and re-sampling techniques to produce
‘transparent’ graphical safety models for vulnerable road users on the basis of both
accident and conflict data from 95 non-signalized junctions sampled from two urban
centres. The main difference between the two studies is that drivers in the Swedish
results may be assumed to be anticipating pedestrians which is not the case in Dar
es Salaam results.

Table 8 Comparison with a Swedish study
Variable Swedish Results

 (whole junction)
Dar es Salaam Results
 (junction approaches)

Vehicle flow . Conflicts rate tended to
increase with car flow.

Very significant for conflict
frequency involving exiting
vehicles.

Pedestrian
flow.

Conflict rate for pedestrian
was not influenced much by
pedestrian flow implying that
car drivers anticipate
pedestrians.

Conflicts per pedestrian
seem to decrease with
increase with pedestrian
flow probably implying that
large pedestrian flows ‘force’
drivers attention.

Effect of
pedestrian
refuge.

Presence of refuge
decreased conflict rate

No effect demonstrated.
Very few pedestrian refuges.

Road width. No effect demonstrated No effect demonstrated
Approach type. No differences

demonstrated.
Conflicts involving exiting
turning vehicles were most
common on minor
approaches. No differences
was demonstrated in the
model for all conflict types.

In a Swedish study reported by Hyden (1981) and reviewed in Draskoczy and Hyden
(1995) one quarter of all accidents at unsignalized  junctions were reported to occur
at the entry while three quarters occurred at the exit side. This broadly compares
with the results for the pedestrian conflicts in this study  where less than 30% of all
conflicts involved entering vehicle and  more than 70% exiting vehicle (see Table 3).
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4.8 Conclusions and Recommendation

4.8.1 Conclusions

1. The results show that the pedestrian safety problem at priority junctions in Dar es
Salaam involves a pedestrian crossing:

 (a)  On a minor road and a vehicle turning  from the major road, and
 (b)  On a major road and a straight ahead vehicle exiting from the junction.

2. They also suggest that high pedestrian flows results in fewer conflicts per
pedestrian.
3. There are interesting similarities and differences between European and Dar es

salaam results.

4.8.2 Recommendations

From conclusion number 1 it would appear that a potential countermeasure for this
problem at locations with high conflict frequencies (mainly with combination of high
crossing pedestrian and vehicle flows) would be the provision of a suitable barrier
parallel to the major road so as to prevent a pedestrian crossing at a distance closer
than 10 metres to the junction. Along the minor road the barrier should allow
pedestrians walking parallel to the major road to cross within 2 m to the edge of
major road and not in the distance between 2 to 12 metres. This will force the turning
driver to take account of the pedestrian crossing so close to the junction before
executing the manoeuvre. It will also give drivers 10 metres in which to recover the
drop in performance experienced as a result of information overload the may have
suffered in negotiating the junction (see section 3.2.2). This recommendation is
based on the findings of a Swedish study reported by Hyden, Garder and Linderholm
(1978) and reviewed in Draskoczy and Hyden (1995). In this study it was reported
that if a pedestrian was crossing very close to the parallel road (less than 2 m) at
intersections  then the risk of being hit by a car is 2-3 times smaller than if the
pedestrian is crossing 2-10 m away from the parallel road. Mackie and Older (1965)
reported that  pedestrian risk was highest just outside a pedestrian crossing and
suggested that means to prevent pedestrians from crossing at such position would
enhance the safety benefit of a crossing. This supports the recommendation.

From conclusion number 2 it would seem that an individual pedestrian benefits from
the presence of other users on the approach, perhaps by their large numbers forcing
motorists to pay attention. City authorities could enhance pedestrian safety by
making routes favoured by pedestrians more friendly by for example re-routing
vehicular traffic. This is particularly important for routes leading from offices,
colleges or schools, markets and major hospitals to major public transport services.
Road user training may also help in the long run.

The third conclusion confirms that road safety policy, research and practice in
developing societies should take judicious account of research results in
industrialized countries.
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5 A study of 30 km/h zone-design in Stockholm

Thomas Jonsson

Abstract

Late summer 98 to early winter 98, three areas in Stockholm have been turned into
30 km/h zones. Three different levels of measures have been applied:

Area 1, Alstromer, The speed limit signs have been changed from 50 to 30 km/h.

Area 2, Kronoberg, As Area 1, and the entrances to the area have been redesigned
with elevated pedestrian crossings.

Area 3, Sibirien, As Area 2, but inside the area several speed reducing measures
have been introduced.

The streets bordering the 30-zones will keep their 50 km/h speed limit.

Within an SNRA-project, these areas are evaluated with an area-wide speed-
measuring method. This far all three areas have been measured in a pre-study
before anything was done in the areas. Two areas, Area 1 and 2, have been
evaluated in a first after-study in Oct. 98. The third wasn’t finished rebuilt then. A
second after-study is planned for May 99, then all three areas will be measured.

5.1 Background
A few years ago the Swedish ”Vision Zero” was formulated. Vision Zero is about
accepting zero fatalities and zero seriously injured in traffic. The key point in Vision
Zero is speed-reduction. If we lower the speeds, both the probability of an accident,
and the outcome of it will be limited. This has led to a new practical design
philosophy:

• Where both cars and vulnerable road users share the same space, speeds should
be no higher than 30 km/h.

• Where a side-collision between cars is possible, speeds should be no higher than
50 km/h.

• Where a head-on collision between cars is possible, speeds should be no higher
than 70 km/h.

The first point implies a big increase in the use of 30 km/h streets and areas in built-
up areas. The SNRA therefore decided to finance a project named ”Support for
knowledge-documents about traffic planning and street design in urban areas for a
better environment and to decrease loss of health” (also called ”VV30”). This paper
is a report from one part of this project, centred on before-after studies of speeds in
three 30 km/h-areas in Stockholm. In all three areas, speed limits have changed
from 50 km/h to 30 km/h during summer-autumn of 98. In the study a fourth area was
included, but that area had already from the beginning a speed limit of 30 km/h.
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5.2 Method

5.2.1 Speed measuring

The measuring have primarily been done on ”free cars” whose speeds aren’t
influenced by other cars. A Finnish video study by Eero Paasanen shows that almost
all car - vulnerable road user accidents involve free cars. Cars in a queue are very
rarely involved in this kind of accidents. Vehicles in queue after a measured free car
have been noted as driving at the same speed as the free. They are however
excluded in most of the samples used in this study.

In order to cover large areas, the amount of cars measured at each site should be
minimised. Initially the speeds of 100 cars were measured where possible. If 100
cars couldn’t be measured within half an hour, the measuring stopped anyhow.
Acquired data was entered into an excel-model and then run through a Bootstrap-
procedure in order to obtain confidence intervals for the measures.

The demand for short time measuring at each site calls for the use of hand held
radar gun to measure speeds. It permits short time intervals from the end of
measuring at one site to the start at the next one. In an urban area it normally takes
less than 15 minutes from the end of one measuring session to the start of the next

The measuring with the hand-held radar gun has been carried out according to the
following principles:

• At every site, measuring was done until 100 free cars had been measured or 30
minutes had passed

• The measuring angle towards the cars travel direction was estimated so
compensation for this error could be done

• Other parameters as travelling direction, type of vehicle, presence of vulnerable
road users and influence from traffic-signals were also recorded

5.2.2 Speed analysis

The measured speeds have been run through a bootstrap (Ekman 1996) procedure
to obtain confidence intervals for the speed distribution curves.

5.2.3 Speed display

To display the results from the speed measuring the computer program EMME/2 has
been used. EMME/2 is a program for route choice modelling, but is also good at
displaying other traffic data. Data are displayed on a traffic network. In Results some
examples can be seen where the 85-percentile speeds have been displayed. The
data are displayed in three ways:

1. As numbers beside the streets
2. As the width of the streets(the width being proportional to the speed)
3. As a color index(if this is a greyscale copy it might not be visible)
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On the following two pages some results from Alstromer and Kronoberg are
displayed using the above described method.

Alstromer - Before

Alstromer - After
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Kronoberg - Before

Kronoberg - After
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5.3 Results
Inside both areas the speeds have decreased, but not as much as wanted. Note:
The area where the largest speed decrease is to be expected has not been
evaluated yet. Looking at each measuring point separately, almost no place showed
any significant change. Aggregating the speed data for each area, both areas
showed significant speed changes.

In Alstromer, where only speed limit signs had been put up, the 85-percentile speed
decreased from 35,8 km/h to 34,3 km/h. The small change probably depending on
already low speeds.

In Kronoberg, with elevated pedestrian crossings at the entrances, the speeds
decreased from 39,0 km/h to 36,7 km/h. A rather small decrease here as well, but no
alarmingly high speeds from the beginning.

Area Nr of places
measured

Nr of free
cars

measured

85-% speed
before, 30-

zone

85-% speed
after, 30-

zone

Measures

Alstromer 20 1200 35,8 km/h 34,3 km/h Signs

Kronoberg 28 1750 39,0 km/h 36,7 km/h Signs & entrances

Sibirien 21 1550 39,6 km/h - Signs, entrances and
measures inside area

´Table 1, measuring data by area

Speed distrubition, including 90% confidence intervals, in Alstromer(left) and Kronoberg(right).
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6 RAISED TRAFFIC ISLANDS AT CITY LIMITS -
THEIR EFFECT ON SPEED

Wolfgang J. Berger, Martin Linauer

Abstract

High vehicle velocity is one of the most affecting factors of road safety in urban
areas. Approaching from the rural road, it often takes long time and distance before
drivers reduce their speed to an urban compatible velocity. So a reinforced
implementation of raised traffic islands especially at the limits of villages and towns
in rural regions of Austria can be observed over the last years. The common idea of
those so called "braking-islands" is to reduce velocity when leaving the rural area
and reaching the city limits (or vice versa to keep velocity down until reaching the
open area). But the islands are built with a lot of different shapes. Some are slender
and/or longitudinal orientated, to reduce the visual width of the road without
influencing the driving course. Other islands are broad and, avoiding the island one
or both lanes of the road are set to the side.

The paper describes the influence of the island's shape on car velocity, investigated
by measuring vehicle speed nearby the islands (before, at, after). As an output of
these investigations an island-parameter is introduced, which describes the
proportion between the length of the island and the distance which the lane is set to
the side. It should help the planning engineers to choose the right island shape to
get the subsequent velocity they want.

Introduction

Approaching from the rural road with a velocity of about 100 km/h or more, it often
takes a long time and distance before drivers reduce their speed to an urban
compatible level, when reaching the limits of villages or towns.

For instance when driving in 4th or 5th gear it takes between 400 and 600 meters (!)
to reduce speed from 100 km/h to 50 km/h just stepping off the gas-pedal without
braking (deceleration values ≈ -0.7 to -0.5 m/s2; [SALLABERGER 1994]).
Additionally the effect of psychologically caused speed reduction when the visual
width of the road decreases does just barely work or not at all until the road actually
seems to close in on the driver, i.e. mostly not before reaching the first buildings
(compare [BERGER 1998]).

Therefore, it doesn't take wonder, that the actual speed level of cars in rural villages
and towns is much higher than the prescribed speed-limit of 50 km/h. Fig. 1 shows
the results of speed measurements in 22 rural villages in Lower Austria, where no
special speed-reducing measures have been taken. The potential of speed reduction
is about 25 km/h at the edge of the urban area (when arriving the village) and about
20 km/h in the central areas.
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actual speed level

legal speed level

rural area domestic area semi-domestic
area

Fig. 1: The actual speed level in rural villages, where no speed-reducing
measures have been taken, is about 20 to 25 km/h higher than the legal
velocity [ZIBUSCHKA 1996]

Especially in the country the transition from the typical rural road to the street within
the village is not a continuous one, as it is in the outskirts of big cities, but performs
with a sudden change. So it is very important to provide village-compatible speed
from the point on, where the first houses are situated.

One efficient measure to achieve this goal is the implementation of raised traffic
islands at the village-limits. The common idea of those so called "braking-islands" is
to reduce velocity by the narrowing of the visual width and, more and more by
creating an artificial chicane.

Actually the islands are built with a lot of different shapes in Austria. Some are
slender and/or longitudinal orientated without influencing the driving course. Other
islands are broad and, avoiding the island one or both lanes of the road are set to
the side, producing more or less sharp bends and forcing drivers to slow down.

By now no technical guideline that generally describes the influence of the islands
shape on velocity exists in Austria. In fact, sometimes the islands do look like being
designed according to the saying if the island is of no use, at least it doesn't hurt.

So we encouraged one of our students to do his thesis by investigating the influence
of braking islands' shape on car velocity [LINAUER 1998].
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6.1 Method
A significant sample of car velocity curves nearby 5 braking-islands was surveyed.
The velocity curves of about 700 vehicles were researched by using a laser-gun,
continuously from hundred meters or more before the island, passing the island and
as long as possible after the island.

The velocity curves as measured consisted of the car distances (recorded each 0.3
seconds) and the particular velocities. To get comparable curves, each recorded
data-sample was expressed by
a polynomic function of 6th order
(Fig. 2). The accuracy of the
velocities calculated this way in
all cases was better than
± 3 km/h.

Fig. 2: Car velocity-curve as
recorded and expressed
by a polynomic function
of 6th order

For the velocity-curve sample of each braking-island the following parameters were
analysed: Vmin minimum velocity

Vm medium velocity
V85 85%-velocity (exceeded by 15% of all drivers)
Vmax maximum velocity

The investigated braking islands had different shapes (Fig. 3 and Figs. 4 - 7).
Island Shape
No.1 approaching lane set to the side to

a minimal extend; straight lane
leading out of the village

No.2, 4 approaching lane set to the side to
a medium degree; straight lane
leading out of the village

No.3 both, approaching lane and lane
leading out of the village are set to
the side to a medium degree

No.5 approaching lane extremely set to
the side; straight lane leading out
of the village

Fig. 3: The different shapes of the investigated braking islands
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Fig. 4: Island no.1 entering the village

Fig. 5: Island no.2 leaving the village
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Fig. 6: Island no.3 entering the village

Fig. 7: Island no.5 entering the village
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To get a practicable instrument for classifying the islands shapes, an island-
parameter pi is introduced. It describes the proportion between the length of the
island and the distance which the lane is set to the side (Fig. 8):

pi = lv / 2tv

lv length of the lane influenced
by the island

tv distance which, avoiding the
island, the lane is set to the
side

The practical consequence of the
introduced parameter is to give the
planning engineer an idea of the
connection between the islands
design and the achievable reduction
of speed.

Fig. 8: Sketch of a braking-
island's shape; island-
parameter pi = lv / 2tv
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6.2 Results
Fig. 9 shows the result of the car-sample, investigated passing island no.5 towards
the village, where the approaching lane is extremely set to the side. It is remarkable,
that the velocities nearby the island are very close together (between 31 an
48 km/h). Even about 100 m after passing the braking-island the V85 has hardly
increased above 50 km/h and the maximal velocity is not much higher than 60 km/h.

Fig. 9: Distribution of velocity-curves nearby island no.5, entering the village

Leaving the village by passing the island on the straight lane, the velocities are
much higher (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Distribution of velocity-curves nearby island no.5, leaving the village
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A comparison of the investigated velocities nearby the researched islands to the
velocities previous implementing the islands (measured by the local road authorities
nearby the town sign at the begin of speed-limit 50 km/h) is presented in Table 1. As
island no.1, with the approaching lane minimal extending, did barely alter the
velocities, the other islands effected remarkable speed reductions.

Table 1: Velocities of cars approaching from the rural road, measured near the
town sign before implementing the islands and at the islands after

island no.
1 2 3 4 5

Vm [km/h] previous 54.0 58.0 60.0 65.0 65.0

subsequent 54.1 48.4 44.1 47.2 40.1

difference ±0% -17% -27% -27% -38%

V85 [km/h] previous 62.0 67.0 70.0 76.0 77.0

subsequent 61.0 54.5 50.5 55.2 44.6

difference -2% -19% -28% -27% -42%

Vmax

[km/h]
previous 70.0 88.0 86.0 95.0 97.0

subsequent 76.2 59.3 56.1 65.8 46.9

difference +9% -33% -35% -31% 52%

Braking-island's effectiveness:

® The implementation of island no.1 (minimal extended lane) did not decrease the
car velocities at the city limit.

® The islands no.2, 3 and 4 (approaching lane set to the side to a medium degree)
caused a speed reduction of about a fifth to a quarter in medium speed, up to a
third in maximum speed.

® Island no.5 with the extremely extended lane effected a speed reduction of more
than a third in medium speed and halved the observed maximum speed.

Additionally:
® Island no.3 (both lanes extended symmetrically) keeps low velocity-level of cars

leaving the village up to passing the island and avoids misuse of entering drivers
by passing the island on the wrong left side, a fact observed sometimes at islands
with straight exiting lane.

The main result is the island dimension-graph (Fig. 11), which has been developed
from the summarised results of the islands speed measurements. Both, the assumed
medium velocity and the 85%-velocity are drawn as a graph of the island parameter
pi, representing the islands shape.

For instance, a V85 of 50 km/h can be achieved by implementing an island with a
parameter of ≈ 7,5. This could be an island which influences the direction of the lane
over 53 meters and where the lane at the middle of the island is set to the side 3.5
meters.
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Fig. 11: Dimension-graph for braking-islands (tv should be at least
equal to the width of the lane)

6.3 Conclusions
Raised traffic islands situated at the town limits are a very effective measure to effect
an urban compatible car-velocity after approaching from the rural road. Avoiding the
island at least the approaching lane has to be set to the side. The better solution is
to extend both lanes to provide the urban street from acceleration manoeuvres of
drivers leaving the village and to avoid misuse of entering drivers by passing the
island on the wrong side with high velocity.

Braking-islands with well-chosen shapes effect speed reductions of a third up to the
half of the previous velocities of cars approaching the domestic area from the rural
area. A very positive effect of increased road safety within the villages can be
estimated.

The dimension-graph for braking-islands presented in the paper can be very helpful
for the planning engineers to choose the right island shape to get the aspired
subsequent velocity.
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7 The use of a satellite navigation system (GPS) to
register locations of traffic accidents

PETER MAURER

Introduction

One of the ideas of road accident research is the systematically registering and
redeveloping of accident black-spots. Therefore it is necessary to be able to pinpoint
the position of an accident as accurate as possible. The Austrian federal ministry of
transport published a regulation in 1991, which settles the registering-methods of
accident black-spots.

A four step method of statistical accident localisation is used in Austria at present
([5], [8]):

• road number and km-indication

• road number and road number (at intersections, if a km-indication is not
available)

• road number and street number (only in urban areas, if a km-indication is
not available)

• co-ordinates (Austrian grid) and road number where defined.

Usually only the first possibility is used for the location of traffic accidents in Austria.

These different methods for coding accident black-spots make data analysis very
difficult and extremely time consuming. A standardised recording methodology is
urgently needed.

One solution is to register locations of traffic accidents with a
satellite navigation system (GPS = Global Positioning System)

Although working with GPS is practically just reading a display, it is necessary for
the user to know some basic background theory to achieve the high accuracy the
modern instruments are able to provide.

7.1 Satellite navigation - Overview

7.1.1 Basic concept, components of the system

7.1.1.1 Space segment - Satellites

The space segment consists of 24 satellites. The GPS satellites have nearly circular
orbits with an altitude of about 20 200 km above the earth and a circulation period of
approximately 12 hours. The present constellation consists of six spaced planes with
an inclination of 55° and with four satellites per plane. The velocity of each satellite
is about 3,87 km/s [9].
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With the full constellation, the space segment provides global coverage with four to
eight observable satellites above 15° elevation at any time of the day.

Satellite signals

The atomic clocks of the GPS-Satellites produce a fundamental frequency of 10.23
MHz and derive from this frequency two carrier waves in the L-Band (L1=1575,42
MHz, L2=1227,60 MHz). These frequencies are essential for eliminating sources of
error (i.e. the ionospheric refraction). Two pseudorandom noise codes (PRN) are
modulated onto the two base carriers:

The first code is the C/A-Code which is available for civilian use and is designated
as the Standard Positioning service (SPS). The wavelength is about 300m and the
accuracy of locating a certain point is about 100m. The second code is the P-Code
(Precision Code) which has been restricted for U.S. Military and other authorised
users only. It is designated as the Precise Positioning service (PPS) an has a
wavelength about 30m and an accuracy of 16m.

These codes make it possible to determine the time, when the signal was sent from
the Satellite to the receiver.

7.1.1.2 Control segment

The main operational tasks of the Operational Control System (OCS) are:

• tracking of the satellites

• clock determination and prediction

• time synchronisation of the satellites

• and upload of the data message to the satellites.

The OCS are also responsible for imposing SA (Selective Availability) and A-S (Anti-
Spoofing) on the signals.

SA (Selective Availability)

The goal of SA is to deny the navigation accuracy by dithering the satellite clock and
manipulating the ephemerides. If SA is active the accuracy is degraded to 100m
horizontal position by the US Department of defence (DoD) whereby an accuracy of
15 - 40 m could be achieved without SA. Only authorised persons can decode SA.

A-S (Anti-Spoofing)

The design of GPS includes the ability to turn off the P-Code. When A-S is active,
the P-Code is „replaced“ by the only for authorised users decodeable Y-Code.

Figure 7-1

The two pseudorandom
noise codes of GPS
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7.1.1.3 User segment (receiver)

One can classify GPS receivers in four groups:

• C/A-Code pseudorange receiver (only code pseudoranges are measured)

• C/A-Code carrier phase receiver (code pseudoranges and carrier phases
from the L1-carrier are measured)

• P-Code carrier phase receiver (this receiver is able to lock on the L1 and
L2 carrier, first the signal is correlated with a replica of the p-code, after
this phase measurements can be performed

• Y-Code carrier phase measuring instruments

7.1.2 Determination of the position

The determination of the position is done by measuring the distance from the
satellite to the receiver by observing the travel time from the satellite to the receiver.
The concept of point positioning is simple, it is trilateration in space. For the SPS
only the C/A-Code is available, this limits the accuracy in horizontal position to 100m
at the 95% probability level.

As the broadcast ephemerids of the satellites are known, the co-ordinates of the
satellites can be calculated at any time. That makes the satellites the known points
for trilateration.

The atomic clocks in the satellites have a long-term frequency stability of about 10-13

over one day. This high accuracy cant be realised in the GPS-receivers, so they are
not synchronised exactly.

That is why for the determination of the position at least four satellites are needed,
three for the unknown position and one for the compensation of not exactly
synchronised GPS-clocks.

If SA is active, it is impossible to get positions with an accuracy higher than 10m in
the horizontal position with one stand alone C/A-Code receiver. For results less than
10m in the position  „differential GPS“ (dGPS) must be used:

7.1.3 Differential GPS

The degradation of the point positioning accuracy by AS and other errors are at
neighboured receivers mostly constant.

The differential GPS-technique is based on the use of two (or more) receivers,
where one stationary reference or base receiver is located at a known point and the
position of the (mostly moving) remote receiver is to be determined. At least four
common satellites must be tracked at both sites.
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The known position of the reference receiver is used to calculate corrections to the
GPS derived position. These corrections are then transmitted via telemetry to the
roving receiver and allow the computation of the rover position with a much higher
accuracy than for the single point positioning mode.

7.1.3.1 How to receive the corrected GPS-Data

A second GPS receiver

As shown in Figure 7-2 it is possible to use a second receiver to get the corrected
GPS Data.

The system OMNISTAR

A europe-wide network of reference stations (Figure 7-3) was established in
connection with the system OMNISTAR of the company Fugro. Theses stations send
the data to a control centre in Aberdeen, GB, from which an uplink to a
communication satellite is established. The GPS user gets the corrected GPS data
from this satellite.

Figure 7-3: „Reference“-Stations of OMNISTAR
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satellite 5
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Figure 7-2:

System of differential GPS
(dGPS)
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The system is based on the „Virtual Base Station (VBS)-Technology“. That means
that the receiver calculates a virtual base station, which is very close to the unknown
point. A new point is calculated with the corrected data. Therefore an accuracy
below 10 m can be realised with simply C/A-code receivers.

MERCATOR/Data Radio Channel (DARC) - dGPS-Service of the Austrian
broadcast system

The network of MERCATOR consists of 19 referential stations spread across
Austria, which transfer the corrected data to the centre of the Austrian broadcast
system in Vienna. Because of its already established infrastructure corrected data
can easily be sent to GPS users.

After coding the data they are sent via the ORF (Austrian federal broadcast system)
infrastructure to special transmitters from where they are broadcasted together with
a radio programme.

To receive the corrected data a UKW receiver with a DARC-decoder is necessary.

7.1.4 GPS in practice

3 categories have to be distinguished:

Accuracy of about 100 m - public use

A C/A-code receiver (stand alone) is sufficient for GPS-users who do not need a
higher accuracy for recreational activities.

Accuracy 1 to 10 m - e.g. traffic accident surveys

This accuracy is only available with dGPS (s. 2.3)

Accuracy below 1 m - geodetic and military use

This high accuracy can only be reached with a high standard of hard- and software
but is not necessary for locating traffic accidents.

7.2 location of accidents with GPS

7.2.1 present procedure for the location of traffic accidents in
Austria

At the present there are 4 possibilities to locate a traffic accident:

• road number and km-indication

• road number and road number (at intersections, if a km-indication is not
available)

• road number and street number (only in urban areas, if a km-indication is
not available)

• co-ordinates (Austrian grid) and Road Number where defined.

Usually only the first possibility is used for the location of traffic accidents in Austria
yet.
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There are problems with the correct location especially when the km-indication or
the road-numbers are changed due to extensions of the road network. This favours
entry mistakes on the one side. On the other side the evaluation of the data is
extremely time consuming and due to these changes mistakes often occur.

7.2.2 Analysis of personal GPS use for localisation of traffic
accidents [6]

Extensive measurements were done to prove the effectiveness of GPS to locate
traffic accidents in practice. Details about the reliability of the system, the availability
of the satellites and the achievable accuracy are the output of experiences during
the measurement period.

There are doubts in the use of GPS in practice due to the variant topographic
situation in Austria. Therefore the main measurements were done to show the
availability/inavailability of a sufficient number of satellites throughout the whole
country.

Furthermore - to show the theoretically reachable accuracy - additional
measurements were done in the city of Vienna with dGPS.

7.2.2.1 Personal analysis regarding the connection unknown point/satellite

To determine the availability of GPS co-ordinates in different regions several
distances were measured online with GPS while driving a car. The result is single
points which correspond with the actual course of the street. There are measuring
gaps in the graph in case the satellite signal was not receivable.

Example of an extreme situation: B27, Höllental Road

The Höllental a narrow valley with approximately 550 m above sea level is situated
between Schneeberg and Rax (both are mountains about 2000 m high). Due to the
difference of height to the surrounding mountains of about 1500 m the Höllental
appears like a canyon. To both sides of the street a signal-shadow of approximately
70 to 85 degrees to satellite broadcasts is to observe, and only a small area with
useable contact remains.

Such measurements were done in the whole of Austria. The result was that there are
only a few areas where GPS-measurement is not possible.
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Figure 7-4: Example of one evaluation: B27, Höllental Road

7.2.2.2 Personal analysis regarding the reachable accuracy during dGPS-
measurements

Besides the availability of the satellites the accuracy reachable during a dGPS
measure with C/A code will be analysed in this chapter.

329 locations of traffic accidents with human injuries reported by the police in the
years from 1994 to 1996 in the 20th district of Vienna were evaluated using dGPS.

To research the accuracy reachable with dGPS (C/A code) 21 points with known co-
ordinates were measured additionally and the results were compared.

Example for achievable accuracy

The 329 injury sites were coded as following:

• 3 with road number and km-indication

• 398 with road number and road number (crossing)

• 171 with road number and street number

• 31 with the Austrian co-ordinates (Austrian grid)

More than a half of these accident locations took place in urban area which an
extremely tension of high buildings.
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Figure 7-5: Example of dGPS co-ordinates observed in an urban area in Vienna with an extremely tension of

high buildings.
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Reachable accuracy

The accuracy of GPS measures are determined by comparison of the geodetically
given and personally measured co-ordinates.

Table 1: comparison of the known and personally measured co-ordinates.

C/A-Code stand alone dGPS
point d_east [m] d_north [m] d_east [m] d_north [m]

1098-59g 19.81 24.14 0.45 -3.96
1108-59 13.82 5.40 2.37 1.22
1109-59 -19.87 38.77 -10.09 -0.62
1111-59 -40.94 27.68 1.71 -2.21

1112-59g 8.22 -44.13 8.73 3.53

1084-59gp -131.26 -93.51 -5.54 7.88

1084-59gps -138.83 2.58 17.01 -4.27
1090-59 123.60 107.41 2.44 -8.25
1094-59 11.43 7.89 -5.02 3.48
1241-59 1.17 -79.39 -3.30 1.34
1087-59 135.16 -13.30 -4.49 -1.83
1099-59 23.51 -5.99 -3.63 1.51
1110-59 -5.83 22.46 -0.64 2.20

The inaccuracy using the navigation method is up to 140 m, using the differential
method it is maximum 20 m. Therefore an accurate location with dGPS must be
charged as possible even in tensely occupied urban areas. The determined
positions are within the demanded range of accuracy for the location of traffic
accidents of approximately 10 m [7] if 4 satellites are available during the
measurements.

7.3 Conclusions
The location of traffic accidents with GPS fulfils all demands in connection with a
modern coding system as:

• the result is even internationally useable

• it is easy to handle

• the accuracy of the location is sufficient

• it makes an easy visualisation of accident locations of a certain area possible.

Usually there are enough satellites available for the determination of a position with
GPS even in extreme areas (mountains, urban area). The reachable accuracy is
sufficient for the location of accidents and corrected data for dGPS are easily
obtainable if needed(at least in Austria).
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7.4 Summary

One of the ideas of road accident research is the systematically registering and
redeveloping of accident black-spots. At sites with a high accident occurrence the
appearance of accidents is mostly similar or even identical, as are their causes. By
using in-depth investigation, the typical causes can usually be discovered and
corrective measures can be taken. The base for road accident research is therefore
the determination of such accident black-spots, which highly depends on the
sufficiency of high quality data defining the exact location.

At present, different methods for coding accident black-spots are being used in
Austria. This makes data analysis very difficult and extremely time consuming. A
standardised recording methodology is urgently needed.

This paper describes a methodology based on a satellite navigation system
(NAVSTAR/GPS) which supports a uniform and unambiguous localisation of
accident black-spots. The GPS system (Global Positioning System) locates accident
sites appropriately accurately, is easy to use, and simplifies data analysis and
visualisation of the accident situation.

Since the full potential of GPS can only be achieved by users having a certain level
of theoretical knowledge about satellite navigation, this paper describes GPS, the
different receivers and the diverse measuring arrangements in some detail.

Furthermore, the paper reports the practical testing of the system Austria-wide, its
methodology reliability, its accuracy, and the accessibility of sufficient GPS satellites
in various measuring locations, covering most possible scenarios by researching the
tough ones in detail.

As final result it is to be stated that GPS is not only useable for locating traffic
accidents but will also be very useful in many areas of transportation studies in
future.
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A habit cannot be tossed out the window,
it must be coaxed down the stairs

a step at a time.

(Mark Twain)

8 Sustainability, transport and wellbeing.
New strategies enhancing walking and cycling.

Lilo Schmidt

Not only referring to traffic safety and the incipient global climate change and the
Agenda 21, but also referring to health and wellbeing the role of transport and
individual travel behaviour are in the focus of expert discussions.

The possible contribution of social sciences to a change in understanding of spatial
mobility is strengthened at several international meetings and research programs on
EU or OECD level, e.g. in the summer of 1996 the first “Centre for sustainable
Transportation” with a psychologist as managing director began its activities in
Toronto, Canada.

Some results of our recent research concerning environmental consciousness,
environmental education, conditions of individual travel behaviour and its
socialisation will be presented.

The role of walking and cycling, car-ownership and driving habits for the
development of traffic density and traffic safety will be discussed. Different
conditions for walking and cycling and the implications for the every day life of
families as well as for economic and environmental development in different
countries will be discussed.

Referring to the interaction between personal learning history, personal values and
responsible acting with governmental policies at local, regional and national level
examples for desirable psychological contributions in the field of environmental and
traffic safety education and in transportation demand management are given.
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9 THE POTENTIAL OF  ITS TO IMPROVE SAFETY 
ON RURAL ROADS

Dr Risto Kulmala

Introduction

The purpose of the paper is to review ITS applications that may be useful in terms of
improving road safety in rural surroundings. The review was undertaken as a part of
comprehensive review on the potential of ITS for road safety. The author undertook
the review as a member of a working group for the European Traffic Safety Council
(ETSC 1998). Other working gropu members produced similar reviews for e.g. urban
areas, and the effects of ITS on accident consequences as well as exposure.

Safety problems in rural areas differ from those in urban areas for the following
reasons:

• problems more often connected to higher speeds

• weather problems are more prominent

• animal runovers are frequent

• single and meeting accidents are more frequent

• vulnerable road users are not very prominent in accidents

• incident related secondary accidents are frequent especially on motorways

• heavy goods vehicles play a more prominent role in the accidents

ITS measures applied for the purpose of improving safety in rural or inter-urban
roads reflect the specific problems on these roads. ITS applications affect accident
risk via a number of mechanisms. Some applications are designed to reduce
accident risk by supporting the drivers in a number of ways. Some monitor the state
of the driver or the vehicle, and inform the driver of deficiencies detected. Some aim
at reducing accident risk by informing and warning drivers of currently threatening
hazards, like following the vehicle in front too closely, or hazards to be expected
ahead on their route, like an incident blocking the road. The expectancy is that road
users would utilise the information by adapting their behaviour to account for the
hazard and thus avoid a collision. A number of applications control traffic behaviour
with the help of variable message signs or signals  to harmonise traffic flow or to
achieve greater separation between road users, in order to reduce the risk of
collisions. Yet another group of systems, most still under development, aim to reduce
accident risk by taking over control of the driving task and intervening at instances of
increased risk to eliminate it or at least to reduce it to an acceptable level. Some ITS
measures are also safety relevant by affecting exposure or the severity of accident
consequences. The various ITS measures are reviewed below.
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9.1 Speed Adaptation
The adaptation of driving speed to the prevailing circumstances is a primary way of
controlling the crash risk of the driver. Different systems exist, ranging from
informative to intervening systems.

The informative systems include many variants. Giving individual or collective speed
feedback to the drivers has proven to be successful, and accident reductions have
been observed (Elvik et al. 1997). Speed recommendations can be given at critical
locations such as sharp bends with considerable effects on speeds (Federal
Highway Administration 1997b). Speed recommendations can also be given via in-
vehicle systems signalling with light and sound if the driver exceeds the speed limit.
Such systems are expected to reduce the number of injury accidents by ca. 10%
(Carsten & Fowkes 1998).

Speed adaptation with the help of varying speed limits have been tried especially in
the connection of weather related traffic management systems by lowering the speed
limits in adverse conditions. A variable speed limit system integrated with a fog
warning system reduced the number of injury accidents on a German motorway by
ca. 20% (Balz & Zhu 1994), and a variable speed limit system integrated with a
slippery road warning system on a Finnish motorway by ca. 10% (Rämä 1997). Both
studies reported significant reductions of mean speeds (3 to 9 km/h) in adverse
weather conditions, and the latter also a significant decrease in speed variation. A
Dutch fog warning system including a text warning (“fog”) and dynamic speed limit
VMS signs on a motorway, reduced speeds in fog by 8 to 10 km/h, although in
extremely dense fog, the system had an adverse effect on speed. This was due to
the too high lowest possible speed limit display in the VMS (60 km/h). A more
uniform  speed behaviour was obtained due to the introduction of the system
(Hogema, et al., 1996).

Variable speed limits have also been applied by schools, resulting in a 20% accident
reduction (Elvik et al 1997).

Automated speed enforcement systems aim at more efficient speeding detection and
feedback. The systems have been effective in lowering the percentage of speeding
drivers and thus the average speeds by ca. 10%. The overall estimate of the effect
of the automated  enforcement systems is a 17% decrease in the number of injury
accidents (Elvik et al 1997, Federal Highway Administration 1997a, Malenstein &
van Loosbroek 1997, Mäkinen & Rathmayer 1995, Perrett & Stevens 1996).

The most promising system is Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) or External Vehicle
Speed Control (EVSC), which has been estimated to reduce accidents by ca. 35%
as a compulsory and intervening system (Carsten & Fowkes 1998, Gustafsson 1997,
Lind 1997). Várhelyi (1997) has estimated that automatic speed limiting on rural
roads would reduce the total number of injury accidents in Sweden by about 10%.
ISA in conditions of low friction would decrease the total number of injury accidents
by ca. 12% and ISA in darkness by 12%.
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9.2 Collision avoidance
Collision avoidance here covers a number of systems ranging from Adaptive Cruise
Control to headway adaptation systems and to actual Collision Avoidance Systems.
Cruise Control systems reduce driver stress but can also cause safety problems in
critical situations, if not properly designed (Gustafsson 1997). Autonomous
Intelligent Cruise Control have been shown to decrease speed variability but
reduced headways indicating increased accident risks. Active gas pedal control
tends to increase headways indicating improved safety (CEC 1996). A simulator
study indicates that Adaptive Cruise Control reduces journey speeds and
overtakings, resulting in somewhat increased safety (Gustafsson 1997).

To ensure safety, cruise control systems should be accompanied with actual
collision avoidance systems. Interfering systems have been found to have more
positive effects on behaviour in the form of for example longer headways than just
informative systems. Properly designed collision avoidance systems should be able
to improve safety drastically (CEC 1996, Lind 1997). Hiramatsu el at (1997) have
estimated that an automatic collision detection and prevention system would prevent
45% of road fatalities in Japan. Similar estimates are given by Sala et al. (1997) for
Anti-Collision Assist (ACA) systems, and by the Federal Highway Administration
(1997a) for collision warning systems. Perrett & Stevens (1996) predict a 80%
reduction in fatalities due to anti-collision systems.

Drivers are usually quite negative to the introduction of interventional systems while
systems offering information or recommendations are ranked considerably higher
(Carsten & Fowkes 1998, Gustafsson 1997, Varhelyi 1997).

Systems for headway adaptation have included individual headway feedback (Elvik
et al 1997) and individual dynamic headway recommendation (Rämä et al 1996). A
small reduction (6%) of accidents has been observed for the former system, whereas
the latter resulted in a reduction of very short headways in addition to a minor mean
speed decrease.

9.3 Weather information and maintenance
In addition to speed control, the high accident risks caused by adverse weather
conditions can be decreased by providing information, warnings and support to road
users, but also by combatting the weather problems with the help of winter
maintenance. A Finnish study (Rämä et al. 1996) showed that slippery road warning
VMS decreased mean speeds by ca. 1 - 2 km/h when the signs were lit. The system
was also shown to affect the direction of attention to find cues showing potential
hazards, and to make passing behaviour more careful indicating an even larger
impact on accidents than that due to lower speeds (Luoma, et al., 1997).

The automatic fog-warning system on the M25 motorway in England displays the
“Fog” legend on roadside matrix signals. The assessment of this system showed that
the net mean vehicle speed reduction was ca. 3 km/h, when the signals were
switched on as a result of the formation of fog (Cooper and Sawyer, 1993). Collision
warning systems are probably beneficial to road safety in the fog (Saroldi et al.
1997).
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Enhanced winter maintenance  as a result of application of ITS for optimising the
winter maintenance vehicle routes has been demonstrated to improve the efficiency
of maintenance actions, which in turn leads to an improvement of safety (Federal
Highway Administration 1997b).

9.4 Vision enhancement
Vision enhancement systems could be beneficial to safety in the dark or in poor
visibility. Ultraviolet light, laser systems etc. have been promoted (Clowes 1997,
Nishimura & Nagaya 1997).  Systems assisting car drivers in detecting motorcycles
and incorporating this function in various safety warning systems could improve
motorcycle safety (Hsu 1997). Drivers can also be warned of upcoming junctions,
and the angle of the headlights can be adjusted to help the driver see around turns
(O’Shea 1997).

Rumar (1997) has studied the feasibility of a unified, adaptive vehicle illumination
system, including direct and indirect illumination systems, systems for adverse
weather and street lighting conditions and daytime running lights. The extent of road
safety impact of such a system will rely on how drivers will adapt their behaviour to
the increased visibility conditions. Drivers usually compensate for the improved
vision by increasing their speeds. This has been demonstrated by for example
Kallberg (1991).

Lane keeping assistance and collision avoidance systems with game detection
capabilities could reduce run-off-the-road and animal accidents considerably
(Federal Highway Administration 1997a). Roadside systems detecting large animals
(elks, moose, deer, reindeer) and warning the drivers of them via Variable Message
Signs (VMS) are under development and testing.

9.5 Lane keeping
Lane keeping support systems are expected to reduce the number of meeting
accidents and single run-off-the-road accidents. The vehicle safety system may for
example warn drivers who begin to stray from the road (O’Shea 1997). A road
departure avoidance system could halve the risk of single run-off-the-road accidents
according to Najm & Burgett (1997).

On motorways, the systems have been estimated to reduce the total number of
accidents by 1% (Perrett & Stevens 1996).

9.6 Driver and vehicle monitoring
A number of systems exist for detecting driver impairment caused by drowsiness,
illness, or drug abuse, and then informing and warning the drivers or even
performing an emergency control function that will stop the vehicle if the driver is no
longer capable to drive safely (Coda et al. 1997, Hancock & Verwey 1997, Lind
1997, Renner & Mehring 1997). Some systems even attempt to detect whether the
driver is losing attention to the driving task (Clowes 1997).

On-board safety monitoring systems in heavy goods vehicles determine the safety
status of the vehicle and cargo (Evanco 1997). Vehicle monitoring senses and
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collects data on the condition of various vehicle components that could affect safety
such as the brakes, tires, and lights. Cargo monitoring senses unsafe vehicle cargo
conditions such as cargo shifts. If unsafe conditions are detected, warnings can be
provided to the driver and, subsequently, transmitted to the transport operator and
the appropriate enforcement authorities. Automated roadside safety inspections
allow electronic access to the safety records of carriers, vehicles, and drivers in
order to determine which vehicles should be stopped for an inspection. The
inspection process is automated through the use of sensors and diagnostics to
establish the integrity of safety related vehicular components. A large-scale
introduction of the systems could reduce heavy goods transport related fatalities by
perhaps 15% (Evanco 1997).

The use of an accident data recorder (‘black box’) on commercial vehicles for driver
monitoring purposes resulted in a substantial accident reduction as well as a
decrease in the severity of the accidents. Driver monitoring functions on private
vehicles have also indicated changes in driver behaviour which indicate improved
safety. (CEC 1996). The  introduction of  digital tachographs in all heavy vehicles in
Europe and elsewhere in the beginning of the next century will bring about
improvements in heavy vehicle safety (Miyake 1997).

Perrett & Stevens (1996) estimate that driver and vehicle monitoring systems could
reduce the total number of accidents by 4%. Lind (1997) estimates that with a very
high implementation level, a driver monitoring system could reduce injury accidents
by 20%.

9.7 Freight and fleet management
The use of Mobile Data Communications, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and
Trip Recording could lead to a substantial reduction in the total distance travelled by
commercial vehicles. In terms of hazardous goods monitoring and control, a
significant reduction of alert time from the usual hours to a few minutes has been
noted (CEC 1996).

The CHAUFFEUR Tow-Bar system consists of a human driven leading truck and a

driverless following one (Vogel & Schwarz 1997). The system can considerably
increase the efficiency of heavy goods transport. The direction and magnitude of the
safety impacts depend largely on system safety as well as behavioral adaptation
issues..

In Britain, the implementation of freight and fleet management systems is expected
to reduce accidents mainly due to less (3%) distance travelled (Perrett & Stevens
1996).

9.8 Incident management
Incident management includes the detection, warning and clearance of incidents.
The safety benefits are obtained by avoiding secondary accidents as a result of
quicker incident management provided by the introduction of ITS. The accident
reduction due to a comprehensive incident management system has been estimated
as 28% (Lind 1997).
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Incident warnings are provided by roadside VMS or beacons, and via radio and
cellular information services. Studies usually show accident reductions on the IWS
(Incident Warning System) equipped motor way sections.  The whole range of the
effect on the total number of injury accidents is from - 35% to + 9%, where the
largest reductions may include bias caused by the regression-to-the-mean effect.
The effects are more beneficial on secondary accidents (Kulmala et al 1995). Very
little information exists of the safety effects of radio based IWS systems such as
RDS-TMC (Radio Data System - Traffic Message Channel). According to Elvik et al.
(1997) , rear-end injury accidents have decreased as a result of queue warning
systems on motorways whereas the number of rear-end accidents resulting in
property damage only have increased.

9.9 Flow control
Safety can be improved by not just reacting swiftly to incidents but also by
preventing them by harmonising and smoothening of the traffic flow. This can be
accomplished by ramp control (or ramp metering), lane control, route diversion
schemes, and in general traffic management. Safety is also expected to be improved
as a result of extensive deployment of automatic tolling on motor ways due to the
elimination of traffic channelling at toll plazas as well as of the possible queues and
unnecessary stops (Bandmann &  Finsterer 1997).

Lane control has little effect on injury accidents (Perrett & Stevens 1996, Elvik et al.
1997). Ramp control is considerably more beneficial to safety, the accident reduction
on equipped motorways being up to  10% as such, and more than 15% as a part of
an integrated  motorway management system (Federal Highway Administration
1997a, Lind 1997, Perrett & Stevens 1996, Tarry 1997).

Route diversion schemes are beneficial to safety only when the diversion does not
increase exposure (driving distance) too much and does not divert traffic to roads
with higher accident risk. Unfortunately, this is very seldom the case. The opposite
case is shown by for example Lashermes & Zerguini (1997). Traffic management
centres and the introduction of freeway service patrols decrease the number of
accidents to some extent (Federal Highway Administration 1997a).

9.10 Route guidance
Results concerning route guidance systems are varied and contradictory. Some
results indicate that the systems decrease exposure by directing drivers to their
destination along the shortest routes and without the need to look for the destination
by driving around. Other results indicate that owners of these systems start to make
new trips to places that they are not so familiar with, thus increasing exposure. It is
also clear that in-car route guidance systems distract the drivers from their normal
driving task, but, on the other hand, to a lesser extent than a conventional map (CEC
1996, Ståhl et al. 1997, Winkler & Nowicki 1997).

Quantitative analyses show very small accident reductions due to dynamic route
guidance systems but a risk for more accidents if route diversions from motorways
are frequent (Federal Highway Administration 1997a, Elvik et al. 1997, Perrett &
Stevens 1996).
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9.11 Emergency alarms
The consequences of accidents in the form of the severity of the injuries are greatly
influenced by the speed and efficiency of help and rescue measures. Automated
collision notification systems, consisting of vehicle-mounted collision sensing,
locating, processing, and communications equipment, automatically and immediately
notify emergency medical service (EMS) dispatchers when a collision occurs
(Bandmann &  Finsterer 1997, Carter et al. 1997). The systems also include
emergency telephones despite the significant increase in the number of drivers and
vehicles equipped with mobile telephones (Clowes 1997).

9.12 Conclusions
A number of systems exits with high safety potential in rural roads and motorways.
The safety impacts of some ITS systems have already been verified in field studies
and medium-scaled demonstrations, while in many cases the estimates of the safety
potential rely on prospective safety analyses.

On motorways, the most safety beneficial systems number have a potential of
reducing injuries and fatalities by about 10 - 15%. These systems are:

• motorway control systems

• driver and vehicle monitoring systems

• intelligent speed adaptation

• collision avoidance systems

• incident management

• automated speed enforcement

On other rural roads, current systems with the potential of reducing injuries and
fatalities by more than 10% are fewer than on motorways, but more effective.
Intelligent speed adaptation  has a 30% and automated speed enforcement a 20%
injury reduction potential. The ITS systems with the highest safety potential on rural
roads are:

• intelligent speed adaptation

• automated speed enforcement

• speed control systems with variable speed limits

• driver and vehicle monitoring systems

Much of ITS development on inter-urban and rural roads has concentrated in
motorways, including the development of safety relevant ITS. The safety problems of
rural roads, however, concentrate on other rural roads than motorways. Hence, also
the implementation of ITS for the purpose of improving safety should concentrate on
other rural roads than motorways.
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10 EVALUATION OF A COMBINED
ACCELERATOR-BRAKE PEDAL

Rickard Nilsson

10.1 Background
Cars have been equipped with the same foot-pedal arrangement since the days of
the A-Ford. The cluth is to the left, the accelerator to the right and the brake in the
middle. The right foot should be used for pressing the acceleatot and the brake. This
arrangement guarantees, that the throttle is released as the driver brakes. However,
it also means that the foot almost always is placed at a distance from the brake, that
is, on the accelerator, thus movement time adds to brake reaction time. The foot may
be inaccuratrely placed on the brake resulting in bad braking performance and it
may even miss the brake and hit the accelerator. If the accelerator is pressed
instead of the brake in a car with automatic transmission it can cause an instance of
so called unintended acceleration (Schmidt 1989)The driver persists in pressing
what he believes is the brake though it is the accelerator.

Misapplications of this kind are not so likely with manual transmission because the
engine will rush as the cluth is depressed and the driver thus discovers the mistake.
To reduce risk for misapplication the pedals are usually mounted at different levels,
the brake is higher and closer to the driver. However, different levels cost extra
movement time.

To overcome the drawbacks with the with the traditional pedals various combined
accelerator-brake pedals have been constructed. All of these construction have
been more or less impracticalbut a new Swedish solution seems to fulfil technical
and ergonomic requirements.
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10.2 The combined accelerator-brake pedal
The basic idea with the combined accelerator-brake pedal is to eliminate movement
of the foot between the accelerator and the brake. Serveralbenefits will follow:

First, brake-reaction time is reduced. Studies on Winkelman´s pedal showed a
reduction of up to 0,2 secondes (Higginbotham & Frost 1972, Konz et. al. 1971,
Poock et.al. 1973).

Second, the foot ist constantly on the brake in an optimal position, no risk for
misapplication.

Third, acceleration and braking involves different groups of muscles. Conventional
pedals are manoeuvred with the same movement albeit with rather different forces.

Fourth, the braking movement, to reach out with the leg parallels probably an
inherited reflex. It is also the natrual way to reduce speed as one is walking or
running. Possibly, this pedal allows for more "natural" driving.

The new combined pedal was invented by Mr. Sven Gustafsson, who came up with
the idea during his travels with buses and lorries as a professinoal driver. The pedal
is mounted in the same position as the conventional accelerator. The right foot is
placed on the pedal an should stay there during the drive. A heel support prevents
the foot from slipping off the pedal. When accelerating, the driver pushes with the
forefoot in the usual manner and when braking the driver pushes with the whole foot.
The throttle does not have to be released, that is, it is not necessary to lift the forfoot
before braking, a sensor cuts off the throttle os the brake is affected. To avoid
unintended braking a solenoid gives extra resistance at the start of the break
movement. In case the driver mixes up pedal system s and moves the foot
unnecessarily an extry brake pedal is mounted to the side of the combined pedal in
the normal position of a conventional brake pedal. To counterweight the individual
driver's leg the solenoid and the return spring of the brake is adjustable. For
technical reasons smooth function of the combined pedal presupposes electrical gas
which is rather rare in passenger cars.
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11 Reasons for speeding and need for
technical support

Lars Åberg

Abstract

In the present paper the results of a survey of opinions about speeding is discussed.
A nation wide sample of 2800 Swedish drivers, with a response rate of 68.4%, have
been asked to answer a questionnaire based on the Theory of planned behaviour.
The results, presented in the paper, show that the theoretical model provides a good
frame of reference for explanations of self reported speeding behaviour. Implications
from the results and from the literature, are discussed with respect to possible
measures to improve behaviour, including, for example, technical support  to drivers
and information about the general speed level. Also, possible strategies for
implementation of such technical solutions are discussed.

11.1 Reasons for speeding and need for technical support

Drivers’ attitudes are often referred to when the discussion concerns traffic violations
and possibilities for driver improvement. However, there might be other factors of
importance for behaviour in traffic. The traffic environment is a complex social
system and it is not always an easy task to comply with the rules, especially when
other drivers do not seem to care about compliance.

In the present paper some results of an investigation of attitudes and behaviours
concerning traffic law violations in Sweden are presented and discussed. As an
attempt to measure effects of traffic safety measures based on the ‘zero vision’ idea
a questionnaire was constructed. For this construction the Theory of planned
behaviour Ajzen (1985) was used as a frame of reference and this theory is an
extended version of an earlier theory of Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) The theory of
reasoned action. This theory was originally developed to deal with volitional
behaviours and does not explain habitual or behaviours that do not involve
conscious decision-making. Autonomous decision making is a significant aspect of
the tasks of driving. It is often assumed that an experienced driver performs many
driving acts, like everyday driving from home to work without awareness. Many
drivers can report experiences when they intend to drive to a certain place partly
along the same roads as they normally drive and then they ‘wake up’ to find
themselves on the workplace parking lot where they had no intention at all to go to.
Partly to expand the theory to cover also habitual, involuntary behaviours Ajzen
(1985) added a new factor to the theory of reasoned action namely perceived
behavioural control. The revised theory is called the theory of planned behaviour
and it is shown in Figure 1. The concept of perceived behaviour control is believed
to determine behaviour indirectly via behavioural intentions but also that there might
be a direct path to Behaviour. According to the theory intentions are determined by
attitudes together with subjective norms and perceived behavioural control.
Behaviour is determined by intentions and by perceived behavioural control. The
concept of perceived behaviour control is (in a way similar to attitudes and subjective
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norms) determined by a sum of products of control beliefs and perceived power. In
Figure 1 the present author has added a new independent variable to the model,
named other driver’s behaviour. The reason for this inclusion is that earlier research
(Aberg et al, 1998) has shown that the behaviour of other road users affect a driver’s
behaviour, more or less directly, a fact that might be of importance for traffic safety
actions in the future. It is assumed, also based on previous results, that the influence
from other drivers affect behaviour rather directly but that there also is an indirect
influence via behaviour intentions

Attitudes towards
the behaviour

Subjective norm Intention Behaviour

  Perceived
  behaviour
  control

  Behaviour of
  other drivers

Figure 1.  The revised theory of planned behaviour (after Ajzen (1988) and Aberg et
al, (1998)).

11.2 Method
In accordance with a principle of compatibility between attitude, norms, etc. and
behaviour it is important to carefully define the behaviour to be predicted. All model
concepts should be formulated on the same level of behavioural specificity, e.g.
specification of action, target, context and time frame. The questionnaire constructed
include questions about different traffic violations and was sent to a sample of 2800
Swedish licence holders. Thirteen different violations, defined below, were
considered and are listed below. (The violations were selected by the Swedish road
administration and the purpose was to use them in future evaluations of measures
intended to change driver behaviour).

Abbreviations and definitions of violations:
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30 km/h — To drive 45 km/h or more on a 30 km/h road in a built-up area.
50 km/h —  To drive 65 km/h or more on a 50 km/h road in a built-up area.
70 km/h —  To drive 85 km/h or more on a 70 km/h road in an urban area.
90 km/h — To drive 105 km/h or more on a 90 km/h highway.
110 km/h — To drive 125 km/h or more on a 110 km/h highway.
Overtake — When overtaking forcing meeting vehicles to drive on the road
shoulder.
Close 50 — To drive closer than one car length to the car in front at 50km/h.
Close 90 — To drive closer than one car length to the car in front at 90km/h.
Stop — To pass a stop sign without stopping.
Red light — To drive against a red light one second after the change of light.
Pedestrian — Not stopping for a pedestrian crossing the road at a pedestrian
crossing
Ped cross — Passing other vehicle at a pedestrian crossing.
Bicyclist — Not stopping for a bicyclist crossing the road at a bicycle crossing.

In the present paper only speed violations are considered, and these are then
categorised as law speed violations (30 and 50 km/h) and high speed violations (70,
90 and 110 km/h).

For each violation questions about attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behaviour
control, other drivers behaviour, own past behaviour, and expected future behaviour
were asked. The contents of the questions and response scales are briefly
described below:

Attitudes — ” What do you think of traffic violations?” On a scale from Not at all
acceptable (1) to Quite acceptable (5)
Subjective norm — ”What do important others think of you committing...?” on a
scale from Not at all acceptable (1) to Quite acceptable (5)
Perceived behaviour control — ””How easy, or how difficult, is it to follow the
rules?” on a scale from Very easy (1) to Very difficult (5)
Other drivers violations — ”How many of  a hundred ordinary Swedish drivers
will commit...?” in percentages
Future violations — ” How likely is it that you will commit .... during next
month?” on a scale from Not at all likely (1) to Very likely (5)
Past violations — ”How often do you commit....?” on a scale from Never (1) to
Very often (6)

The response rate was 68.4% resulting in a sample of  1863 drivers, 51% males and
49% females. Mean age for males was 48.6 years and for females 51.0 years. Mean
yearly mileage was, for men 16100 km and for women 8000 km.

11.3 Results
The drivers self reports show that to drive 15 km/h over speed limits on 90 km/h
roads is the most frequently reported violation. The second and third most frequent
violations came on 110 km/h and on 70 km/h roads, respectively. On 30 km/h roads
there are few violators while the mean number of violations on 50 km/h roads is a
little more frequent. The patterns of self reported speeding was similar for males and
females while the former violated more often than the latter group. The number of
reported violations showed a descending decrease with age of the driver.
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Behavioural intentions mirrors the result concerning self reported behaviour. This is
also true for attitudes and subjective norm. For perceived behavioural control (the
difficulty of keeping the speed limit) roads with different speed limits did not differ to
any greater extent. The behaviour of other drivers varied in the same way as self
reported behaviour and it was believed that between 40% (on 30 km/h roads) and
63% (on 90 km/h roads) of other drivers drove faster that 15 km/h over the speed
limit, which is a clear overestimation.

Path analyses were performed on the data , based on the theory of planned
behaviour and in order to estimate the effects of independent variables four of the
model variables were regressed on self reported behaviour. The results are
presented as total effects (the sum of direct effects and indirect effects via
behavioural intentions). A total effect of 1.0 means that a variable explains all
variance in the dependent variable while a total effect of 0.0 means no effect at all.
On low speed roads about 38% of the variance of self reported behaviour could be
explained (significantly) by the four model variables (based on questions about 30
and 50 km/h roads): attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control, and
behaviour of other drivers. On high speed roads about 61% of the variance could be
explained by the four variables (based on questions about 70, 90 and 110 km/h
roads).

On  low speed roads perceived behavioural control was the best predictor (total
effect:.33), with attitudes as the second (total effect:.25), others behaviour as the
third  (total effect:.20) and subjective norm (total effect:.13) as least important. The
result was similar for males and females with one exception, attitudes were more
important than subjective norm for males while the opposite was true for females.

For high speed roads the perceived attitudes was the best predictor (total effect:.38),
with behavioural control as the second (total effect:.36), others behaviour as the
third  (total effect:.14) and subjective norm (total effect:.14) as least important. The
same pattern was true for males while perceived behavioural control was more
important than attitudes for females.

11.4 Discussion
The results are in line with previous results indicating that influences on speed
violations can be modelled with the theory of planned behaviour (Parker et al, 1992;
Aberg et al, 1998). However it is important to note that perceived behavioural control
is more important than attitudes for the explanation of behaviour and that others
behaviour have contribute significantly to the prediction. It is important for choice of
safety measures that there are other variables besides attitudes that can be of
importance for traffic violations. To some extent it is drivers that accept violations
that also performs them. Subjective norm is not as important as norms for males,
who commit most violations but at least on low speed roads the norms are more
important for females. I should be kept in mind that the inter-correlation between
attitude and subjective norm is quite high (.46 and .64 for low and high speed roads
respectively). However, most drivers report that they find it difficult to keep the speed
limits and this is perhaps the most important variable for an explanation of (self-
reported) speeding. The behaviour of other drivers is also important for the choice of
speed.
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Based on these results it is possible to suggest different measures to decrease
speeding violations and to improve traffic safety:

- For those drivers that have ‘wrong’ attitudes, traditional measures like
information campaigns, education, enforcement, etc. could be used. It should be
remembered that information campaigns, especially in combination with
enforcement, have been found to affect behaviour (Elliot, 1993)

- Some drivers might have the proper attitudes but they need help and support to
keep the speed limits. In this case in-vehicle warning devices or speed limiters
activated with help of electronic maps and GPS (Global Positioning System)
might be appreciated.

- The social environment with other drivers is also important and still more
important is the perceived social environment, that is, drivers perceptions about
other drivers behaviour and expectations. The present result show that drivers
overestimate other drivers speeding. Therefore, simple information, e.g. on
electronic signs at the road side about the percentage of drivers keeping the
speed limit, can reduce the number of speeding drivers (see Van Houten, 1983).

Thus, in addition to traditional measures to influence driver behaviour there are
other measures based on new technologies that can be used to decrease high
speeds on the roads.
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12 HOW WILL NEW TECHNOLOGY MODIFY THE
DRIVING TASK

Magda Draskóczy

12.1 Introduction

The often stated aim of implementing new technology in road transport is to improve
efficiency, safety and environmental quality. Road transport is, however, the
transport mode in which the most independent actors function and in which interests
are the most divergent. It means that although some applications are really steered
by the needs mentioned above, there is also a strong push of new technological
development, the producers of which hope to find a broad market in road transport,
and applications in practice give preference mostly to congestion reduction and
driver comfort.

In an EU project, HINT (Human Implications of New Technology) the main areas of
transport technology implementation expected in a 10-20 years perspective have
been identified in the road transport area (Draskóczy, 1997). Expected
implementations can be divided into mainly infrastructure-based and mainly vehicle-
based technologies. The main groups of expected infrastructure-based technologies
are as follows:
• network traffic control (VMS)
• intersection traffic control
• parking control
• traffic and travel information
• urban demand management
• motorway tolling, etc.

New vehicle-based technologies can be expected on the following areas:
• navigation and route guidance systems

• intelligent cruise control systems

• lane-keeping support

• vision enhancement

• driver and vehicle status monitoring

• automatic speed adaptation

• violation detection and enforcement.
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12.2 Human impacts of new technology

New road transport technology under development will modify the task of every actor
in road transport, first of all that of drivers and control centre personnel. Expected
impacts can be analysed from different perspectives. In a previous EU project,
HOPES (HOrizontal Project for the Evaluation on Safety) the areas of possible
safety impacts of new transport technology have been identified and analysed
(Draskóczy, 1994). Safety impacts of expected new transport technology are wide-
spread, as new systems will influence the whole road transport system, from
management to route- and modal choice, from the frequency and length of driving, to
the characteristics of the driving task itself. The areas where new technology may
have positive or negative impact on road safety are as follows:

• direct effects of an in-car system on the user (directly altering the driving task)

• direct effect of a road-side system on users (influencing directly the driving
task)

• modifying behaviour of the user (altering driving behaviour in a more general
and longer term by delegation of responsibility, etc.)

• modifying behaviour of non-users (influencing the general driving culture by
new systems, inducing imitation effects, etc.)

• modifying interactions between users and other road users

• modifying accident consequences (e.g. by improving rescue activities)

• modifying exposure (e.g. by inducing new journeys)

• modifying modal choice (e.g. promoting public transport use by better
information, or vice versa)

• modifying route choice (e.g. by leading car traffic to residential areas by rout
guidance systems)

• modifying speed choice (new technology that promises higher safety for its users
may have a negative safety effect by generating higher speeds).

If human impacts are looked upon in a narrower way, i.e. by looking at the task of
driving itself, a checklist developed by the HINT project presents the main areas of
expected human impacts (Carsten 1998). Expected new transport technology has
been analysed in the frame of the HINT projects used this analytical framework
(Draskóczy, 1999). Systems that inform, advice or assist the driver, or intervene in
the control of the vehicle, all modify the driving task in some way, and influence the
work load of the driver. Work load may change in any direction, being too low or too
high, or even more, too low for a long time period when driving is assisted by some
advanced system, and then suddenly too high in an emergency situation when the
driver has to take over control.

Situation awareness of vehicle drivers will be influenced by new technology in
many different ways. Many new systems that give drivers information or advice have
been developed in order to increase drivers’ situation awareness by informing them
on factors that are hidden for the naked eye but have influence on the driving task.
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These systems, therefore, most probably will improve situation awareness of the
driver. On the other hand, driver assistance systems that take over part of the driving
task, may prevent drivers from being aware of functions which are not any more
under their control.

New technology introduces new channels of communication for drivers, mainly in
the form of messages coming from the control centre, and received partly from a
road-side gantry outside the vehicle, partly from some information source within the
vehicle. This development, especially if many information sources are working inside
the vehicle, may cause that drivers’ attention is more and more drawn toward in-car
displays, and their communication and co-operation with other road users is
weakened.

When tasks, that traditionally are performed by humans, are automated, or at least
part of the control is taken over by technology from the human operator, it is always
a hot topic, who has the overall responsibility for the error-free functioning of the
system. It is a firm statement of the car industry and road transport technology
providers that the locus of responsibility is going to remain at the driver, even if
sophisticated driver assistance systems offer support to him. Even if the overall
responsibility for accident-free driving is on the driver, responsibility has to be
shared between the driver and the system provider in case if systems take over part
of the control over the vehicle.

One of the basic needs behind implementation of new technology in road transport is
to reduce human errors that lead to accidents, and assist drivers in driving functions
where machines can function more accurately than human beings. However, driving
is a dynamic process in which drivers may use the assistance they get for attaining
further advantages by e.g. driving faster, taking more risk, and this may produce new
sources of error. Moreover, the system intervention itself may be a new source of
error when e.g. different information sources interfere with each other and with the
driving task, or systems that are designed to reduce driver work load decrease
vigilance in a degree that is already dangerous. It is necessary that human errors
created by new systems are carefully analysed in an early phase of system
development, and their sources eliminated before introducing the system into the
market.

Preventing system errors and system failures is a primary concern of every system
provider, but as driving is a potentially dangerous activity, system errors in this area
may have especially dangerous consequences. A special source of system errors of
in-car information and driver assistance systems is that they are very often
developed not as organic part of car development, but as add-on systems that even
can be combined freely with other add-on systems.

It is a well known phenomenon that if a change is introduced to the road-vehicle-
user system, road users adapt their behaviour to the change and this adaptation is
not always in line with the intention of the initiators of the change. Introduction of
new transport technology aims at improving traffic safety and efficiency, but drivers
who use the technology have their own aims, and use the possibilities provided by
new technology for fulfilling them. One possible behaviour adaptation effect on new
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road transport technology may be a delegation of responsibility on systems that take
over some control task, and dividing attention between driving and some other tasks
or activities, or simply relax and not concentrate fully on the driving task.  It may be
especially attractive to use new technology, e.g. computer and internet connection
available for the driver, to carry out some office work while driving, if some driver
assistance system takes over part of the driving task.  Another dangerous form of
behaviour adaptation may be the imitation of the often rather short following distance
or relatively high speed of the vehicles that are equipped with systems, such as
cruise control or vision enhancement, by drivers of non-equipped vehicles. Also,
drivers of vehicles equipped with some driver assistance system may overestimate
the assistance they get, and take risks that they would not take without the system.

Systems that provide guidance or give assistance in vehicle control, make some
traditional driving skills unnecessary, and as those skills will not be practised, some
loss of those skills is probable. The loss of skills does not mean any problem until
the driver enters a situation where the system does not function any more, either
because its function depends on some support from the infrastructure that is missing
in the given area (e.g. infrastructure based navigation support), or the system fails
and the driver has to take over its function.

Failure is an inevitable aspect of technical systems, but the consequences of a
failure are dependent on many factors. Road vehicles, however well equipped with
new technology, will for a long time remain under the human command of the driver,
therefore, if systems can fail gracefully, by warning the operator on failure, and
revert to a manual mode of functioning, harmful effects of the system failure can be
minimised.

12.3 What do drivers need from new technology?

An other possible approach of analysing new technology’s impact on the driving
activity is to look at driver needs that may be fulfilled by new systems. These needs
can be of two types: need for information and need for support in perception,
decision making and vehicle control.

New road transport technology has the promise to provide the driver with information
on many different areas, such as
• on the traffic situation ahead
• on other road users
• on the status of own vehicle
• on parking facilities
• on public transport options, etc.

Assistance in perception will cover areas as vision enhancement in darkness and
bad visibility conditions, distance perception, perception of partner vehicle1s speed,
etc. Decision making will be supported by new systems at overtaking, navigation in
unknown areas or simple optimal navigation strategy in the existing traffic situation,
speed choice, etc. Longitudinal and lateral vehicle control will be assisted in many
ways by new technology as well as keeping of the desired speed level.
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Apart from the needs of individual drivers, there are societal needs and aims that the
now developing new technology should fulfil and support. These are partly related to
reducing congestion, partly to reducing societal costs of road transport, e.g.
improving traffic safety and better environmental protection. Future systems that can
contribute to the improvement of traffic safety are speeding and other violation
detection and enforcement systems, intelligent automatic speed adaptation systems,
driver status monitoring systems, etc. Systems that support modal shift to public
transport, congestion and demand management systems, etc. contribute to fulfilling
societal needs in a more complex way.

The analysis of the driving task represent an other approach to understand new
technology’s expected influences. It is widely accepted that driving consists of
activities on three levels:
• navigation (route choice on macro- and micro level)
• manoeuvring (interaction with the environment, including other road users), and
• control (control of the vehicle’s movement)

The navigation task is executed partly before starting driving, i.e. choice of travel
mode, route and travel time. These will be assisted by systems such as systems
giving information on traffic, other travel mode options, parking facilities, etc.
Systems that will assist the navigation task during driving are different kind of
navigation and route guidance systems.

Correct manoeuvring demands correct and timely information on the environment.
Several information systems are under development that promise to give information
to the driver on road surface conditions, weather, actual traffic regulations (relevant
signs), etc. Information via information technology on the presence of other road
users seems rather futuristic, because the reliability of such information is rather
dubious, and the danger of behaviour modification by delegation of responsibility is
especially high. Some systems with warning function will also assist the
manoeuvring task, such as those that warn on excess speed, traffic violations,
danger of collision, etc.

A wide variety of systems promise assistance to drivers in vehicle control. Cruise
control systems give assistance in longitudinal control, speed keeping and distance
keeping. Different systems are under development to help keeping lateral control of
vehicle, and intelligent speed adaptation systems promise help in finding and
keeping appropriate speed not only as a function of speed limit, but in many different
environmental conditions.

12.4 possible problems

As has been shown in the previous chapters, a profound modification of the task of
road vehicle driving can be expected in the relatively near future. Drivers will be
widely supported by new systems on every level and every aspect of driving. On the
other hand, the overall responsibility for safe driving will remain at the driver, in spite
of the fact that he will rely on a wide variety of systems giving information, advice,
warning, and even partly taking over control over some functions of the vehicle.
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Experiments and simulator studies carried out mainly in different EU projects has
highlighted some of the problems that can be expected when new technology
appears in real traffic. Some of them will be mentioned in this chapter, grouped
according to the type of system.
• Informing and warning systems, especially in-car systems, will bring the problem

of the increasing amount of information the driver has to cope with. It is especially
problematic if information/warning systems function independently, without any
selection, prioritising and timing of the messages. The increasing number of in-car
messages to the driver may bring a shift of attention from the area in front of the
car to in-car, that may be dangerous.

• Driver assistance systems aim at decreasing driver work load, and one of the
problems connected to that is that driver work load may become too low in simple
driving situations, e.g. during motorway driving. These situations are monotonous
even when driving present cars, and it is difficult to maintain an optimal level of
alertness for the driver. Driver assistance systems which take over part of the
driving task, but still leave the responsibility on the driver to intervene in
emergency situations, can worsen the situation.

• Vehicle control systems may cause similar problems, i.e. that it will not be clear
for the driver in every situation where the locus of control lies at the moment, what
can be expected from the system and when and how does the driver have to take
over control

• Apart from these system-type specific problems, special problems may occur in
the changeover period, i.e. in periods when systems are already installed in some
new cars, but smaller or bigger part of the car population functions without them. It
is likely that behaviour of drivers driving those most prestigious cars will be
different from that of the general driving population, and imitating them without
having sophisticated technology  may be dangerous.

• Training for the use of new systems, and maintaining skills, that are not needed
while driving with the systems, but may be necessary in some situations, are other
problems to be solved.

• Long term behavioural adaptation of drivers to the existence of new systems,
even more to a combination of several ones, is a territory not yet sufficiently
covered by empirical studies. Hypotheses based on partial studies and theoretical
analysis call our attention on the probability of delegation of responsibility of the
driver to the system, and also on the possibility that drivers may be involved in
other activities while driving (information collection from internet, receiving and
sending messages via in-car computer, etc.) in monotonous situations while
assisted by the new systems.

12.5 conclusions

New technology, especially information technology has the promise that a wide
variety of new technologies will be introduced in road transport, that will profoundly
modify the task of the driver. Some of the systems under development aim at
improving directly traffic safety, but most of them concentrate more on features such
as driver comfort and efficiency that sell better to the individual driver.
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Safety and behavioural impacts of new systems going to be implemented in vehicles
or in road traffic in general are hardly known, EU studies mostly concentrated on
technical feasibility and user acceptance studies. Even more, we do not know
anything about the expected safety and behavioural impact of the combination of
those systems. Standards, guidelines and regulations are badly missing in this area.
Systems introduced in cars and in road traffic in general may have strong influence
on traffic safety, therefore, their production and implementation can not be steered
only by market forces. Safety and behavioural impacts of each new system (and their
probable combinations) have to be studied, and their production and use needs to
be regulated, so that they may really contribute to the improvement of traffic safety.
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13 SUSTAINABLY SAFE SOLUTIONS IN THE
NETHERLANDS

Joop H Kraay

Introduction

To characterice the Dutch road safety policy for the present and for the future, the
following approaches can be given:

− quantitative road safety targets for the year 2000 and 2010;

− a spearhead policy: alcohol, safety devices as seat belts and helmets, speeding,
hazardous situations, older and younger road users, heavy traffic;

− emphasis on the importance of involving provinces, municipalities and market parties
in road safety policies;

− developing and implementing a sustainable safe road traffic system.

The Dutch Government has set the following quantitative targets for road safety: a
25 percent reduction in the number of road deaths and injuries by the year 2000
(compared with 1985 levels) and a further reduction of 50 percent and 40 percent
respectively by the year 2010 (compared with 1986 levels).

13.1 From history
In The Netherlands the death risk per unit of travel fell between 1950 and 1986 by 6
to 7 percent per year, while the percentage of increase in travel were higher in the
1970s, and since that time lower. The number of road deaths increased from about
1,000 in 1950 to over 3,200 in 1972. Since then the annual number of road deaths
has fallen to 1,280 in 1991. During the last 5 years the decrease in the death risk
has declined to approximately 4 percent per year, while from 1986 to 1991 vehicle
use rose by 19 percent.

The number of road deaths in the year 1997 was 1163.

The approach of the road safety policy in the past can roughly be characterized as a
succession of five generations of measures (see Figure).
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# The first generation of policy measures introduced after the Second World War
concerned legislation: the Road traffic Act of 1951 and the Road Traffic and Traffic
Signals Rgeulations of 1966. This legislation, and the surveillance to ensure that is
observed, contributed especially in the 1950s and 1960s to the decrease in road
hazards. Partly as a result of the continuous amendment of the legislation, it still has
an effect. However, the effect has gradually become constant, and it no longer
makes a significant additional contribution to further decreasing the risk.

# The second generation of measures relates to the construction of roads, especially
motorways and through roads outside built-up areas. The effect of these measures
was mainly to be seen in the decrease of road hazards in the 1960s and 1970s.
These measures have allowed the increase in road traffic to develop on safer roads.
In the 1980s the contribution of this generation of measures to further decreasing the
risk constantly declined, as the rate of expansion of the road and motorway network
slowed down.

# The third generation of measures contributed to the decrease in road hazards
mainly in the 1970s and 1980s. These are measures to increase "passive safety":
compulsory wearing of crash helmets and seat belts and improved constructional
safety of cars like flexible steering column, crushable zones and soft materials. The
effects of these measures on the reduction of risk have not yet stabilized. With
consistent use and optimization of the possibilities in this area, they may continue to
contribute to a further decrease in road risk in the 1990s.

# The fourth generation of measures relates to behavioural change through
combinations of legislation, information, education, surveillance and infrastructural
changes. These measures were first initiated in the 1970s, but their effect has been
most prominent since the early 1980s. Examples include the drink-driving legislation,
the introduction of lower speed limits in residential areas in combination with a new
layout of those areas, the compulsory road safety education in primary schools and
the voluntary teaching packages for secondary education. Especially the innovative
police surveillance of the alcohol consumption of drivers, information about alcohol
within a broad context, and the production of low-alcohol drinks have effectively
contributed since the mid 1980s to a further decrease in risk. This is also true for the
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still ongoing infrastructural adaptations in residential areas, designed to enforce a
maximum speed of 30 km/hr.

# The fifth generation of measures involves mainly organizational and incentive
measures. The effects began in the late 1980s, when the government set the
objective of 25 percent fewer road casualities in the year 2000 compared with 1985.
Incentive measures with the aim of achieving this objective were introduced for the
short term. The next step is the decentralization of the task to provinces and
municipalities. The effect of these measures still remains to be seen.

# From the second half of the 1990s, new generations of policy measures will have
to follow the preceding generations in order to further reduce road hazards in the
future. The next generation of measures concerns the "sustainable safe" design of
our road network, with the accompanying regulations.

# The future approach and generation of measures will probably relate mainly to the
application of telematics and electronics in road traffic.

This method of presentation is naturally schematic and it does not cover all types of
policy measures. For instance, the fields of active vehicle safety, trafic technology
and medical assistance have not been mentioned, because the effective contribution
to the reduction of road hazards has not yet been established. There is uncertainty,
for example, about the safety effects of devices for active vehicle safety (such as an
anti-blocking system for brakes). Because these devices give more obvious
possibilities for risk control, the potential gain in safety could perhaps be negated by
riskier behaviour. In the areas of medical assistance and traffic technology, there is
no coherent policy which focuses on improving road safety, although risk reduction
measures have certainly been introduced sporadically in these two areas.

The succession of different generations of measures has achieved a generally
constant decrease in road hazards. When the contribution to risk reduction of one
generation of measures begins to decline, the next generation emerges. The quasi-
autonomous character of the risk reduction averaging 6 to 7 percent since 1950
should therefore be regarded as the cumulative effect of the successive generations
of policy measures.

Looking back at the history of the approach to road accidents in The Netherlands, a
few further comments may be added.

* Initially there was a tendency when describing and controlling road accidents to
think in terms of incidental problems and solutions. For instance: accidents-prone
drivers who had to be detected and dealt with; parts of the road network which were
unsafe (black spots) and had to be improved; technical defects of vehicles, for which
a periodic vehicle inspection was introduced.
* In a later phase the focus changed to looking for groups of road users and parts of
the road traffic system which were associated with relatively high risks.
* Another innovative development was the greater tendency to think in terms of
controlling the phenomenon, rather than in terms of the phenomenon itself. It
became apparent that more attention was needed for ensuring the implementation of
measures in Dutch society, where administration proceeds along complex lines, not
least because there are so many parties involved, and the problems cannot be
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solved only from the ministrial center of The Hague. This resulted in the idea of the
Regional Bodies for Road Safety in each province.
* A final development which should be mentioned is the combination of the "control
philosophy" and the analysis of the "inherent safety" of the system, which resulted in
the creation of the concept of Sustainable Safety.

13.2 Traffic calming
In newly designed areas the design principles based on the separation of different
types of traffic (such as the American Radburn-principle and the Swedish SCAFT-
guidelines) were in The Netherlands only used on a rather limited scale.

During the seventies an entirely different principle to that of separation was
developed for residential areas in The Netherlands: total integration of the different
transport modes. The concept has become known by the Dutch word "woonerf".
Motorized traffic (excluding through traffic on the main arterials) is accepted but is
subordinate to the other woonerf-users. In a woonerf motorized traffic is permitted to
drive at walking pace. In 1976 the woonerf achieved legal status.

The woonerf-concept has greatly influenced thinking on the improvement of road
safety and environmental aspects in The Netherlands. The woonerf led indeed to a
substantial reduction in the number of injury accidents. In some projects some 70
percent reduction of injury accidents were reported.

However, the application of the woonerf often remained restricted to only a limited
amount of and relatively small areas. As reasons for this the following was given:
very strict legal design requirements, the high construction costs and the extra
physical space needed for realisation.

Since 1983, Dutch road authorities can get a legal limit of 30 km/hr on roads or in
zones within built-up areas. To guide Dutch municipalities to design effective speed
restricting and through traffic preventing measures, a handbook was developed. Half
of all the Dutch municipalities have realized one or more 30 km/hr-zones. Recently,
the effect on the number of injury accidents was studied and it was determined that
the number of serious injury accidents had dropped by more than 30 percent.

13.3 The concept of sustainable safety
The starting point of the concept of "sustainable safety" is to drastically reduce the
probability of accidents in advance, by means of infrastructure design and, where
accidents still occur, the process which determines the severity of these accidents
should be influenced so that serious injury is virtually excluded.

The reason for this approach is the following formulation from the Dutch Parliament:

"no longer do we accept that we hand over a road traffic system to the next
generation in which we tolerate that road transport leads to thousands of fatalities
and tens of thousands of injuries".

The concept is based on the principle that man is the reference standard. A
sustainable safe traffic system has an infrastructure that is adapted to the limitations
of human capacity through proper road design, vehicles fitted with ways to simplify
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the tasks of man and constructed to protect the vulnerable human being as
effectively as possible, and a road user who is adequately educated, informed and,
where necessary, controlled.

The key to arrive at a sustainably safe road system lies in the systematic and
consistent application of three safety principles:

− functional use of the road network by preventing unintended use of roads;

− homogeneous use by preventing large differences in vehicle speed, mass and
direction;

− predictable use, thus preventing uncertainties amongst road users, by enhancing
the predictability of the road's course and the behaviour of other road users.

In a sustainably safe road traffic system, the road user represents the central
element, the reference. He must be prepared to accept an infrastructure, vehicles,
rules of behaviour, information and control systems, that may restrict his individual
freedom, in return for a higher level of safety. If this willingness is not present,
resistance will result. Perhaps by using "social marketing" the willingness to accept
all elements could be achieved. Freedom restrictions without good arguments should
not be offered to the road user.

Education could and should play an important role in the transition period from the
road traffic system of today to the sustainably safe system. The content of education
could concentrate on the whys and wherefores of sustainable safety. Public
awareness, public participation and education should create support for
implementation and find their place alongside implementation of other key elements
of this vision.

With respect to vehicles, the diversity of vehicles should be kept to a minimum.
Furthermore, the various types should be clearly distinguished. When used in the
same traffic area, vehicles should demonstrate the same behaviour as far as
possible, or otherwise be provided with separate facilities.

In the sphere of passive safety, sustainably provisions to be mentioned here are
those that work independently of the driver or the passenger: built-in devices like
solid passenger compartments of cars combined with crushable zones around and
airbags. Improvement of the front-end design of passenger cars to reduce injuries to
pedestrians and cyclists are of relevance as well.

In the field of active safety, interesting developments are the so-called Intelligent
Speed Adapter in The Netherlands and the intelligent cruise-control.

The three safety principles (functional use, homogeneous use and predictable use)
requires the specification of the intended function of each road and street. Roads
are built with one major function in mind: to enable people and goods to travel, the
so-called traffic function. Three options could be distinguished:

− the flow function: enabling high speeds of long distance traffic and, many times, high
volumes;

− the distributor function: serving districts and regions containing scattered destinations;

− the access function: enabling direct access to properties alongside a road or street.
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Besides a traffic function, streets and roads in built-up areas should allow people to
stay in the vicinity of their house safely and comfortably. We call this function the
residential function and this function could well be combined with the access
function.

The concept of sustainably safe road transport comes down to the removal of all
function combinations by making the road monofunctional, i.e. by creating categories
of roads: pure through roads, pure distributor roads and pure access roads. Multy-
functionality leads to contradictory design requirements and also to higher risks.

Based on our existing knowledge functional requirements for design criteria have
been developed for a sustainably safe traffic system:

− create residential areas as large as possible;

− every trip as long as possible over the safest type of roads;

− make trips as short as possible;

− combine short and safe;

− prevent search behaviour for destinations;

− make road types recognisable;

− reduce and uniform design characteristics;

− prevent conflicts between on-coming traffic;

− prevent conflicts between crossing traffic;

− separate different transport modes;

− reduce speed where conflicts could occur;

− prevent obstacles alongside a road.

Recently, these functional requirements have been made operational in draft
guidelines by a Working Committee. The policy on implementation of sustainable
safety follows three lines: to develop the concept into more practical terms, to
implement a so-called Start-up Programme and to carry out different demonstration
projects.

13.4 Demonstration projects
To demonstrate the concept of sustainable safety to a broader public, a start has
been made with executions in practice. For that purpose four demonstration projects
are selected and are running. The object of using demonstration projects is to show
how road traffic accidents can be minimized by an approach focussed on the tools of
sustainable safety.

By dissemenation of the knowledge gathered through the experiences with
demonstration projects, this process will bring new knowledge to the notice of others.
This new knowledge is also important for the realisation of other projects. Knowledge
is power and gives knowledge to them who are keypersons in the process of
implementation.

The four formal demonstration projects selected are the areas of West Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen, Grubbenvorst, Oosterbeek and Kop van Overijssel. At the same time
there are also running two other cases in the areas of Westland and West-Friesland.
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Besides the mentioned demonstration projects, several experiments with 60 km/hr
areas outside built-up areas and experiments with sustainable safe lay-outs of 80
km/hr roads are in progress and are monitored.

13.5 Start-up Programme 1997-2000
The concept cannot be handed over to just those who are interested in the concept
and rely on their individual willingness to come to implementation and leaving those
who are not interested aside. The concept requires an active participation of all road
authorities in the country and of the whole road safety community as well. The
culture in Dutch public administration requires dialoque and consultation to meet this
aim.

A special Steering Committee, with representatives from the central, provincial and
local government and from the water board, has been set up to guide this proces.
After broad consultation this Steering Committee came to the conclusion that the
vision of sustainable safety received broad support. However, different opinions
were heard about how to implement the concept and how to finance it. The Steering
Committee made an integrated Start-up Programme, covering the first phase of
implementation of sustainable safety.

This Start-up Programme comprises a package of measures which forms essential
con-ditions to fulfil firstly, before investments in a sustainably safe road transport
system could be made. Secondly, all measures in this start-up programme are
relatively cost-effective and could be implemented in a rather short time (three years
period) and got support from a wide majority of those who were consulted.

July the first 1997, a letter of intent had been signed by the central government,
provincial and local governments, and by the water-board. This letter of intent
comprises the real implementation of the Start-up Programme which will be realised
in the period between 1998 and 2000. The total costs of implementation will provide
half of the financial means required, and the other partners will contribute the other
100 million US dollars.

In the Start-up Programme it was decided to follow a two-phase implementation of
sustainable safety.

The first phase spans from 1997 through 2000. This phase involves the
implementation of the measures in the Start-up Programme. Within a short amount
of time and with a limited budget, they must give a clear impulse and hence
contribute to the road safety objectives set for the year 2000.

The second phase, the integral implementation of sustainable safety, runs from the
year 2000. The public bodies will make clear agreements no later than 1999
regarding the formulation of the plans for the second phase. These agreements must
state how the objectives set for 2010 will be achieved in the first decade of the next
century.

The Start-up Programme is a minimum package of measures to create the greatest
uniformity and clarity at the national level. Fortunately, many governmental bodies
have already moved forward with the sustainable safety design of their road
networks. And this is clearly praiseworthy, because the first phase is only the
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beginning. A genuine sustainable traffic and transport system demands more far-
reaching measures.

During the first phase there are five areas involved in the battle against road
unsafety:

1. infrastructural measures and new legislation
2. additional enforcement
3. education and information
4. active transfer of knowledge
5. launching plan formation for the second phase.

The following countermeasures are part of this Start-up Programme:

− road classification programme (for the complete Dutch road network of more than
100,000 km road length), which enables the roads to fulfil their functions satisfactorily
and forms a basis to solve the problems of contradictory design requirements;

− stimulate a low-cost introduction of 30 km/hr-zones inside built-up areas (excluding
roads with a flow function and with a distributor function); an extension is agreed upon
of the number of 30 km/hr-zones from 10 percent of the possible zones (as is the case
now) up to 50 percent by the year 2000;

− introducing with simple means a concept of 60 km/hr-zones for minor rural roads;
some 3,000 km of road length is aimed for to be realized by the year 2000;

− if needed and possible infrastructural measures like cycle facilities, roundabouts,
small-scale measures to support 30 km/hr-zones and 60 km/hr-zones;

− inside urban areas mopeds on the carriageway instead of on cycle tracks or cycle
paths in 1999;

− indication of priority at every junction (outside the 30 km/hr-zones); the same priority
rules for cyclists and mopeds as for motorised traffic will be introduced;

− public information campaigns to support the introduction of sustainable safety; a
better and more intensive police enforcement on dangerous roads and education
programmes;

− in order to determine the effects the development and introduction of a road safety
audit in 1998.

Based on the implementation of this Start-up Programme further steps will be defined for
the implementation of a sustainable safe road network in The Netherlands in the years to
come. This Start-up Programme is, after all, only the beginning. Implementation of the
Start-up Programme could be considered as a major step to reach the road safety
targets set for the year 2000.

13.6 Preparation for the second phase
In 1999 a plan will be drafted for the second phase. The topics are the
categorization, road design and new financing possibilities. This forms the basis for
the next step: the realization of the tasks set for 2010.

Following the execution of the first phase, there will be an infrastructure in The
Netherlands with several basic common characteristics. Then the time will be ripe for
the further rearrangement of the road netwerk. There will also be more clarity
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regarding the possibilities for telematics applications for enhancing the flow and
safety of traffic.

Recognizability is vital for a sustainably safe traffic system. This requires a division
of the road network into a limited number of clearly distinguishable road categories
whereby the same subdivision is employed nationwide. Recently, draft guidelines on
this topic have been published.

The public bodies will each categorize their own roads before 1999 using the draft
guidelines as the basic premise. The provinces and enabling legislation areas will
perform a coordinating function, so that the plans can be harmonized. In the
extension of the categorization guidelines, preliminary criteria for the design of the
various road types will be developed. A draft of these will be available in the
beginning of 1999 and tested with projects in practice.

A commission will be established to develop proposals to come up with new ways of
financing road safety measures as a supplement to existing possibilities. This
commission will present its proposal in 1999.

13.7 Looking to the future
The Start-up Programme for sustainable safety shows which agreements have been
made between representatives of municipalities, water management authorities,
provinces and the National Government. The practical and easy measures to be
implemented in the first phase are an important preparation for the second phase;
the integral and comprehensive implementation of the concept in The Netherlands.

The Netherlands will become a different place if sustainable safety is achieved:

* the road network will be adapted to what people are capable of in traffic;
* the desired road behaviour will be clear from the road network;
* road safety will be considered in town planning;
* traffic participants will be well educated and informed;
* there will be adequate enforcement;
* the construction of vehicles will protect people;
* vehicles devices that make driving easier.
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14 Safety First- Research & Development
Programme for Safe Mobility

David Zaidel

VTT is presently involved in defining the long term safety related R&D strategy, for
the ministry of transport in Finland. The aim is to produce a document which will
reflect at least a professional consensus but also have the public's support. The
document will address the long-term outlook of transport and mobility, safety goals
and targets, recommend areas for R&D and their potential applications, and R&D
management strategy. The R&D management strategy will cover training and facility
needs, international co-operation, priorities and co-ordination between R&D areas,
funding needs, solicitation and monitoring of research, means to insure creativity
and innovation.

The following slide- text gives a summary of the project's approach.

14.1 Goals

• Develop a National Strategic plan for Research and Development in Road Safety
for a twenty year horizon.

• Provide a long term R&D plan that will help national agencies in formulating their
shorter term R&D and their Action Programs.

• Co-ordinate the plan with national R&D plans in transport & communications and
other relevant programmes.

• Provide government agencies with a reasoned and accepted  R&D program which
will reflect national goals as well as have an influence on them.

• Provide a rational basis for allocating R&D funding.

• Involve a wide range of talents- research centres, universities, government
agencies,  public safety organizations, industry (transport related and high- tech)
in both the creation of the plan and its implementation.

• Encourage a professional and political-public consensus about what „safety“
should mean

• Create an innovative and bold plan that will attract national and international
attention,  leading to new sources of support, funding, and active participants.
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14.2 The basic issues for planning a R&D strategy
What is meant by safety?

What is the scope of the Strategy?

How to generate and select the specific issues, topics, for R&D?

What are the content areas of the plan?

How useful is existing knowledge?

What important knowledge is missing?

what are the capacities and capabilities of the R&D community?

How can research activity be steered to desired directions?

How can creativity of research and of safety ideas be encouraged?

How to move from R to D?

Who are the implementers of research results?

What are the obstacles to implementation?

How can implementation be facilitated?

14.3 Overall Approach and Conceptual Framework
The plan will reflect and co-ordinate four broad areas of R&D for safe mobility:

1.Traditional, accident counter-measure based, research issues

2. Innovative, Safety- First derived R&D ideas

3. Issues of the D in R&D and of implementation.

The safety vision of professionals, of the public, media and politicians

Obstacles and resistance to (new) safety ideas

Agreement on goals and on the means to achieve them

How to convince other  professionals to create safety in their areas of responsibility
and action

4. Mission oriented R&D Projects (MPs) that aim at implementing a
comprehensive (action + product + service) package with a potential for a large
impact on safety.

MPs will typically require a wide range of co-operating partners, including industry.
Examples of MPs

Safety management of all professional transport and driving

Non police based speed management in urban environment
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14.4 Tasks
Analysis of past and present safety action and research programs

Analysis of international safety visions, programs, and research

Identification of special national attributes

Analysis of current safety research capabilities in the country

Contacting and engaging wide range of professionals

Identifying professionals and opinion makers who may have unique opinions

Building an interactive  WEB SITE for professionals and the public It will evolve into
a permanent site of the R&D plan during its implementation

Creation and of  the R&D plan, its modules and interconnections.

Conducting seminars and workshops
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15 Acceptability of speeds and speed limits
to drivers and pedestrians

Ursula Lehner

ABSTRACT

Starting from the assumption that a definition of appropriate speeds cannot be given
independently of what road users think and feel with respect to this question, 100
semi-standardized interviews with car drivers and 100 semi-standardized interviews
mainly with pedestrians were made in 6 European countries (Austria, Germany,
Hungary, Portugal, Spain and Sweden).

The results should provide a basis for an efficient communication with road users,
when "selling1" measures for achieving appropriate speeds.

Both, car drivers and pedestrians were asked with respect to the following headings:

• Assessment of speeds, including assessment of speed limits and actual speeds
on relevant road types

• What criteria are used by the interviewees for assessing speed problems

• Contribution of one's own behaviour to the identified problems

• Explanations for one’s own behaviour

• Supposed motives of the others

• Acceptance of the present situation

• Are measures to reduce speeds necessary?

• Acceptance of measures

The results show that both groups (car drivers and pedestrians) find that actual
speeds are too high, but as expected, pedestrians do more so.

The interviewed car drivers agree that they contribute to the problems with their own
speed behaviour. However, they rationalise their own motives for problematic speed
behaviour. To the other car drivers they attribute slightly more egoistic and irrational
motives. Almost half of both groups think that speed reducing measures are
necessary. However, pedestrians prefer efficient measures that have a direct impact
on car drivers speed choice, while car drivers prefer measures that leave the
decision to themselves.

The results are elaborated to provide recommendations, with the long term goal to
change road users behaviour, and here especially car drivers behaviour, in a way
that it is acceptable for all members of society.

1An OECD study (1993) has recommended the greater use of marketing and social marketing for traffic safety
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Introduction

The goals of this workpackage of the MASTER project dealing with "the acceptability
of speeds and speed limits to drivers and pedestrians" were

• to find ways how to establish what speeds are appropriate in different situations

• to find out what road users themselves think and feel with respect to the concept
of „appropriate speed“

• what problems inappropriate speeds cause according to road users

• what measures road users accept in order to achieve changes in speeds

The results should provide a basis for an efficient communication2 with the road
users. In the frame of this communication the road users’ behaviour should develop
or change in such a way that traffic flows (more) according to the desired speed
levels.

The results of the work should allow more thorough advice with respect to what
speeds should be chosen in different situations, and help to achieve compliance with
the advice given. They  can be used for developing arguments that support
measures for speed management, thereby making use of the addressed target
groups’ own points of view. These arguments should be given both together with
certain technical or legal measures, and as a central ingredient of publicity and
education measures.

15.1 Methods and data
To get an idea of what people themselves think about certain speed behaviour, how
they interpret the social view of these types of behaviour, and how strong their own
motivation is to behave according to these beliefs, 100 attitude surveys in six
European countries - Austria, Germany, Hungary, Portugal, Spain, Sweden - were
carried out with car drivers and 100 with pedestrians/cyclists. Both target groups had
to answer questions in their role as residents, in terms of a safe access in a good
environment.

A model underlying the interviews with the target groups was developed. It consists
of a sequence of aspects interconnected in a way that seemed logical to us. Each of
the aspects was covered with a set of questions.

In the following the model underlying the interviews with the target groups is
presented:

2 The basic concept is that everything that is done by official institutions or by those who represent them in
public, or in the public space, in order to improve traffic safety is in principle a communication process.
Narrowing roads in the hope to reduce car speeds is as much an action addressed to the road users, to which
they hopefully react in a wished-for way, as is the information in the media about a new law on, e.g., the
future fines for exceeding speed limits.
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Figure 1: Network of topics

The model above follows those aspects that we considered relevant for the
interviews, step by step, from the problems connected to (inappropriate) vehicle
speeds to the measures to solve these problems.

The interviews also included questions referring to defined sites in the road network
with respect to the question what the interviewee considered as appropriate speed
there. We assumed it would be easier for both of the interview groups to give
sufficiently comments on what "desired or appropriate speeds" are, when talking
about a concrete situation.

The following types of sites were chosen for analysing speed problems:

1. a 2 - 3 lane road between intersections in the city
2. a narrow one way lane within a built up area with parked cars
3. a non-regulated intersection with one lane or two lanes with the car driver

interacting with pedestrians/cyclists while
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• turning right
• driving straight ahead

4. village entrances

15.1.1 The samples
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In the following graphs the samples of car drivers and pedestrians separated by
gender and age according to their mode choice are presented:

Graph 3-4: Samples of car drivers and pedestrians
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15.2 Results
In the following the main results of the interviews will be presented.

15.2.1 Assessment of speed limits and actual speeds by the 
interviewees

According to the literature, people tend to complain about inappropriate (mostly in
the sense of too high) speeds more in their role as unprotected road users and as
residents. In their role as car drivers, road users do not complain that much.

Our results showed that more than half of the respondents answered that the speed
limits are appropriate for them, while more than half of them think that the actual
speeds are too high (see also SARTRE 1994). The pedestrians predominate
significantly in assessing the speed limits and the actual speeds as too high, but still
approximately 50% of the car drivers consider speeds as being too high.

This means that both groups of road users are aware of the problem of too high
speed. But especially in those cases where pedestrians due to their own mobility are
confronted directly with inappropriate vehicle speeds, they mention too high speed
clearly more often than car drivers.

It can be also derived from the answers that car drivers are aware of the problem in
their role as residents according to their assessment with respect to high speeds.

In the following graphs the results are presented according to different road types:
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Graph 3-8: Car drivers (N=630) and pedestrians (N=564) attitudes towards speed limits and actual speeds
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15.2.2 Explanation of and criteria for assessment

To understand more clearly, where inappropriate speeds are considered most
problematic, the interviewees were asked for situations they consider dangerous and
in which situations car drivers should slow down.

15.2.2.1 Dangerous situations and situations where speeds should be
reduced

Since the results reported in the following reflect answers to open questions, there
are no data displayed in percentages, but it is only mentioned which answers were
the most frequent ones.

For both groups traffic-, road- and weather conditions, and the presence of
children, older people or, more generally, pedestrians are very important
circumstances for reducing speed.

Beside these answers, car drivers also mention situations where they are confronted
with the consequences of other car drivers' behaviour.

As expected, pedestrians mention more often than car drivers pedestrian crossings,
badly arranged crossings and residential areas as those circumstances and sites
where speeds should be lower than now.

The pedestrians’ opinion concerning the situations in which a lower speed is
preferred is also reflected in the assessment of dangerous situations: They refer to
such dangerous situations in which they are confronted with a "regardless
behaviour of car drivers". This is, e.g., especially relevant when crossing a street
with more than two lanes, at badly arranged crossings, at non regulated
crossings and where vehicles are driving with too high speed. Almost in all
countries the category "people who do not pay attention to others" is mentioned.

In summary situations resulting from the interaction with car drivers are considered
most often as dangerous by pedestrians. For drivers the dangerous situations result
from bad weather-, traffic- and infrastructure conditions, and from the interaction with
other car drivers.

15.2.3 Contribution of one's own behaviour to the present situation

To understand the current situation with respect to speeds on European roads, it is
also important to get a deeper insight into the road users' assessment of their own
contribution to this situation, viz. to arising problems.

15.2.3.1 Should speed limits be respected under all circumstances?

In the following, results are presented that reflect the extent to which car drivers and
pedestrians agree that speed limits should be respected under all circumstances.
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Graph 9: Car drivers (N=630) and pedestrians (N=564) attitudes towards respecting the speed limits
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In all countries the majority of both target groups are in favour of respecting the
speed limits under all circumstances. However, the pedestrians express this opinion
significantly more often.

According to our interviews, the reasons for respecting the limits or not, are various:

The most frequent arguments for respecting the limits by both groups are:

• because of safety reasons

• they make sense

• they function as guidelines and

• there is an obligation to respect the law

The most frequent arguments for not respecting the limits are:

• they are not appropriate to the situation

• they are not reasonable under good conditions

• they can function as an obstacle when being in a dangerous situation and

• the drivers are able to assess the situation for themselves

15.2.3.2 Frequency of exceeding the speed limits

To get to know the differences in experiencing the actual situation, car drivers and
pedestrians were asked to answer the question "How often do you think that car
drivers exceed the speed limits?" on a rating scale from 1 to 5.
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Graph 10: Mean of answers  by car drivers (N=630) and pedestrians (N=564) to the question "How often
do you think that car drivers exceed the speed limits (1= very often, 5 = never)?"
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Both groups obviously share the same opinion, namely that car drivers exceed the
speed limits often and on all types of road.

15.2.3.3 One’s own speed behaviour

The question "Compared to other car drivers, how fast do you drive" was asked to
give an overview of the self assessment of car drivers concerning their own speed
behaviour.

Table 19: Answers of car drivers (N=464) to the question "Compared to other drivers, do you drive..."
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Speed behaviour of oneself

46% of the respondents claim that they drive as fast as the other car drivers, and
22% that they drive faster as the other car drivers. 32% tell that they drive slower.

One can summarise that car drivers choose an inappropriate speed rather often,
according to their own assessment of behaviour (=faster than or as fast as the other
drivers who often drive to fast, as we have learned above). When formulating
arguments addressed to different target groups, one can refer to these results.

15.2.4 Explanation for and goals of one's own behaviour

According to literature, "sensible behaviour" is often accepted and even asked for on
a theoretical level. But when it comes to practice, context aspects (situational
variables, etc.) affect behaviour more than the general, more abstract attitudes.
Praschl et al. (1994) have demonstrated this with respect to mode choice. We
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wanted to know whether a similar perspective is valid with respect to chosen vehicle
speed.

15.2.4.1 Reasons for neglecting the speed limits

According to current literature (for a summary see Risser & Chaloupka 1995) a list of
possible motives for neglecting speed limits was presented to both target groups.

Pedestrians agree with car drivers in two of the most important reasons why speed
limits are neglected. "To save time" (P3=42%, CD4=36%) and "because they are in
a hurry" (P=39%, CD=45%). The third most important reason pedestrians mention
was "because car drivers are not aware of the problem" and in order "not to
disturb the traffic flow" (both are agreed with by 25%), while car drivers mention
"because there is little traffic" (28%) .

Both pedestrians and car drivers refer most frequently to the factor "time" when
asked for reasons for neglecting speed limits. Situations or circumstances where
time is lacking seem to be the most obvious context aspects where speed limit
infringements may be expected.

15.2.4.2 Attitudes towards driving with high speed

We also concentrated on the attitudes of car drivers and pedestrians towards driving
with high speed.

The argument which both groups agree with most frequently is "it is dangerous"
(more than 85%). With the statements "it is aggressive" and "it is reckless" more
than 60% of both groups agree with. However, much more pedestrians consider
speeding as being reckless (P=75%, CD=62%), which reflects a significant
difference between pedestrians and car drivers.

15.2.5 Supposed motives

The results in the following will show, whether it is possible to find reasons for
choosing inappropriate speeds different from those under 3.4, when asking in a
projective way, i.e., when asking for supposed motives of other road users.

We started from the assumption that the behaviour of others would be assessed
more critically than one's own, and furthermore that the assessment of one’s own
contribution to the problem would not be considered being of such great importance
than the contribution of others.

15.2.5.1 Supposed motives for exceeding speed limits and ones' own motives

The interviewed car drivers were asked for reasons for exceeding speed limits
attributed to ones own behaviour and that of others.

The following graph refers to the most interesting answers:

3P = Pedestrians
4CD = Car drivers
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Graph 12: Reasons for neglecting the speed limits for oneself and the estimation why other car drivers
do not stick to limits (N= 464)
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The three most important reasons are "to save time", "because there is little
traffic" and in order "not to disturb the traffic flow".

"Because there is little traffic" is more often mentioned as a motive for oneself than
for the others. The noble motive "not to disturb the traffic flow" is attributed more
often to oneself.

"To have fun", "because of a good car", "to show off", "to compete with other drivers"
are reasons not mentioned that often, but when they are, they are almost often
attributed to other car drivers.

15.2.6 Frequency of exceeding the speed limits

The following results are interesting with respect to the car drivers' statements
concerning their contribution to the actual situation (see chapter 3.3.3). There, more
or less half of all car drivers state that they drive as fast as the others.

However, when asking car drivers in a more direct way, they again attribute speed
limit infringements significantly more often to other car drivers than to themselves.

The following graph displays the mean values of the answers to the questions "How
often do other car driver exceed the speed limits" and "How often do you exceed the
speed limits yourself?".
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Graph 13: Mean of answers by car drivers (N=464) to the question "How often do you think that other car 
drivers and yourself exceed the speed limits (1= very often, 5= never)?"
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15.2.7 Acceptance of the present situation

With respect to speed and speed problems we wanted to find out, how strong the
necessity for a change is felt respectively how the target groups assess the actual
situation in traffic.

The results will constitute the basis for developing arguments which reach a high
approval by the respondents. They give hints into which direction communication
should go, when "selling measures" to the public. The discussion and argumentation
will be facilitated by knowing and/or using arguments that meet approval. They can
even help to improve or establish acceptance for certain measures which are
considered not to be very popular, yet.

The results of the questions referring to the advantages of lower speeds show that
car drivers know about the advantages. Above all, they know about the advantages
for the interaction with pedestrians. Arguments which contain the safety aspect are
obviously agreed upon, verbally with more than 70%.

Pedestrians know about these advantages concerning safety even better than car
drivers (more than 80% agreed with those arguments). Obviously they are also
aware of the advantages of lower speeds for a good "social climate" in the city and
the "climate" between car drivers and pedestrians.

The largest differences between car drivers and pedestrians emerge in connection
with arguments referring to "life quality in the city" (P agree with more than 70%, CD
agree with more than 50%).

However, in their role as residents car drivers do not differ from pedestrians when
they are asked about negative consequences of road traffic for life quality. Both
groups name impairments by noise, by air pollution, impairments of children's
mobility and safety with more than 70%.

15.2.7.1 Appropriate speed in theory and in practice

To get to know whether there are differences between car drivers and pedestrians
concerning "appropriate speed", the question was first asked in a non-standardised
way. Then, speeds were discussed in a more standardised way referring to the four
sites that we had chosen for analysis in the involved countries (for the definition of
sites see chapter 2).
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Summing up, the majority of both groups' answers refer to the category "according
to the traffic-, weather-and infrastructure conditions". But drivers give this
answer more frequently. More pedestrians than drivers mention: "that everybody
feels safe", "to avoid dangerous situations", "according to the traffic
participants", "to be able to stop at any moment".

In assessing the actual vehicle speeds at the four relevant sites, pedestrians
predominate in experiencing speeds as too fast.

Graph 14-17: Car drivers' (N=630) and pedestrians' (N=564) assessment of vehicle speeds at 4 relevant
sites
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As far as specific sites are concerned, it can be said that more pedestrians than car
drivers assess are too high, because this is

• reckless towards pedestrians and cyclists

Driven speeds are OK, because
it is not driven speeds as being too high.

Common arguments for both target groups are:

• Driven speeds possible to drive faster due to the actual traffic situation, anyway

Driven speeds are too slow which
• causes traffic jams
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At site 3 (non regulated intersection where car drivers and pedestrians have to
interact) pedestrians also mention very often "because the intersection is not
regulated" when assessing the speed as too high.

15.2.7.2 Are measures to reduce speeds necessary?

From discussions (focus-group interviews) with road users (Chaloupka et al. 1997,
Risser et al. 1992, Risser et al. 1993), we know, that reduced and better adapted
speeds are often asked for in order to provide improved life quality, including better
environment, improved safety and security, an improved, or less impaired mobility of
pedestrians/cyclists, and a better living environment for residents.

According to our interviews more pedestrians than car drivers are in favour of taking
measures in order to achieve a change of speeds.

Pedestrians think more often that measures should be taken at sites where they
have to interact with drivers most frequently (site 3: P=53%, CD=47%) viz. at sites
where they are confronted with a higher speed and where they have to interact with
drivers (site 1: P=53%, CD=35%).

At site type 2 the majority of the pedestrians is satisfied with the actual situation.
This is one of the sites, where a higher speed is simply not possible due to
infrastructural conditions.

To get to know which changes in speed road users would wish, they were asked
whether speed should be lower or faster than now, or according to the speed limit.

A clear majority of the interviewees were in favour a speed reduction, but more
pedestrians than car drivers think so at site types 1, 2 and 4.

At site 3 there are slightly more drivers who can think of a speed reduction. On the
other hand, there are more pedestrians who argue for a driving speed according to
the speed limit.

Only a few of the respondents are in favour of an increase of speed, but no one of
the pedestrians' group can imagine a higher speed than the actual one at site 3 and
site 4.

15.2.8 What speed reducing measures are considered promising?

Public awareness-measures alone are neither effective, nor are they asked for by
the public very often5. But: This refers to what is considered promising in theory.
When it comes to acceptance of measures in practice, we expect that car drivers do
not really like measures that affect behaviour directly.

A list of speed reducing viz. speed keeping measures (among others taken from
Vàrhelyi 1996) was presented to the interviewees. They were asked to say whether
they considered them effective or not on a rating scale from 1 to 5.

5This does not mean that we consider public-awareness measures not being important. However, they should
always be carried out together with factual changes (in laws, infrastructure, vehicles, etc.), as without such
measures they are too abstract and do not demonstrate any decisiveness on the side of the authorities.
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Table 1: Car drivers' (N=630) and pedestrians' (N=564) attitudes towards the most efficient measures for 
achieving appropriate speeds (1=very good, 5=not good at all).

EFFECTIVE MEASURES FOR ACHIEVING APPROPRIATE SPEEDS
very good rather

good
not so
good

not good
at all

I do not
know

CD P CD P CD P CD P CD P
a) Speed humps 28% 35% 32% 32% 16% 14% 18% 12% 6% 7%
b) Rumble strips 17% 20% 32% 30% 17% 17% 21% 17% 13% 18%
c) Stationary radar 28% 36% 30% 32% 18% 12% 13% 9% 11% 11%
d) More enforcement by police 31% 40% 30% 32% 17% 11% 13% 10% 9% 7%
e) Non stationary speed checks 26% 39% 31% 29% 16% 8% 15% 8% 12% 16%
f) More and better road paintings 41% 38% 28% 28% 15% 11% 16% 8% 9% 15%
g) Better information about the

relationship between speed and
accident risk

41% 38% 26% 28% 12% 14% 9% 8% 12% 12%

h) Automatic speed limiter in the car
that cannot be overridden

20% 27% 13% 14% 12% 10% 34% 27% 21% 22%

i) Automatic speed limiter in the car
that can be overridden

13% 15% 21% 19% 16% 13% 27% 25% 23% 28%

j) More frequent and perceivable
signs

42% 36% 28% 30% 12% 15% 11% 9% 7% 9%

k) Higher fines for speeding 26% 35% 24% 25% 16% 16% 24% 13% 10% 11%
l) Clear and well indicated speed

limits
49% 49% 29% 29% 8% 6% 6% 5% 8% 11%

The results show very clearly that pedestrians more often than car drivers consider
measures that directly affect car drivers behaviour as being effective.

Car drivers claim that measures, that do not affect their behaviour directly, are most
effective.

Measures that pedestrians consider most effective are: "Clear and well indicated
speed limits", "more enforcement by the police" and "non stationary speed
checks".

Measures that car drivers consider most effective are: "more and better road
paintings", "better information about the relationship between speed and
accident risk", "more frequent and perceivable signs" and "clear and well
indicated speed limits".

The most significant differences between the groups can be found with respect to:
"Speed humps", "more enforcement by the police", "non stationary speed checks"
and "higher fines for speeding"; all these measures are clearly preferred by
pedestrians.

Significant differences are also found in connection with the measures "stationary
radar" and "automatic speed limiter that cannot be overridden". More pedestrians
than car drivers consider them as effective and less pedestrians consider them as
not effective.

The questions with respect to both functions of the speed limiter are answered with "I
do not know" rather frequently (20%-30%). The explanation probably is that such a
measure is not known at all by the public and that it is difficult to visualise a speed
limiter.
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Many of the car drivers think that neither of the functions of the speed limiter are
good at all. The limiter that cannot be overridden is met with even more disapproval
by them, however.

Pedestrians look at the speed limiter more positively. At the same time, they
consider a speed limiter that cannot be overridden as more effective than the one
that can be overridden.

15.2.9 Acceptance of measures

Many car drivers usually consider their own decisions with respect to speed choice
as appropriate. Thus, they probably are reluctant to accept measures that affect their
behaviour directly (like efficient enforcement, humps, etc.), because they probably
think that they do not need them.

Therefore we wanted to analyse the differences between car drivers estimation of
effective measures (it can be assumed that they will answer the question from the
perspective of which measures would be effective for other car drivers) and
measures that they themselves accept best.

15.2.9.1 Acceptable measures

The table below displays the attitudes of car drivers towards different measures.

Table 2: Car drivers' (N=630) attitudes towards the most effective and acceptable measures for achieving
appropriate speeds.

ACCEPTABLE MEASURES FOR ACHIEVING APPROPRIATE SPEEDS
very

acceptable
rather

acceptable
not so

acceptable
not

acceptable
I do not
know

a) Speed humps 27% 28% 16% 19% 10%
b) Rumble strips 26% 27% 17% 18% 12%
c) Stationary radar 24% 35% 17% 12% 12%
d) More enforcement by police 26% 27% 22% 13% 12%
e) Non stationary speed checks 19% 26% 24% 15% 16%
f) More and better road paintings 52% 24% 10% 5% 9%
g) Better information about the

relationship between speed and
accident risk

45% 28% 9% 6% 12%

h) Automatic speed limiter in the car
that cannot be overridden

14% 12% 18% 37% 19%

i) Automatic speed limiter in the car
that can be overridden

17% 18% 20% 24% 21%

j) More frequent and perceivable
signs

47% 27% 12% 8% 6%

k) Higher fines for speeding 19% 22% 21% 24% 14%
n) Clear and well indicated speed

limits
59% 27% 4% 4% 6%

It is interesting to see that the acceptance of measures which do not affect behaviour
directly is significantly higher than the effectiveness attributed to them is considered
(see 3.7).

The acceptance of measures which affect driving behaviour directly, is scaled lower
than the effectiveness attributed to them. All these differences are significant.
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15.3 CONCLUSIONS
The results derived from the interviews showed very clearly that traffic safety
implications are aspects all road users consider as being important, when they are
asked about the importance of speed limits and road users' compliance with them.
But car drivers connect dangerous situations with the presence of other car drivers
and not so much with their own behaviour.

However, in some respects, car drivers agree that they contribute to speed
problems, mostly in connection with aspects of hurry and the wish not to disturb the
traffic flow. Arguments should be related to these aspects and combined with
another perspective; namely, that car drivers are well aware of the fact that
inappropriate speeds, to which they contribute by giving room to their own hurry,
cause serious problems for pedestrians and residents.

The addressed persons should also be reminded of the fact that speeding occurs
often and everywhere. I.e., it is not a marginal problem.

Our results have also shown that one should focus on the advantages of lower
speeds, as well, when one communicates with the public, and what they can
contribute to an increase of life quality for residents. Since car drivers would benefit
from a better speed management themselves in their role as residents, the
usefulness of traffic safety measures for residents should be made more transparent,
viz., used in the argumentation that accompanies implementation.

Another way to increase the acceptance of traffic safety measures is to transport the
message that, even if they are felt as being restrictive by oneself, better adapted
speeds help to improve the situation of others.
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16 WALCYNG -
Walking & Cycling instead of short car trips

Christer Hydén

Introduction

WALCYNG was a project funded by the European Commission under the Transport
RTD Programme of the 4th Framework Programme. It lasted for 18 months and
ended the last of August 1997.

Partners from eight different countries took part in WALCYNG:

1. Department of  Traffic Planning and Engineering, Lund Institute of Technology,
University of Lund, Christer Hydén, Annika Nilsson, Sweden (Co-ordinator)

2. FACTUM, Ralf Risser, Karin Ausserer, Austria
3. Franco Gnavi and Carlo Bonanni, Italy
4. City Planning Office, City of Helsinki, Eero Pasanen, Finland
5. Institute of Transport Economics, Ingunn Stangeby, Norway

6. Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki, Liisa Hakamies-Blomqvist,
Finland

7. INTRAS, University of Valencia, Enrique J. Carbonell Vayá, Beatriz Martín, Spain

8. Transport Technologie-Consult Karlsruhe GmbH (former Verkehrs-Consult
Karlsruhe), Rainer Schneider, Germany

9. De Voetgangersvereniging, Willem Vermeulen, The Netherlands
10. Road and Traffic Planning Department, Chalmers University of Technology AB,

Olof Gunnarsson, Sweden

The purpose of WALCYNG was to sort out conditions and measures which may
contribute to replacing short car trips with walcyng (walking and cycling). WALCYNG
applied a Marketing Model, formalised in four main parts:

1. Information policy: One has to collect information about potential and practising
customers so that the preconditions for the behaviour they should choose could be
made attractive.
2. Product and distribution policy: Adequate and attractive technical solutions
have to be worked out, and considered thoroughly so that they will meet customers’
and potential customers’ needs.
3. Incentive and pricing policy: One has to provide incentives given by the society,
institutions, companies, etc., on all levels, both to encourage walking and cycling
and to discourage the use of car for short trips.
4. Communication policy: Users and potential users have to be informed that their
needs and interests are taken into consideration, on the product and distribution
side, as well as on the incentive side. The product has to be displayed and has to be
given a positive image.
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16.1 Main findings
As an average the population in the European countries makes about three trips per
person per day. In most countries the average number of walking trips is between
0.5 and 1 trip per person per day, and between 2 and 2.5 cycle trips. A majority of
the trips are 1 km or shorter for walkers and 3-5 km for cyclists, although differing
between countries. The share of cycling trips in Europe is around 5-10 per cent of all
trips, but much higher rates are found in the Netherlands (29 per cent), and Denmark
(17 per cent).

Many car trips are quite short; a change from car to walking or cycling for trips
shorter than 3-5 km, could replace half of all car trips in many European cities. Trip
chains could only explain some of the car use on short trips. Important differences
are found between men and women, young and old, car-owners and people without
a car, workers and non-workers.

A lot of products and efforts were identified. They were divided into four different
types:

1/ Personal products (appropriate to wear or to be used for help or comfort, for
weather protection, for carrying, for security or items to facilitate walcyng),
2/ Vehicle products belong primarily to the bicycle or could be attached to it. They
are aids for weather protection, for carrying, for safety or items to facilitate walcyng,
3/ Road and infrastructure (design and maintenance on net level, of links, crossings,
parking facilities and intermodality points, as well as restrictions for the motorised
traffic),
4/ Societal (e.g. media, politicians, officials, companies) efforts supporting walcyng
interests and/or discouraging the use of the car. The means can either be
persuasive or forcing.

The experienced problems of walcers were analysed along the dimensions social
climate (e.g. the low status of walcyng), health (e.g. cycling is good for health but
cannot be done without a baseline health condition), comfort (e.g. important with
special provision of benches, waste-baskets, shelters, public toilets), subjective
safety (e.g. pedestrians should be separated from both cars and cyclists, walcers
should not be too much isolated, especially if the illumination is poor), mobility (e.g.
the bicycle network must be continuous and of good quality), aesthetics (e.g.
pedestrians and cyclists have time to look around and really get to know the
environment) and financial advantage.

Even though it is a fact that the more cyclists there are in a country the lower the
accident rate is, increased walking and cycling would result in a considerable
increase in accidents if no strong action is taken. WALCYNG presents eight
recommendations valid in most European countries. In most cases they can be
implemented with reasonable costs in a short term. One of the most important
measures that WALCYNG wants to highlight is a strategy to achieve a maximum
speed on streets where walcers are present of 30 km/h - e.g. by using physical
measures, automatic speed camera control and speed limiters in cars. Another
measure to mention is the separation of pedestrians and cyclists horizontally where
they share the same space. Finally; two-way cycle paths should not be used without
specific facilities at crossings.
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Interview studies showed that there are a lot of benefits associated with walking and
cycling: Health aspects are important benefits of walking as well as of cycling. For
walking environmental aspects and getting fresh air are additional important
benefits. Cycling is fun, gives you good exercise and is very convenient. Even
though there are many benefits involved in walking and cycling, walcers meet a lot of
barriers and obstacles, e.g. lack of facilities to transport heavy things, hilly
topography, bad weather, polluted air, as well as infrastructure barriers such as
insufficient road cycle network, unsafe crossings, parked cars on the pavements,
high curb stones, etc.

A Norwegian Stated Preference-study indicated that the trips to work and to sports
and exercise are easiest replaceable by bicycle, while grocery shopping trips could
easiest be replaced by walking. Short trips by car where you deliver or fetch
someone are very difficult to replace by walcyng.

Incentives are important instruments to influence travel behaviour towards more
walcyng. At the moment incentive strategies are most often focusing on cycling and
the use of public transport. Walking is still considered only marginally.

Incentive strategies should play a more important role in the future, both providing a
walcyng-friendly infrastructure and atmosphere and economical incentives in order
to make walcyng more competitive compared with using the car. Examples on
successful strategies from private companies and public authorities are presented in
the final report of the project.

Communicative measures (e.g., information campaigns, advertising) should
consider a segmentation of the market and different characteristics of different target
groups. The sender of the message may vary, as long as he or she is credible.

Some important characteristics of  "good communication" that can be summarised on
basis of literature and experiences are the following:

• communication may be directed both to the general public, and adapted to the
target group, and to institutions the co-operation of which is needed, or wanted

• messages should refer to an existing frame of reference. They may directly or
indirectly refer to the expected behaviour, however without moralising.

• different strategies can be followed. Communication may be part of a power
strategy, a reinforcing strategy, or a persuasive strategy.

• the effects of campaigning will only show over a longer time.

• characteristics of the social and physical environment are conditional. Before
expecting any change, the social and physical environment need to be improved.

One important aspect of promoting walcyng is the problems one can expect to meet
in terms of  – partly naive - arguments against walcyng from various representatives
of governmental institutions, private institutions, or certain individuals working in
such institutions. It is the idea of WALCYNG that mentally dealing with the expected
problems (in the project defined as "inoculation") helps one to react in a more
relevant and objective way when they arise. The involved person will thereby be
better prepared and resistant ("Forewarned is forearmed").
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The arguments against walcyng used by different "opponents" (governmental
institutions, private institutions, or certain individuals working in such institutions) are
quite many. They can be subdivided into three categories:

1. arguments of general character against walcyng (e.g. the safety argument, the
weather/ topography argument, the mobility argument)

2. economical/political arguments (e.g. the economic argument, the bad customer
argument)

3. "democratic and communication" arguments (e.g. minority and competition
arguments)

For all types of arguments the final report of the project presents relevant
counterarguments.

Lobbying plays an important role in promoting walcyng. The most important aspects
in connection with lobbying are:

• Propagating walcers's interests includes to become part of the political sphere.

• The effectiveness of lobbying is linked to power, like economical, representative,
psychological, power through access to resources, etc..

• Lobbies steer existing research. Research is connected with development.

• The media influence people's attitudes and behaviour.

• Walcers have to fight for a similar position as car manufacturers who penetrate
into all sectors of life.

• Successful lobbying needs a network of co-operating partners.

16.2 The Walcyng Quality Scheme
One main goal of WALCYNG was to produce an evaluation scheme; the Walcyng
Quality Scheme (WQS). It should allow an assessment of different policy activities in
the area.

The WQS is designed as an interactive software that can be used for obtaining and
evaluating information about the preconditions for walcyng in a certain area of
interest (a target group, a type of product, a route, a neighbourhood, a city, a
country, etc.). The WQS should on the one hand remind the compilers of all relevant
aspects to be considered both when assessing given preconditions for walcyng, and
when developing measures. In this respect, the WQS resembles a checklist.  On the
other hand, the WQS has a comparative and an analytic character because the
quality of the aspects that should be considered has to be assessed, as well.

The person or group that use the WQS can either choose:

1. a full version that provides an exhaustive evaluation and additional information,
referring to help functions associated with criteria items, for a number of special
problems. The help functions are clarifications of the items which are presented,
or

2. a module, i.e. the choice of specific parts of the WQS which best suit the sort of
task one wishes to accomplish.
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In table 1 an example on an expert assessment based on WQS - regarding mobility
at different types of intersections - is presented. It contains three aspects; "current
situation", "importance" and "feasibility":

1. Current situation and implementation of the areas: An overall evaluation of the
current state in each moment of the development or application of a measure or
element (product, communication, etc.). When one starts to use the WQS today,
this will most often refer to a historically grown situation and all its characteristics.

2. Importance of certain criteria: Such a type of assessment can be given after
repeated use of the WQS. It provides information on the technical aspects of
evaluation by the experts with regard to certain criteria or solutions and makes it
possible to create a hierarchy of future actions

3. Feasibility of certain criteria or solutions: This involves an estimation of the
possibilities of implementing a criterion or solution in a certain context in which it
is being analysed, and makes it possible to estimate whether certain criteria play
a reasonable role viz., whether it is reasonable to apply them, keeping in mind
political, social, and cultural factors, etc.

Table 1 An example from the WALCYNG Quality Scheme
6.1.2.2 Mobility
6.1.2.2.1 Types of Intersections

Current
Situation

Importance Feasibility

1 Crossing at intersections; without contact with
car traffic, e.g. by using bridges or tunnels.

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5

2 Layout of intersections with regard to detour for
bicyclists

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5

3 Easily understood signal control 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
4 Threshold on crossing for cars turning right 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
5 Waiting areas for cyclists (at signals) 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
6 Green phase only for cyclists 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
7 Refuge 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
8 Push buttons appropriately located 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5
9 Automatic green for cyclists 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5

The WQS is still in a research phase, i.e. it is not complete with regard to all
possible aspects, and it does still not provide compilers with answers on all relevant
questions.

16.3 Implications for further research
The development of the WALCYNG Quality Scheme (WQS) identified a lot of
research needs. The most important knowledge missing to-day is the effects of
holistic approaches, i.e. where all the different parts of the marketing model are
applied harmonically. There are in principle no examples of really holistic
approaches from this point of view, even though there are some approximations in
bicycle friendly societies like in the Netherlands and – partly - in Denmark.
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Bicycle use in these countries has an old tradition and it is very difficult to sort out
the mostly implicit aspects that today make and keep people walcyng in stead of
using the car in these countries. An attribution of factors that enhance walcyng to the
situation there is therefore a theoretical exercise. The question is whether it is
possible to theoretically draw conclusions from that with respect to the effects of
holistic approaches in encouraging people to use the walcyng modes in stead of the
car, for short trips. (Marketing research in the profit area however suggests that
holistic approaches are most efficient).

As we see it, further research in this area must focus on the holistic approach within
restricted time and areas. The most feasible way is to select examples where, e.g.,
local authorities have carried through a comprehensive plan to encourage either
walking or cycling in a geographical area or country where walcyng activities
normally are not given priority and where walcyng is at a low level. The most
promising research approach procedure would be to follow the implementation of a
comprehensive plan and implementation from its start. It would then be possible to
study technical aspects like how modal choice is changed and how walcyng is
changing, both in itself and compared with the use of car. Studies of sociological and
psychological aspects should accompany the technical studies, in order to increase
the understanding of the mode choice and to understand how users assess the new
situation.

A comprehensive plan should include as many parts as possible of the whole
marketing model:

• information policy (what is known about habits, preferences etc of walcers and
potential walcers)

• product and distribution policy (what is known about products and efforts that
are necessary and/or useful for encouraging walcyng and discouraging the use
of car for short trips, and what is known about the availability, feasibility and
effectiveness of these)

• incentive and pricing policy (what is known about possible incentives and their
costs and effects, and what is known about pricing as a means encouraging
people to use walcyng in stead of the car).

• communication policy (what is known about effective strategies for
communication with potential users).

It is a research task in itself to find out how local authorities are approaching the
different parts of the marketing model, and how they look upon the links between the
different parts. It is probable that political scientists would play an important role –
together with traffic experts – first to locate the initiating process, and then to identify
processes and relationships that are strengthening or weakening the intentions to
implement a comprehensive plan for walcyng.  How are local authorities organised
with regard to this topic? How are different parts of a plan co-ordinated and how is
the responsibility for execution of the plan planted in the organisation? What is the
general knowledge about potential and actual effects of the implementation of such
plans, such as safety effects, usage rates, etc?

This process research must be complemented with technical research on single
parts of the plan. What is the knowledge status regarding, e.g., physical planning for
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walcers and what principles are guiding the planning? What is known about effects
and costs?

Another research effort of importance is to study how potential users are assessing
the use of the WQS, regarding both practical and conceptual issues.
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